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MORNING.

tal Gospel of Job, which we Tope to begin on me for the fall hour" to the very Yast itsRi
so in His Clare lio in one,
printing soon.
Jword.
As we were leaving the Chapel, has He providgd the attractive point for his
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
J! This échool work amofig the Suntals has Chindu came up saying that the new woin- special bday
in the pecularities of
FOR THE FAMILY.
reached such proportions that it will now an wished to stay with us. 1t was truly so. Some one. branch of the great family of
IASUED BY. THE
be necessary to keep two inspectors and She had decided to give up all for Christ.
faith.. In a city so large as this, there is
She has brought me all her idols, quite a yet room for other Christian denominations.
REEWILL
BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT: || two preachers moving constantly through
the Santal country, so as to secure a regular rich collection and valuable now for our We should welcome them as we do yop.
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H,
monthly visitatior. My plan has been fo Mission Museum, if there ‘be one. Twas Each, doubtless, would draw into the one
LW. BURLINGAME, Publisher,
send an inspector and a preacher together, pleased to witness her sad yot cheerful spirit fold some souls ‘that as yet have heeded no
To whom all letters on business,
remittances ol
morsy, &o., should be sent.
and this works admirably so far. During in parting with these old-tregsures. She call of all the Tord's many voiced jessenAll communications
dedighen for Publication, should be addressed to the
June and December there is né visitation, has brought her shasters also, for she is a gers.
ditor.
.
because we then have a fortnight’s vacation learned woman, haying books in the DebBut while we greet you as a new denonii$3.00 per year; or if pmd strictly IN AD
Terms:
VANCE, $2,500
in the schools, snd all the teachers come to- nagri, Oriya and Bengali languages, and nation of Christians, we do not forget that
REMITTANCES
must be made in money or gether at Bhimpore for instruction and ex- haying long taught these to hér disciples,is
you possess marked affinities with other
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
This monthly visitation is im- quite familiar with all. This truly remarkgp- churches of Christ that have long labored
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a amination,
is perhaps thirty-five years of in our city.” These affinities also prepare
registered letter.
All Postmasters' are obliged to portant, not only because the field is wid- ble woman
register letters whemever requested to do so.
She is a native of Nepal, a Brahmini, your welcome by each—which, in the name
ening, but because it enables us to work age;
The regular
charges
for , money
orders, bank
more thoroughly and bring the truth more of the highest caste, and for years a Bastani, of cach, I feel that I can speak. Historicalchecks, and Post Ofice money orders«may be de

STAR.

ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents

frequently™ind forcibly before the people,

having entered this order for ascetic reasons:

ly, you-are an

are particularly requested

It is a good rule not to plow where we

can

tional church, through the

not sow, and not to sow

not

She has traveled extensively since the
death of her’husband, and has visited many
of the’ most celebrated shrines ‘of India.
For several years she lived in the court of a
petty rajah in this District, but came to
Midnapore daring the famine,or soon after.

to make

their remittances

as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order
received by the

Publisher

and uintil payment
quired by law,
Each

for

their

of all arrearages is made

subscriber

1s

particularly

the date on the label

is

water, though

discontinuance,

note

for the expiration of his sub.’

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further
reminder from this office.

NEWSPAPER

can

are: of course

proper

DECISIONS.

ers much good,
and a spiritual

schools are

It was both an intellectual
benefit.
As a result the

better

kept,

the teachers

are

exerting themselves to bring in the girls,
the pupils are more regular in attendance,
offi se or not.
are studying harder to quali3. The courts have decided that refusingto take | | ‘the masters
newsp \pers and periodicals from the post-office, or
fy themselves for worthier work amd. Bost: hope she
removing and leaving them unc alled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.”

| of all, their hearts are more

tender

| ful and encouraged.
|

address

in

towards

PRAY

-

evening prayer-

+

WES ESDAY.

~~

puts in a word

is often

AVill it help your loneliness,
On the winds to din it? »
Raise a hut however slight,
Weeds and brambles smother;
And to roofand meal invite
Some forlorner brother.

+ Clear from clouds to fan it. ~

Of your gladness {end a gleam
Unto souls that shiver;
Show them how dark sorrow’s stream,

Blends with hope's bright river!
:
— Selected.
tr

that

for Ram

or Krishnu

or

rebuked

by persons

in our

bazar

the trouble
and letting
as the only

of

welcome,

installation

of the

pastor, Rev. J. Burnham Davis:
Seldom does a more agreeable duty come

our

Jug-

see

question

to a minister of the gospel, than that which
is now

the

my part—to

Christian

speak,

community

in the

name

of Lynn,

of

a few

words of welcome to this newly gathered
church of Christ, and to our brother just inducted into

the pastoral office.

take my first suggestion

from

And

I will

the remarks

of him who has just addressed you.

During the past eleven years, our city has
added about twelve thousand to its population,

But, if I except the Central

Baptist

Mission in Oxford Street, which is not yet
a distinct church, yours “is only the second
church that.
time.
This

has been organized in all that
inactivity, however, has not

been so detrimental dyring the whole period

to which I have wh
at | ¢ 0 be now.
As late as

{ down to our day? What need of Christ'sjad! vent and work of redemption? ” The answer
of course is simple enough, but I was pleasled to hear a question like this from a
thoughtful youth.
It gave us chance to,
| more fully, and I hope more effectively, uit*
fold the wonderful plan of salvation through

with all Christians tvhich belong to our Pilgrim Fathers’ doctrine of Christian liberty.
In

common

with:

the

great

as it is beginning

(the three-fifths of the population who are |
ordinarily able at any time to be in church)
should present themselves at the doors of
our sanctuaries, there are not

expected

Methodist

from

a

church

seats enough

whose

found-

er was born again under the preaching of
the great Whitefield. You preach, you
pray, like the rest of us. With us you confess one God ang Father,
deemer, cne
Renewing

six years ago, there
It showed | were churches enough for the people, if
thought and is a good specimen of a class | they chose to be > B¢gathered into them. But
of questions often asked us here. * It was new; on the miost liberal reckoning of the
this:
“If all who were saved before the capacity of our< churches, and halls used for
! Christian era were saved ¥hrough faith in | worship, and even counting in aslarge ediChrist, why did not the same plan contirue fice not half .completed, if all these 18,000:

If the world’s “a vale of tears,”
Smile, till rainbows span it;
Breathe the love that life endears;

pe

only

congregations, thus saving us
of tearing down the idols again,
us hold up the Lord Jesus Christ
Saviour of sinners.”
A yéung Oriya asked a good
Nuabazar the other evening.

(0 build houses in it!

cnt

ever,

gernaut, you may be sure he is from the
country and does not belong here.
And
another cheering thing is, that such a man

If the world’s a “wilderness,”

r——

as

P.

——

church in that city, and

he had marked a striking change in Mid| napore
since he began preaching, which
is about three years ago.
Said he, ‘ Peonov they |
ple used to stand up for idols,
Now when a man |
| have given all that up.

Something.

If the world seems eold to you,
Kindle fires to warm it!
Let their comfort hide from view
Winters that deform it.
Hearts as frozen as your own
To that radiance gather; °
You will soon forget to mourn,
**Ah! the cheerless weather!”

.

same

4

The following is an address

aisdiences are more respectful and less dis| posed to avil, Jacob, our lay preacher,
27, 1871, | said in_prayer-meeting the other day, that

SEFIEMETER

Do

| is about the

dds

délivered by Rev. J. M. Whiton, at Lynn,
Mass.» at the organization cof the IF. B,

In the town, cur work has been attended
| with tokens of good this month. The bazar

lorning Star.
&

here.

Address of Welcome

| of God's goodness to his own people.
a

blessing

HER.

y

| méeting, and spoke with peculiar gratitude
~~

FOR

He made a very hearty

our Thursday

will prove a great

She is eagerly studying fhe New Testament.

the truth as it is in Jesus.
I vever knew
| Sanitan to come in from his trips so cheer-

s&~ When Agents recmive prem
no percentste
on moneys sent tor the Star is allowed in addition.
“Bg We send no books out to be sold on commis:
sion, or other wi se,»with the privilege of returning

person of your

founder, and you maintain both the Congregational polity, and that open communion

body, you emphasize man’s free agency in
ed Bastam, who has puja under a banydtr salvation ; which indeed, however variously
tree every evening. From out of that house they muy, theorize about it, all Christians
and from out of the prison-house of Hindu- : practically. apply nearly alike. In common
ism the Lord has rescued this our sister. with the Baptist churches, you give promiBlessed be His name forever! She cares nence to that creed of the initiatory sacri
for no intimidations and has been boldly ment, which requires the believer's burial
back to the Bastam’s house with two of our to the sinful world with Christ to be repreWith all three,
girls, to publish salvation to the fimily sented by his immersion.
where she so recently taught idolatry. Wa you cherish a zeal for revivals, as might be

| SeBools he has visited. He says that the
| June Convention at Bhimpore did the teach-

1.
Any person who takes a newspaper regul: ily
som the post-offlce—whether directed to his nape or
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2.
Ifa person orders lus Jape: discontinued, he |
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until payment is made, and collect the ||
whole amount, whetner the paper is taken from the |

from a Congrega-

Here she has lived iif the family of a devot-

Sanitan brings in cheering news {rom the

v.
_

we

exceptions to it, which must justly be regarded in all the frontier missionary work
like ours. But the rule is excellent.and we
try to follow it here.

as re-

requestedto

there

where

offshoot

one crucified Reand sSanctifying

Spirit.

You beliéve as we do, in “the com-

munion

of saints,the

forgiveness of sins, the

resurrection of the body, and of the life ever-.

lasting.”

We

therefore

brethren, And

the One
all.

welcome

fellow-laborers,

Body

of Him

you as

members

of

whe jis the head of

We also welcome you, our
are to take the charge and

brother, who
ovérsight of

this newly

gathered

flock.

You have

advantage

of being

in

warm

the

the

atmos-

ANOTHER

SENSIBLE

VERDICT.

jury

investigating

accom-

dant need for thissnew church, and for more

too. We feel that your movement tends to
roll away from the Christian body the reproach of apathy and negiect. We welcome your occupation of a field that evi-

with the Westfield, the Ogean Wave and the
Revere verdicts.
But there is one noticea-

dently demands the reaper, and

ble feature

-——

MIDNAPORE, INDIA, July 28, 1871.
A thousand years before the Redeemer
came, David sang, “God is my shivation
and my glory; the Took of my strength, |
and my refuge is in God;” and to-day, al-|

O give thanks unto the Lord;
On

the

opening

Last evening, by Gunga
old man

Ram’s well,

‘heard us through.

Jacob

for he is |r resent,

Saheb, but it is this,—None of us
wish to give up our sins .and serve .a pure

good, for his mercy endureth forever.”
two of the Sgntal
(otherwise known

Christ.

month | God “with our hearts and "hands." He
spoke the truth for the world of eavilers, on

Sabbath of the

boys, Makrd and Haka
as David Macdonald and

both sides of this globe, and hit the nail on

is white for

the harvest.
In view also of the fi wt that you are a de-

nomination of Christians igh from any
that has preceded you in our city. we wel-

willdepend upon the personal feelings of

——
CHINA.

A Baptist missionary, recently writing" frome
of dealing fairly with all parties, which | | China, says, *‘ 7 am persuaded that China is the
leads us to expect satisfactory results. The: most important missionary field in the whole. \
Geneva Commission, to adjust the Adabama heathen world, especially for American churcliclaims, will not meet till Deceniber.
The es. Indias a great field, but it. is in a measure
more English than American; and besides, Tndis

Italian government [has just appointed
Count Sclopis as a member of that Commission, in Hccordahce. with previous agree‘ments.

is exerting no reflex influence upon ws as & nation, whereas China is as auch American as
English, and already sustifns to us an immediate connection which will surely increase in im.
portance in years to come,

:

« CELEBRATING ITALIAN UNITY.
The first anniversary of the occupation of
Rome by Italian troops was celebrated with
great enthusiasm last Wednesday. The
c:ty was literally covered with festoons of
flags, tapestry and flowers.” The places of
husivess were all closed, and every one unreservedly gave himself to the expression of
patriotic feelings. There were processions
with banners and music, and speeches full
of fire and devotion, all showing

the

JAPAN,

Notwithstanding the interest manifested
by the
Japanese to adopt the customs and the literature
of Christian nations, théy@mre as hostile as ever
to the introduction of Christianity within their
borders. © Quite recently the Japanese teacher of
an American niissionary and his wife were seized at midnight and cast into prison, and after
wards dragged to the capital to answer for the
crime of having a copy of the New Testamentin
their possession,and offering prayer morning and
eyening to the: God of Heaven.
The United
States consul at that port (Kobe) had an- agreement with the governor that
fio servant of am

gush-

ing nature of Italian patriotism. There was
a grand review of troops, and the streets
were literally full, but everybody was orderly. Many arrived by the Mt. Cenis tunnel to participate in the exercises, which of

American should be arre

itself was enpugh to awaken uncommon
feelings.
May a thousand, and mote, similar anniversaries succeed this first joyous

one.
dh

w ashington

Corr espondence,

A

learned of their visits-to-this house-dnd was
ager to see and hear theni. And better missionaries she couldn’t have met ‘than these

The

Coroner’s

causes of the recent

torpedo

the

“explosion

in

New York, find the owner directly responsible for the accident.
He had failed to observe the most obvious cautions, and the
sad results of the tragedy are directly tracea-

ble to his

caxelessness.

This

goes

in each of them.

well

The manag-

ers declare that in each’case

their

was being "operated safely,

and that they

business

would haye considered themselves perfectly

secure~either

in their

boats or upen

the

come you, - The argument that is stupidly. train. ~ Certainly they would,—now that the
accidents have occurred,—and this is a ver y
aimegl against Christianity, from the number
and diversity of Christian denominations, is strong reason for giving them ‘severe treat-

nearly every one of the threescore

two

willing workers,

ever ready and glad

is back from the jungles and in his wonted
Bonsing,
place in front of the Pundit.
Dharma and Hakd (which mean John Sin-

fo do the Master's bidding. They taught
her there for the first time, sitting at their
feet eaglr to cateh.every word. How true it

clair, Pickering Brown and Jacob Miley,—
though these names are rarely 2 used here)
have spent the. vacation in doing evangelicat work, in company with Raju and Sana-

is that God sends
willing!
Chandu

tan,

to

the

schools.

north

and

west

These dear boys

and love to talk and work

their countrymen.
\.

and ten

among

love
for

the

the

Lord,

him

among

Makra wis ill with fever

when the twa parties started off, hence had
to stay at home, ‘which was. a veal disap-

pointment to

him.

» boys tell of the

You

good

out in the jungles.

time

work in the way of the
and -Surji found this

hear

the

about’

they

have

had

here that day and instructed her,
She soon
after bought a Bengali New Testament and

the true religion.

well-nigh a hundred miles westward, and not

pegan

less than seventy to the

attendance

north

and

west, so they haye had to "work
get round, during the vacation.

north-

briskly. to
Sandton’s

‘more

“Father

happened

daily study of the Scriptures.
upon

regular, and

the

means ef grace

Her
was

we perceived that the

party took the northern route and got back

Holy Spirit was doing a work in her heart,
One Sabbath she listened with the closest

a week ago, He has
Santipore to help in

attention Yo the megsage of meicy. I shall
not soon forget those bright eyes fastened

i's

iE |
f

b.

i HY

L

now

WE W

.

a
oy

a

gone. down to
of thie’ §.1-

oi

“

"

4

i
\

tion presented to all the various inclinations
of the religious spirit. And thus,-as the
Apostle tells: as, is known by the church

the manifold wisdom of God,” providing, in
woman and gave her the first lesson in the the different branches of His church, tor
Gospel. The next day they visited the the satisfaction of the minds of all His peohouse where the woman was stopping and ple, however differing in their religious
told her more fully of the way of life; they temperaments, Thus an old apple tree may
moreover persuaded her to come to our hear on one stock its branches of various
Chapel and to visit our bungalow.
I iivst orafts, and fruits of divers flavors, where
saw her on our south veranda one after- oyery palate may find a taste for its pecul| Hoon,
jar liking. . Thus, - whether a Christian's
Sho-had come; I believe,to converse

should

Our schools now stretch

ment of doetrine, and in the derivation of
the rules of duty from the-principles of faith,
so in the peculiarities of the several denominations that each possess,all the fundamentals of religion are different points of attrac-

mind is more of a practical, or of an @sthet-

ic cast; whether Le loves to dwell rather
the div inde or on the human side of the
vine-human Gospel; whether he seeks
connect his own faith with the faith of

on
dito
an

without first notify-

ing him, but he gave
consul no warning.
On his calling upon the governor for the restoration of the teacher, he refused; saying’ the maw
was not a servant but a day laborer. Thegnan
was arrestedby the secret police of the Emperor.
About a year ago, the teacher of an English missionary livingin Nagasaki disappeared and hus net
sin¢e been heard from.
He is perhaps in prison,
perhaps inexile with the 4,000 Roman Catholics
seized

—

some

two

years

ago,

or

he

may

have

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 19th,1871.
heen cruelly murdered. for his faith in Jesus.
Our community is startled by the recent’ defalThe authorities tell us that these are not pepsecation of Maj, Hodge, Paymaster in the U. S.
cuted -hecause they are Cliristians, but because
army, amounting to a half million doHars or
they do mot respeet the divine origin of the
more.
Up to this hour ke stood well, his supeMikado, whom they call the Son.of Heaven, the
riors’having impheit confidence .in his honesty lineal descendant of the goddess Tensio Daisen.
and integrity.
Alas! for frail humanity when it These Christians will not go through a certain
attempts to walk through this world alone, withgate which is sacred to the goddess, and this
out a firm faith in Jesus, and an implicit reliteaches the people to despise the goddess atid to
ance upon God to guidd it all the way through.
doubt the divinity of the Mikado. For this hid- ~
The papers will tell you the whole story respecteous crime, thousands ure great sufferers to-day
ing this painful affair, so I will not enlarge ‘upon
in the “Land of the Rising Sun.” Christians
it. Those who hold trust funds sheuld never
should earnestly pray that the hundreds of Japuse a cent for any’ other purpose than that for
anese vouth now in a course of training in ‘our
which they are held.
A firm adherence to this
schools may become earnest
Chrigtians, and
principle is the only safe course.
[ when returned to their native land, mav exert
Just new the “Women’s Club,” organized to an influence that shall sweep away the barriers
.rescue the frail sisters from ruin, is the most exthat now oppose the progress of the gospel in
citing topic of debate here. The newspapers,
Japan.
the pulpits, the public meetings, are dise ussing
MADAGASCAR.

families

to provide

as

will

for

receive

them

homes

them,

in

such

GREECE.

and by every

In 1867, Dionysios Latas, a Greek, came from
a convent near Jerusalem and at first took a
humble position in the choir of one of the principal churches of the city of Athens,
As soon as
he began to preach, all were astonished at his
eloquence,
A wealthy Greek
gentleman sent
him for a time to a German university, but he is
now again in’ Athens drawing iipense crowds
to hear hissermons.
He is said to be as modest
as he is gifted, and devoutly to attribute all his
success to the grace of God.
Rev. Dr. Hill, the
Episcopal missionary in Athens, recently listen
ed to one of his discourses and speaks of it as
one of the grandest he ever heard. I'he audience
of 2.500 persons was held for nearly two hours
as if spell bound, while this eloquent preacher
unfolded in comparative ‘purity, the great doctrines of grace and salvation by Jesus Christ our
Lord.
The raising up of this great preacher of
righteousness is hailed ds a good omen for the
Greek Church, and is believed to be the result of
the missionary toil of Dr. King and others from

means, through moral and religious influences,
to induce them to lead good lives. That they will
fail in some instances is to be expected, but that
the movement will be successful to a blessed
extent is equally certain.
I have already told
you that the questior of the propriety, feasibility

and Christian

character of the Women’s

Club

has been discussed in our pulpits. Some commend it,
oghers condemn it, and others still give
it a dou
fil and timid support.
Doctor Boynton,of the Assemblies Presbyterian
chureh, ignores the movement as ill-timéd, impolitic and unchristian.
He preached on Sunday
one of his characteristic sermons against the
movement, denouncing it as unchristian.
He
says that the only salvation for thege
, fallen
women is the grace of God, and that the blood
of Christ alone can make them clean.
It was
not needful to tell the true believer this, but
to insistthat no woman-of the character deserib-

rather “an argument wholly in its favor. ment. If they considér absolutely safe those
Jacob Miley), were baptized and admitted the head.
As
the different books of the” Bible address - operations that are liable at any time to | ,£d shall-betaken by the hand and encouraged to
to the church. The kind patrons who have | I have reserved to the last the most interforsake her evil ways till ‘she is converted, is,
give us the sad resultssof the last few according to my notion, a mistake. The Doctor
long cared for these lads, and whose names esting case of the month. It has pleased God different needs of the religious spirit, so
weeks, then the law should look into the mat- sdid that society had established “a ban and law?”
they bear, will rejoice to Know that they to bless the labors of our sisters, and greet does each denomination in the church of
terand
see that agents are employed who not - . which made it impossible ever to receive once
Christ
address.
with
its
special
emphasis
have thus publicly professed faith in Chris- ‘our eyes with the first fruits of the zenana
only have a keener sense of existing dan- abandoned women into respectable society. This
some
one
spiritual
want
of
our
many-mindwork.
It
will
not
be
wise,
perhaps,at
prestainity. Theearnestness of both of them
ger, but who will adopt surer means to, pre- is a strange dogma for a Christian minister
has pleased us much. . Let prayer be made | ent to state more than a few of the leading ed race. As we have, for instance, the
to thrust forward as a rule for the government
vent
it.
:
:
of Christians in their conduct towaids fallen men
in their behalf, that they pore faithful to particulars, -of this case. In onc of the Psalms to kindle devotional aspirations and
A SPEECH BY CARL SCHURZ.
¢
and women. ' Myr. Boynton, however, is accusthe end, and also that they become true and hauses in the little bazar close by, Chandu, to clothe them with fitting language, the
General Schurz, the western German wlio tomed+to thrust forward society's rule or law for
Christian common
devoted laborers for the Master among the mother in our Israel, though baptized Proverbs to sharpen
did us such good service in the war, has the government of Christians in relation to other
their own people, the Santals.
Haka in but five years ago, and Surji, one of our sense, the Gospels to exhibit the historical
lately
been accused of heterodoxy in poli- matters appértaining to church affairs. We have
particular, should be made special mention school girls, went to teach the women and foundation of our faith, and the law of faith
tics, and ‘of going contrary to. the ways of one. ather notfble example of this character on
and
of
practice
in
Jesus’
life,
the
Epistles
to
of in the prayers of Christians, for he is suf- children as usual, and found a Bairage
good German patriots. He made a speech the part of the- reverend gentleman. Doctor
fering persecution for the sake of Chvise.
| wbman waiting to meet them. She, had exercise the belieyer’s reason in the developBoynton was the first pastor of the new CongreThis month there has been a vacation of
three weeks in our school, and the boys
have been home to their friends.
Now

en
pets ap —

Mission Field.

those who compose the Commission, and
these are said to be of a very friendly napure. They go about the work with a view

suits, and

panies me this month, and he had ‘made a
noble defense of Christianity in a remarkamost nineteen centuries after that Redeem- | bly pointed and pungent address, of nearly
er's advent, we sing the same song.
Thise| an hour, after which I had been disposing of
month we have found the Psalmist’s words | several cavilers and carpers. As we closed
doubly true and precious, and our hearts | up, the old man said with great serjousness,
have often exclaimed, ‘‘Praise ye the Lord. | « The trouble is not what these fellows rep-

Cr

39
et

circumstance

an

Correspondence.

umber

—r—————

the question with a vehemence which shows that
A governor of -one of tlie remote provinces of
the community is profoundly stirred.
As a matMadagascar professed for a time to be a convert
of whose situation is favorable to an active ter of course, many foolish things are said and to Christianity ; but as he still led an Ammoral
and glowing "life. You have not the dis- done ; and much zeal is displayed, and not un- life, he began to dislike the doctrine of Chris~
advantage that one often feels in adapting frequently this zeal is largely deficient in knowl- tian purity and righteousness that was preached
edge.
Still, that much good will come of this
in the native church.
So he started a ehurch ot
his work to foundations laidby others.
You
mov ement I can not doubt.
:
his own which he commanded the people to athave no old ruts to fall into vourself, or to
On Tuesday evening. the club held a public
tend
and forbade their attending the
other.
pull your church out of. As a new-comer,
meeting in Lincoln Hall.
The gathering was
Some chose to obey God rather than this wicked
you may have a view of the’ situation and large and orderly, and I noticed many of our "governor, so he had one of the offenders ghadly
the needs of religion in our city, perhaps most ‘respectable citizens in the audience,— beaten,another cast into prison and the like. Seeclearer than that of older residents. Free among them several gentlemen in high official ing that this availed nothing,he decifled to put to
and unfettered bwetradition or local bias, positions. Mrs. Spencer, the leading lady in the death one or two of the most prominent ChrisBusiness College here, and thé President of the
tians,
‘The missionaries expostulated with him
you have an enviable opportunity - to plan club, presided and made an excellent speech, in vain; they appealed to the'gqueen’s proclamaand execute great things for Christ among «characterized by an earnestness and a fervor tion which promises liberty of worship to all the
us. To this work we welcome you.
In it which told upon the audience with thrilling ef- people, but he was deaf,to all argument. The
both you and your people will have the fect. Speeches were also made by Gen. 0. . morning'of the day appointed for the execution
dawned, the arrangements were completed, when
prayers and sympathies of all these other ‘Howard, Mr. Spencer, the husband of the lad
lo! some of the Queen's officers suddenly apPresident of the “Women’s ‘Clab,” Rev. Mr.
and older churches, and, we doubt not, the
peared on the scene and the persecuting governor
Johnson,
of New York, Mrs. Alice B. Wayne
blessing of the Master, ina good measure and John M. Morris, the managing editor of the was marched to the capital'to give an aceount.ot
of daily encouragement, and of everlasting Morning Chronicle. ~ About $900.00 was sub- his conduct. Two of the most prominent of the
Christian converts—one of whom was to have
success.
scribed and raised on the spot. The movement
is now fairly .under way, and bids fair to do been killed that day, were required to go along
to testify against him.
Such governors are not
much good.
The design is to establish a home
‘Events of the Week.
for the “frail ones,” to fit them for honest pur- going to be tolerated in Madagascar,
i
f—

phere of a new church, every

for them by at least 3,000. If a railroad
company ought to multiply its cars according to the increase of travel,” Christians
ought ta add new churches as fast as the
population grows. There is therefore abun-
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—

-

THE

—————

at Nashville, Tenn., last week which, while
it may not be quite as explicit as one would
be glad to hear, still contains the soundest

utterances.

‘He is for reform in politics

to

begin w ith; Id also. wants general amnesty
between the North and South, as that would’
tend to disarm existing
alienations; he

wants a return

to local self-government,

which,

way,

by

the

the

Administration

seems to be approaching as fast as possible ;
he would reduce ttaxes, and return to specie
payment ; and he would have the South ess

pecially labor for reforms, and hoth Section
of the

country

striving

good. His other views
popular as these, and
contain

some

show that he has

Tor

impractical

not

yet

the

were
while

common

equally. as
they may

features,

wandered

they

hope-

lessly from a sound political faith,
THE BRITISH-AMERICAN COMMISSION,
The
tween

°
MICRONESIA.
a
The missionary work on these Islands of Lag
Pacific is wonderfully prosperous.
It is thought
that the gospel has made as great progress in the
Micronesia Islands as it did in the same length of
time in the. Sandwich Islands, while the num
ber of laborers has been much less. Missionaries
(natives) sent by the Hawaiian Board have cooperated with those sent by the American Board

with

the happiest results.

the inhabitaits

Twenty

years

ago,

of Kusoie, or’ Strong’s Islands,

were in the lowest state of savage violence and
heathen degradation.
Whale ships were cut off
"once and.agnin by them and the crews murdered
in cold blood. Now they aye virtually a Chris.
tian people. They fear God, reverence the Sal
bath, ave industrious and frugal, dwell in peace,

gutional church in this city. and opposed with Jl
his might and’ main the admission of colored
people to his church on terms of equality.
He
said that they must take certain pews by them-

and are as well clothed ‘generally as the natives
gejves or none, and his obstinacy and unchristian. of the Sandwich Islands. Four houses of wor=
spirit in this regard, came very near breaking up | ship are opened on the Sabbath in a population

the church; and had not General Howard and |
of 600, and are filled with happy worshipers. The
other good and true men come to the rescue, it
| Sen
numbers
169 members and: has, by its
would have been done. The Dogtor left, and | own choice for its pastor, a son of the old King
carried off with hima few restless spirits, and
George, who took the missionaries under his,
they set up a meeting in a hall, which for a few
protection when they first landed on his*shores,
months dragged out a feeble existence and then | The Queen is a devoted member of the church.
died.
Mr, Boynton has now found. out that he
The present King.is not a church-member, but
is a Preshyterian, and has charge of one of their
he is moral and intelligent. In Tarnea the King
mission churches.
Rev. Dr. Rankin is now the | i% one of the members, and in Apaiang the King
pastor
of the old church, and the colored men
is one of ‘the deacons of the church, A few
and womensit where they please and are treated
years ago Butaritari was the darkest of sll the
as Christians by théir pale-faced brethren, nots |
Islands of the group, but now it is the brightest,
withstanding “society’s ban nud law.”
The brother of the King, his sister, ant his
We are having delightful weather here and our
brother-in-law are members of the church; and
people that have heen abrodad to the various
the King, though devoted to the gratification of
his lusts, does not oppose ‘the missionaries,
watering-places ave returning, and the churches
are filllng up.

The

temperance

cause is advances

be- ing, and hard drinkers arey being reclaimed.
a

Commissioners to adjpst claims
Great Britian and América, “other

our own land.

moral forces proceeding from

‘the

The

Christian.

life

and experience,
are making their influences

felt

Twenty-two
past year.

)

hay @ been added to the chureh

the

HEATHEN WOMEN,
In the Miss, Mag. it is estimated that there ave

800,000,000 of women still in heathen darkness, a
than the Alabama claims, expected to meet .in various
ways. Material iinprovements are number so great thit should a young lady count
in Washington, last Monday. TH? businéss going forward under our new territorial govern- this
Christian fathers, or whether he is mor
vast multitude 2s they pass by her af, the.
intent on the free development of Christian before this Commission will be. quite impor- ment, and the National Capital bids fair to be a rate of one every second, her hair would be krayand attractive city at no distant day. and the light of youth gone from her eye before
tant; and considerable interest will-attach to beautiful
life in the prosent ; “the manifold wisdom
So much for the abolition of slavery and the in- the last of these benighted, sin-stricken sisters
its,
deliberations.
Of-eourse,
very
much
would haye filed past.
troduction of northern enterprise,
PHAROS,
of God,” as in His holy Book, so diverse |in!

historic past, through'a traced succession of

’

gr
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Our Foreign Mission.

ux
| Capt. P,, a Universalist.”
[ + Dec. 18. Came to CanterBury and had a

C

|

rin
————

| Visited some

families and had some sweet
20. To the lower part of Lou-

conversation.
Jerusalem a |
’
don and’ had good visits from house to
:
HOW IT MAS SEEMED TO ME. °
|
house.
21, First day, meeting: at Thomas
!
It ha¥$semed to me that it could not: mar’)
for Christ's
+ When, fifty years ago, God
Sweat's,—a large gathering and a powerful
|
the
school,
‘Sabbath
interests of the
sake (orgave my sins, and planted hisdove, | the
22. A wonderful meeting at John
and | season,
of of a revival oven, to.now
h
¢hure
|
religion
that
me
to
In the evening
|
Shepard's
in Gilmanton,
in my heart, it seemed
|
and
| then introduce the subject of Missions,
Brown's in Pittsfield. 28. A rewas worth more than everything. « Ise; that
| at Benj.

there vas nothing in the world

contrast

with

of thes heathen

the destitution

ina - Christian land. | freshing season at Nath. Wilson's in Barn| the Llessings enjoyed
with for the reHe held three other meetings and
| stead.”
too valuable to be parted
t The monthly missionary concert cf -prayer |
!
itself
life
even
not
no,.
Christ;
arrived
home
the 25th.
:
of
ligion
| especially, would seem a most proper time
This
is
a
specimen
of
many
cases
of
his
Xt has also ever since ' seemed to me that
{
:
for this,
towne,
100

good

or

|

valuable

so

and

so good

was

ministry,

Dear bretliven in the

'valnable to others;
due them, due ail

was equally good and
yes, apd was actually

attended

industry, labor and success in adjusting dif-

da your

bana,

TI will
mission in India ? | ficulties and preaching the gospel.
now
give
a
few
extracts
that
will
exhibit
his
Do they know who and how many F. Bapconstant labor ‘and faithiulness as a pastor
men, and if die them, then there 'mujt rest
?
many,
here
How
labor
: es
, onari
tist mis¢i
1 bsponon some
at hpme over the New Darham. church and
an obligation somewhere;
| and what stations we occupy, and in what
n
salvatio

sible party or parties, to" publish
men; and
throuoh Christ to all

Sf

voufdo a more unselfish deed than to preach
ct and
at loast once a quarter - on this tol “subje
o
athe

has imposed this obligation on one, it seen:
to me he has imposed
it on all his « liseii)
each

so that

“according

all,

and

‘ ¢ your people ‘to aidta in giving the gos

the

to

nel

for

Oh,

to the -heathen?

of F' Christ”

grace, given, has a duty to do in pal
of%he heaChrist's: sake, and the salvation
!
the free gospel throughout the whole world.
(iive notice of <vour intention
then, try it.
It has also seemed to me, that iv is perfect
to preagh
or lecture’
on Missions; then
Iv xight and proper and’ safe, yes, hatural, | read up, and come before your people full
Christ, to
for all who lovggpur Lord Je
If they choose to remain
this no- of vour subject.
in
share
each'a
have
to
and
desire
1
Evnaal
ignorant, clear your own skirts at least.
(HO
TOTS
ble work : and that those ‘who
I't has seemed
Once more, Mr.
E litor.
home and friends and all for Christ and his |
our weekly
‘religious epress
to
me
that
best
anteeol
DOS
kL do
so on the very
4
3
Sk Vina
ab sim
1
ed)
could do even more than it does at present,
love and
in, not only a work
Kn
Dp our
peopl y daly
informed,
and
.
Ba
+ nat
profitable
enterprise, to ket Ke
but also in}
mercy,
a
awake
on
thi¥
subject.
True,
it
conveys
to
one that will pay well.
It Las also seemed
\
ro.
a
ie
its readers frétfuént - letters « from. the Misprohome,
at
. to me that those who remain
sion signed'by A.,B: and C., Dat you previded they do their duty,and are consecrated
of our people do not
a good many
sume
|
Christians must be,
to Christ, as all real
know who A., B. and C. are!
And who is
|
for
substance
their
will cheerfully give of
missionaries
the
Shall
?
them
inform
to
carrvigson the Foreign Mission work: wd in

both

become

=o doing,

and |

fellow-helpers

partners in this noble enterprise, and hence |
as those who
entitled to the same reward,

Did not David ordain that,
wo abroad.
«¢ As his part is that goeth down to the bat- |

|
co shall his part be that tarrieth by the
le,
stuff"? In short, that those at home and |
those in the foreign field. are and should be |
mutually dependent on cach other, should |
and sympacordially cheer and encourage
thize with each other, and in an especial |
manner pray for.each other.
|
to me tliat the
It has further seemed
«small body of Christians called Moravians, |
has in this respect ; presented to the world
|
a model example which requires only to be

professing

their

<imee to Christ and Jove to

make

people of the towr.

* March,

she being

very

name

cdmplexion

nation,

or

all men,

and

1200 churches before him

as his listening

those perishing millions

unable

to

beloved brother, I ask,

on

or | time, on the

other,

not the claim

due all,

behalf of

relieve

him

from

all

Why the Free

Your own

sustain even one small

mission

te

preach

- Santipore, India, July 13th, 1871.

BY

JOSEPH FULLONTON:
—

EXTRACTS

’

Drifting Away.
a

orderly

in this

the last

offending

churches were

connection,

destitute of the gos-

but

Pastoral
‘

|

efforts

dis-

frequent in the new
were

made

to en-

Perhaps

Hampshire,

re-

Sgunders, of Alton, I think.

At night they stopped in Loudon.
writes, “We had a meeting at John
gent’s. 1 spoke from these words,

very powerful, melting season.”
;
The next day they went to Dea. Sleeper’s,
in the same town, where they met Eld.

Oyr brethren

have their papers, and Bibles too, itds to
be presumed.
The political, commercial
and agricultural journal is seen all through
the eountry. Do our friends never read
a Missiopary paper or volume?
Fortyfive years ago, the writer read from a Sabbath school dibrary in a quiet rural district

Winthrop

Young,

of

visit to thé above

who

Canterbury,

spoke very discouragingly of the

proposed

mentioned towns.

After,

considering the matter for many hours,Ran-

dall decidedto proceed,
but the two brethren

in N. Y..the memoir of the lamented Har: | with him decided to go no further. Randall,
riet Newell, and had a missionary zeal however, ‘was joined by his good friend,
kindled in his
heart: which, the Lord's Ruling Elder Jphn Shepard, of Gilmanton.

name be praised, has not

yet

become eX-

Randall writes, ** On the 11th,arrived at the

house of ga man named

Ring, in Warner,

and had freedom in speaking of the way of
. «they were Half a century ago ?

*

It. has also seemed ‘to Re that our minis-

salvation by Jesus Christ.”

>

much to enlighten

In Bradford he had several meetings, and
when the Sabbath came, he ays in his jour-

both

nal, “Had « megting at Bro.Stephen Ward's

‘young snd old, in the work of Missions.
. Looking forward to the advent of .the Mes-

and spake on the saint’s treasure, to a great

1475 cotill do much, very
and « interest

their

_ giah, ancient Prophets

congregations,

‘were accystomed to

wegard an intelligent ministry as a strik-

ing chaacteristic of the good time coming.
Thus, “1 will give'you pastors according to
mine heart, who shall feed you with knowledge and understanding.” Again, * I have,
. set watchmen upon thy walls, O Jerusalem,
who shall never hold their peace day nor

might.

Ye that make mention. of the Lord,

number of people,

and it was a very

con-

vincing: and tender season.”—The next day
was a meeting of conference and churcl?
labor. He says, “It was successful. Trials
were removed and it was a powerful time,

Then Fepaired to the water and baptized
| Daniel Fisk, Lydia Fisk and Gardner Farm-

er. Then returned to the house and held
a meeting till midnight, in which the blessed Jesus made known his presence in a

5 not silence, and give him no rest, ll glorious manner. Dec. 16, cameto Warnh and tillhe make Jerusalem a er and held a meeting ‘to settle some diffieulties, which appeared to be measurably
removed, Staid at nightat a tavern and

ur ministry answer to this pro

:

5

1

even

Tora.

ev. Freeman Vanamburg died in Bath,
Steuben Co., N. Y., Aug 3, aged 78 years.

I here give a short sketch of his life previwith

the

very

men,

and

which

of

the

most

estimate

the

faithful

value

o

tact,

brilliancy of

kind

words

her

reply

imagination,

and

pleasant

anecdote,

manners, and—

failure. What is the matter?
Does the »
teacher's right arm consist in none of these

things?

Let us see.

Here is E.

“the best class in gchool™ the

he has in-

She has

superintend-

ent says; and, as we wish to know more of

hope “there are no

wholesome

of of

restraints

a

small

circle |

whose eyes knew him so well and tenderly,
and plunges into the whirl and moil of city
life to seek his fortune.
Now, if ever, is the crisis of his life.

and

servation;

He

home-ties and hcme-restraints, and not yet
himself

in

new

pastoral

church,

taken

commenc-

ed a history of his life.
He was born in Fishkill, Dutchess
His parents removed, before
N.Y.

Co.,
his

knowledge of things, to Patterson, Putnam
Co., N.Y.
When he was about eight years
He was then deprived,
old his mother died.
of the advantages of a kind mother’s instruction. © Until then, he was under ChrisSoon after his mother’s
tian influence.
death, his fathers” family was separated.
He was in the
He was educated a farmer.
war of 1812.
After the war he wis married
and settled in western, New York.
Some

four years after, he movedto Bath, Steuben
€o. About ‘eighteen months after that, Eld.
Zebulon Dean, a Free Baptist, sent an appointment to preach in the neighborhood

there is a great

her

this

deal of serious-

—
hrinkine
shrinking

teacher,

of

nw
obb-

whom

the

tells so

teacher

successful

much, is really the'most
in

fi from

and

superintendent knows so little
school.

4 Who would have thouglt it!” exclaims
A.: “1 can't understand it!" says B.; C,
says, « Strange I"; D. wishes sha could do
« half ‘as well”; and the whole quartette
unite ifi asking, ** What is the sgeret of her

|
||
|
|

success?”

2

Evidently this poor working girl, who
|
| toils among .artiticial flowers all of the
week, and comes every Sabbath into the
| garden of the Lord to train real ones, posteacher's

“The

not.

do

co-workers

her

which

power

| sesses a

convey-

Then he continued by quoting from
over.
letters sent him by various sympathizing
Christian friends who. had borne him in

from an eminent and devoted clergyman,
and their sweet, heartful words seemed to

hang as refreshing dewdrops upon his soul,

scorched by a fiery trial: dn’ this incident

of the we” had an affecting picture, which will be
most
fascinating temptations, and
what
hung up in memory's gallery so long as
wonder if, following the disruption of all
memory itself shall retain its images. Aud.
fixed

I think

ness in her class now.”
OQuie
q48
nor
Juiet, unassuming,

prayerful remembrance.
One letter he had
| received from a godly bishop, and another

finds himself in the bewilderment

having

has

has
al-

former scholars are members of the church, -

right arm”

is hers,

in

truth ; and in the tilling of the soil, the re| moving of weeds, the planting of seed, the

And then, | nurture of buds, and

you were

what a blessing

t thought

re-

the care of blossoms,

adds: * Mwybe it's because she likes them
John's answer is as good as a hundredpage essay.
It is a sermon
in what it

It
teaches and a volume in what it means.
teaches that what four educated persons,

depending on their * ability,” failed to do,
one who came to the work with no special

ability of the sort which they possessed
other qualification besides natural
or superficial qualifications in the
words or manners.
It

means

that

Christ-like

ability,
way of =

love,

coming

from the heart, is more potent in its influence on the heart than any other power
these

that

men

the

can

wiéld.

teacher's

love—love

for

the

lambs of his flock.

we had another touching proof of the hless- | faith,

edness of the pastorial relation,and espetial™
ly of the importance of communications by

ac-

complished successfully.
In brief, it teaches those who teach that they need some

right

In

of power

Shepherd,

Love

striving,.

earnest

short, it means

arm

is

love for the

means

prayer,

teacher

the

And

who goes about his work with his heart Tull
ofJove for Christ and souls will surely

lations, he. yield’ to the flattefing allurements! Just here it is in the power of the
letter at those opportune times which Provi- .| pray in faith, doing with his might what his
profoundly respected, if’ not dearly loved, dence is sure to reveal to the watchful
ands find to do, be¢aus’ of this love.
Sunday-school teachers wh thius make
“home pastor” to reach out, by the means
worker in the fields of good.
their work a labor of love wili not only
of considerate. letter-writing, the jong arm
find the labor light, but in doing it will
of his pastoral influence, and restrain that
wield a power owned and blessed of God
imperiled youth with in the embrace of a
in the salvation of souls.
Whoever undermighty defense. - Perhaps, even more than
takes to teach without this deep and soulrestrain-

ed, by the thoughtless and incautious boy,
to the fancies of a mind made morbid by
greatly exaggerated fears. Not so with
conimunication from

epartment.

Ly

The
The

school

Teacher's Right
power

which - enables the Sunday-

teacher to hold

class, lead

Arm.

their

the attention of his

minds

as

he wills, claim

the ‘loved and experienced pastor. That their respect, gain their love, and at last
letter was not written as a matter of course. gather their precious souls into the king~
It was not the fruit tobe taker for granted, dom—what is it?
Is it a cultivated intellect, rich in knowlasthe necessary:-result of the parental re- edge as the Palace of Solomon was in treaslation.
ure?
If itis, A, must be one of the most
But those kindly woFds of caution and perfect of teachers.
Iis society is courted
warning come from -ene—whg stands asgan by savants, and among his familiar friends
| impartial spectator of the danpers. He ig he is looked upon as a prodigy of wisdom.
In truth, his experience as a teacher has rea man of both education and experience— sulted in failure.
He thought he could
he

has seen much of the world, and

there-

teach, and, depending upon
which lie Anceess, undertook it. He

forehe must know of the perils
in the pathway of the young nien plunged

into the gulf of city lifes Hence the great
weight of just such pastoral 1éfters, and

Vanamburg:

from his own writing, he having

deals

try under the ministrations of a faithful
pastor, leaves the green fields and the

hence -the nunrber
men of success in

of those who
the

world, and

to-day—
of emi-

nence in the church—zan rise and call down
fervent blessings upon the memories of
those country pastors who did not farget
the lambs as they left their father’s fold,
and went to the far-away city to engage in
the strife of life.
:
Numberless are the suPpositions which
will readily occur by way of illustration.
The emigrant departing to the far West—
is there a church" there? ° Perhaps not.
And perhaps those godly letters from the

pastor

"will. réSult

away

fri¢tfls to organizesa Sabbath school,

work a trial; and

now he imparts to a fel*“ don't

ret along at all,” and that he is
completey discouraged.” Evidently the teacher's
right arm does not consist altogether in what
he knows.
.
i
Is it ability to read character, quick disjudgment

in

the use of means,

and tact in applying them? Then B. must
be just the man, He is the-secretary of an
association which imposes upon him the pe-

culiar work of studying faces and sifting
character constantly—and so skillful has he
become that he boasts of ngver failing “to
read a face”; and with such tact does he

apply the knowledge thus gained that the
subject of his scrutiny, ds one of his admirers expresses it, *¢ is turned inside out before he knows it.”
Notwithstanding all

this,

when

A,

whispered

hic

sorrowful

in stirring up the far- plaint in his ear, justenow, B. shook his

and then the church and the Christianized
community. . The bright-eyed, beautiful
young lady profesor leaves, to visit a cousin
in a distant town noted for its winter gayeties. How charming the untainted hloowm
of that full, fresk life, springing into the

qualifications, must not be surprised if he
wields the left hand of weakness. The secret: of E.'s success is that ‘the love of
Christ constraineth” her, makjng her work
+ a labor of love.” And “love” like this
is not only ¢ the fulfilling of the law” of
grace, . but

of

tedching also.

Unsuccessful

successful

teachers!

Sabbath-school

at, the

Kneel

Saviour’s feet until you obtain.a baptism of
love, and then your toil will not be in vain.
— Independent.
.

THE ‘RAINY SABBATH.
Teacher~“Jow bad a day to go!”
Spirit.—* How

great a work to do!”

We had a speakinghis wisdom for | The teacher went.
has given the meeting before the Sunday-school, because

low teacher the information that he

cernment,

filling love for the work, whatever his other

head with the cordiality of a joy that comes
of finding
company in misery, apd ex-

claimed: * I'm sorry for you; but I'm in
the same fix. My class is too much for me.
I can’s manage it; and I believe 1 shall
have to give it up.” His failure has very
lainly proven that tact and skill and a
nowledge of human nature are not all that
a teacher needs,
~~
Hui
Wondering as to the cause of their fail-

our pastor had givenus a short but loving
sermon on ‘‘ He shall come down like. rain
upop the mown grass, as showers that wa-

ter

the earth.”.

‘This teachers eyes were full of tears, and
her words earnest and joyous, as she said,
“Tam so glad that ¥ came. The wordsof
the sermon have opened my heart wide to
the blessing of God's grace. = The shower
of his_love has come into my heart. What
had been rain-drops before have become a

.

shower to-day.”

There sat her class of large girls, waiting

for the lesson, and the happy, saving

ences of the hour.

.

influ-

Had she not come, what would they have
thought of her zeal and love for Jesus, and

also of her care for them?

That was a good “session. We stayed
half an_hour afterwatd, to sing out of the

new book, instead of coming again through

the rain in the afternoon.

i

That teacher was reddy for a testimony
in the six o'clock prayer-meeting, and toil
us the value of sacrifice and effort for Christ™
and duty.
Ras
CL
:
The "#pecial * exertion to get through the
large numbbi
of: home duties asa mother

and widow, and walk a long distance to the

school that rainy day, brought a fulfillment
midst of the hacis of fashion! How elecof the promise about the uplifted, windows
trifying the swift flow of these pure and ex- | are, these unsuccessful workmen looked at and the blessing poured out.
where he lived. He continued ‘preaching’ uberdnt sympathies! And they allkiiofv their friend C., and exclaimed: * What a
Teachers, sacrifice proves love.
.
<
Sacrifice gets power with God and the
with them every two or three weeks. it, and mean that it shall be used to do model teacher! How he holds the atten:
Bro. Vanamburg and a number of others obeisance to the Muses and the golden calf, tion of his class!” They speak of ‘the brill- class.—8. 8. Times.
iant conversational powers and the fund of
What
wonder,
then,
if
there
is
a
dangerous
were converted. This was in the fall of
anecdote ‘which make him a favorite in so- |
1824. He was baptized the 19th of Dec., crisis, and a young soul is seen gaily. glid- ciety as being of equal value to him herb.
QuierLy. Endeavor to take your
‘Wonk
ing on, to pluck from the bed of rich, well- ‘If we ‘had his power,” they say, ‘ we work quietly, Anxiety and over-action are
. 1824, by Eld. Dean.
April 17th, 1880, they were organized into ‘perfumed flowers, growing in the emerald could get along.” Is C. really such a snc: always the cause of sickness and regtlessour judgmentto con- a church by Eldérs Zebulon Dean and bark which overhangs the precipice and cessful teacher? He is talking with D. Let ness: . We must use or our bodily strength
ent,
excitem
‘our
him
answer
for
himself,
‘‘
Ihave
no
diffitrol
- James Bignall. Seyenteen members unit- the fatal gulf? A faithful, affectionate pas- guiy in interesting my scholars while I am will break down. We must remember that
ed, bearing the name of the first Freewill tors letter, at just this point, may break talking to them; but the moment I cease our battle is to be won by a strength not
ttle that dces not deBaptist church i Bath, Bro. Vanamburg fashion's potent spell—may arouse the con- they hecome unmanageable. I can’t awak- our own.
strong.
| was ordained Sept. 4, 1836, and has ever science—muy elgetrify the enfeebled will en the slightest degree of serioushess, and pend upon
3

»

RL

few,

sufficiently

that calm, affectionate

Lawrence, Mass.

ous to his uniting

Chronicle

ing force.
;
A parent's anxious letter.may be attribut-

Hour by hour, and dy by day,
Till his bark is moored on that unknown shore
Whence his weary feegwill roam no more.

Rev. Freeman

&

| a father or mother, can he exert a

Our faith is weak; these earthly ties
Obscure the view of thoge fairer skies;
‘We may not see the angel band,
His escort to the heavenly land;
‘We hear not, floating o’er the sea,
Their notes of liquid melody ;
Qur faith is weak, our eyes are dim,
We only see the boatman grim;

As

‘

_

But we cling to him, yet we sh¥ink with fear,
From the dark, cold grave, for ¢ form so dear.

He
Sar‘For

many be called, but few chosen.” "It was a

this mck of knowledge ?

He has sowed the seed, and not in vain,
For oft has appeared the ripening grain.

He has drifted away, he has drifted away,

in-New

And still

lit is never- wearymg and all - powerful.
{putting his hand within ours as we walked,he What makes it so? ~ Ask her, and she will
If
| adsured us, in reiterated thanks how precious hesitate in answering your question.
she answers it, she will dg it with tears in
were the consolations of te letter we wrote
a voice quivering with thankHe quot- her eves and
| after hearing the*terrible news.
fultiess, telling -you that it is a marvel to
led, again and again, passages from that herself,
She is sure that it is nothing she
| communication which had entirely passed does, and thit it must be the goodness of
Aud how touching was the Lord! Perhaps her boys can tell some| from our mind.
| that scene, when the weeping father took- thing about it. Here} John, why is it that
Miss E. gets along so well with her class?
| out a well-preserved package of letters, ly- “1 guess it's because they like her,” is the
{ing next a book of promises, and began to reply.
And why do they like her? I
**Ah, sir,” | don't know, unless it's because they can't
| read from the pages in question.
| said he, with great terideruess, ‘you little | help it.” And then John brightens as he

greater importance among the religious and
| sociai agencies.
A lad reared in the coun-

He has guided the flock to his Master’s fold;

and

both

genial,

for her to

A discouraging prospect for those teachers, truly.
Intellect, culture, shrewdness, .

this means of doing good.” With our. everlingto me and my Mary, when you sent
changing and restless population, the kind
| those words of consolation to such sorely
and well-considered epistle assumes a stficken hearts!” And then he read them

Our dear old sire! forgnany a year,
Faithful and true, he has labored here.
Through the summer’s heat, and winter's cold,

We only feel our ¢hildhood’s guide
Is passing swiftly from our side.

Warner,

St

great profit hy some

pastors,

In their mournful tones, might pierce the skies;
But all unmoved sits the boatman pale,
He grasps no oar, he spreads no sail,
But onward -drifts with the ebbing tide,
Bearing away our childhood’s guide.

1s fairer far than the home we love.
Full well we know that many a gem
Will sparkle bright in his diadem,

and

Letter-\Vriting.

The Examiner

with

Come back, come back!” and our anguished cries

‘We know that his glorious home above

members

B.

*|, might be most advantageously employed by
{ many more.
It says:

‘We watch the bark, and sadly cry,
back, come back with your precious
“ Ggme
freight,
.
Come back, come back ere it be too late!
See the billows rise, hear the breakers roar
As they foam and dash on the farther shore.

force discipline. Randall was often appointed by Quarterly and Yearly Meetings to visit
and labor with offenders. No one was better adapted to this work than he, and usually when sent to distant places to labor with
transgressors and set in order things that
were needed, he was careful to make the
tour in the main a preaching one. Some.
mat!®s in New
Bradford, now Bradford

and Dea. Wm.

pel’!
:
Admitting this to be the fact, where
shall we look for the responsible cause of
live in a reading age.

rather

presents

to C. is: “Your trouble is nothing compared with mine,
If I could keep my class
within bounds, I should feel comparatively
satisfied. ut I can’t, and they are the torment of the school. 1 don't believe such’
an ungovernable, mischievous set of young
Atabs can be found in any other class,
What shall I do with them?"
:

is pricked, let
wound he has

is the guily

it is possible

one can comprehend.

of “any

kings{stunning—a crushing affliction I”.

Satan's

of

ies

——

He is drifting away, he is drifting away ;
Hour by hour, and day by day
His bark floats down that unknown sea,
Whose shores are lost in eternity.
He-is drifting away, and a boatman pale,
Who takes no oar, who spreads no sail,
Is clasping hin in a chill embrace,
As
his boat glides on at a fearful pace,—

JOU INAL.

many of our quired attention and he was appointed by
people do not even know who our missions the Quartely Meeting to go there. Dec. 9,
aries are, or where they are laboring, and 1800, he set out, having for his companions
in fact, require to be told that there actually Ruling Elder, Joseph Hall, of Barnstead,

We

real

Lgl us

carred!

sensibly, forcibly and happily with a method of pastoral labor which has been used

of

in effect, that you fear a good

in Indin,

and how

esd

the | places, of the strongholds
| dom.

of

consolations

But his work is done, he is waiting now,

™ *

E—

FROM ELD. RANDALL'S

Trials with

No. of the Star to hand (May 24th) would
seer fo justify such a suspicion.
You say,

are heathen

made,

how

is Winiable,

have any trouble ir managing her class’ no

| wite,
| War
| earth
| ing,

As the shadows deepen upon his brow,
The day is o’er, the night comes on
That heralds the break of no carthly dawn.

Barly Sketches.—No. 21.

Baptists shuld

in

:

the gospel to the heathen, is it not time we
begin to cast about to see on whose shoulders the
responsibility rests?
Soit has
seemed to me.
J. PaiLLips.

small India

remarks

on his edito-

If such be the extreme difficulty for us to

Heaven-appointed work than other ChrisCan-it
gians, I am unable to understand.
be owing to their want of the proper intelfigence ?

portion of his

rial pen ?

famish-

indifferent

and

he more inactive

largea

impose an imperative demand

mission, that serious thoughts have been
« emtertained of taking measures, either to
, recall the missionaries or transfer the misSon te another society !!!
This, Mr. Editor, has seemeil to me very

surprising.

of so

fellow-men find a response in his heart, and

seems now to be put beyond ail doubt; and
such is the difficulty, af the present time,
sustain our

these words
{ him reflect how deep isthe
\

and

What

D., instead of pre.

|

A few more items from his journal rela- |
tive to important events will suffice. They + |
will appear in the following number.
AI. ED EN

speak

the Chris-

should not,

Christ,

| his son Jesus

The

wonderful time.
Lord great.”

audience, how could a religious editor hold
his peace, and utter no thundering plea for

ing, the morally destitute, has seemed to
me a problem to be solved only by data
drawn from a depraved, selfish, human
heart, all professionsto the contrary, notwithstanding.
’
That many of our people, for whole
churches and even entire Quarterly Meet“ings, do nothing, absolutely ~ nothing to aid
“in publishing the gospelto the heathen,

in raising funds to

smiling;

i

sees villages, towns, cities, kingdoms, empires, yes, continents teeming with untold
millions of Pagan idolaters, and more than

they should feel no inward promptings, ne
kindling of seul, to go forth: with- the Jamp
and hréad of life, to the blind

reading

conscience

And

senting a solution to this problem,

|

| fear of the wolf at his-own door.
He cer. pondition, should fold their hands in indif- tainly could speak disinterestedly, and with
ference, seemed to me astonishing beyond authority. Numerous and pressing as are
sneasure; and also that;—possessed--of such lithe claims on his time and energies, should
an inestimable treasure themselyes, provided at an infinite cost, for

pastor

the

T do?

| and tliat she supports her mother. - She
| that binds society and’ constitutes the hap-| tion! Every pastor ought to have some been in the school for five years, and
Hs
within
illustrations
touching
and
tonder
| piness of mankind.
When this is fully exermissed a Sunday,
Her class is
.
.
| hardly
ways full and well behaved.
Eight of
| cised, harmony exists between husband and own experience, - It was only the other day

| tian editor be a prominent leader in rallyno efforts, no sacrifices to publish the glad
| ing the thousands of Israel to do their duty
sidings of salvation to those who are sitting | to the heathen?
While his position would Whi. the billows dgsh, and the surging waves
in fhe region and shadow of death; and | protect him from ali suspicion of self-seek- Rise mountain high from their watery graves.
a
in
more especially that those who believe
| ing on the one
hand, it would at the same
He is drifting away; and with aching eye
“full and free salvation for all men, without
regard tO

li

If

doing them a particle

Iam réally disheartened.

one.of her own, . She

brother and sister, nation and nation, | we had a long ea li from a father possessed |"
years |
rages no more ; vice ceases to prevail § of talent, piety and position, who,
|
|
becomes a paradise.
Whai a bless- | ago, hal -been a parishioner in a distant | |
|
If
was
one
of
the
most
affecting
place.
|
if it were in reality so!
But how eas|
|
His whole|
| ily it could be accomplished if all would mectings we ever experienced.
|
In the iterigon a meeting of, worslrip and "yield to the gospel. Then: God's approba- | conversation. was ol that “angel boy” who, {
spake from the words, ‘How many are thy | tion might be expected, and every good within the_spaceof one short menth, was
;
.
:
%
wily
:
:
i
Visited some. families ¢
2.
mercies,’
prosper without an opposing | led from the bridal altar to the bed of death, |

|
|
|

| ten hundred millions living and dying withGod, and of
them- | out a knowledge of the true

yearnings,

the

ited our old sister Runnells,

fellow-

beings, could be content ws live unto

selves, feel ho desires, no

i

shall

: fines md in| nse would
s [ fod
id
oniaki
.
meeting
blessed
1e eveningBN“had a
and overlaking tae
Tears would cease to: flow; | Utterly unexpected,
| ;hquence.
eeting ¢ at my 71s
=
tour,
wedding
house.
3:
Visited
our
dear
sister
Susan
his
upon
bridegroom
spread out their signatures. in fall, and con| sorrow would be unknown ;* heaven would
| young
\
effect,
crushing
stunning,
with
fell
blew
the
|
tinue to reiterate the nature
and claims of | Willey, who is sick. Found herin a heavenrejoice.
to go home to heaven.
May every good man then devoutly labor | upon both the bride and the bridegroom's
their work, iy ~order to secure means for ly state, Joga
P.
M.
had
a
meeting
and
spake
from
Heb.
to hasten the consummation of this happy | parents. ~ ‘As the faltering and choking
carrying it on? If necessary, IT trust they
12: 11, ‘Now no chastening for the present and glorious period.
If it never takes place voice of that affectionate father attempted
would sooner do this, than be compelied
to
>
;
Com- as here described, it may, by the active co- | to dwell upon the glorious promise which
abandon their chosen ‘work, heavy
as the seemeth joyous, but grievous,’ &e.
tax might be on their modesty and self-re- fortable season. 6. At home all day, writ- operation of Christians, be promoted to a| was unfolding from the early manhood of
.7. Out on a very great extent. We know what the con- | that beautiful life he groaned out with O,
spect. But why :hould it be necessary ? ing for the Yearly Meeting.
‘It was a bitter
With his table loaded with exchanges, the visit and at night a meeting of worship. straining love of Christ has done in the {what touching pathos,
{
biow
!
God
saw
fit
to
visit
us with a most
8.
Monthly
Meeting
at
New
‘Durham.
A
| world, even to the pulling down, in many
map of the world full in his eye, where he

that men,
| ed and
alle-

strange

It has seemedto me so
children,
women = and

termination?

believe I am

of good.

ministry in that field to a sad and shdden

Love.

Evensick, but very comfortable in soul.
29.
ing, a glorious meeting at my house.
Wert ont to visit some families and had
31. Visited four famdivine ‘consolation.
ilies and had a wonderful time in exhortation
and prayer.
April 1. Visited a number of
families and had
good praying seasons.

church to
: | for themselves? Yes, how could he? At
| the risk of appearing cruel to an over-work-

followed by the entire Christian
speedily usher in the millennium.

of Ur:

1 don’t

her, ho adds: ¢* She is a poor girl who lives
but how grand is the opportu|. Loveis said to be the strongest passion of | such cases;
with ber mother in a Jodging-house on ~——
to
1801. Meeting at Josiah Edgerly’s. While | the human heart,—stronger than death. nity, in Sueh an exigency, for'a pastor
street. . 1 do not know much about ‘her (to
speaking from Ps. 125:°1, 2, wThey” that Tru¢ love and friendship can no! be too write well-pondered epistles to the disaffect- | yonr shame, superintendent!), as I never
trust in the Lord shall be as mount Zion,’
ed parties with whom he has influence, and | see her excepttin the school-room,
She as| much cherished, for unhappy must be “that
sociates very little with our teachérs; and
Ge., there was a very heavy shock of an’
to
exhort
to
a
course
of
conciliation,
cotpera| person whose heart isso cold that it can
and to does not attend our teachers’ meetings, beearthquake, which shook the house.
My
not feel for the woes of others.
Let this be | tion and prayer for theiy new’ pastor,
| cause they are held in the evening; 1 bewish was that God might cause it to shake
way { |
opposite
the
of
evils
the
against
warn
{ banished from the heart, and wretchodness, |
| lieve, awd she haspo gue to accompany her,
the secure and awaken them. March 26. At
with its train of evils, would inevitably fol-| And how grand, too, is thefield presented | T have been tokd thatthe works during the
home all day, being very unwell,
27. Vislow.
Henee,'it is the tender cord of love | here for the exercise of the oflice of consola- | week in a factory making artificial flowers,

among

Could

?

is preached

| Yanenazes the Gospel

Christ

by Rev. F. A. Wildman;

and Rev. S. D. Veley, of Bath,
8. DV.

have a

we

people know

"

years past his feeble health did not permit
| born evils in all the coming experience of a
(
oy
.his labars to be so extensive as in former | precious life,
fervent
and
desires
years, but the anxious
Or, a pastor is called "to. leaye his wellzeal manifested by him for ‘the upbuilding | worked field, and 1o enter upon & new rela‘of Christ's kingdom, the” prosperity “of the | tion as an under-shepherd.
IIe hears tht
church and the welfare of souls, cause the] sundry of his old parishioners are dissatis| church deeply to feel their loss,
His coun- | fied with his successor.
Now, just here,
sel, advice and exhoitationg will be - niuch | has it ever been known that a minister,
missed.
He leaves a conip Shipp? two! sons prompted by vanity or jneconziderationy has
and a daughter, to mourn the loss of a dear | written a letter criticising the~new pastor,
| husband and loving father. May: this afflic- and falling in with the etirrent of that diss
| tion be sanctified to their good.
Accord-| affection which early threatens to undering to his request, the funeral services were mine a brother's influence, and to bring lis

very profitable meetingat Dea. Kent's, 19.

T

make,

| the Low pstablish and
praise in the earth P

——t—n

ples,

27,1871.

been a worthy member and laborer in the [iow almost ready to yield, and may save a
church until removed by death. For some | soul from: death, and prevent a train.of new-

had about six hours, close conversation with

phetic description ? Dlg we feed . Our : people with knowledge and understanding on
his vital ‘point, the redemptiofi of a lost
world 2 Do we stir them up, day and
niujt, to besiege the throne of grice, until
{

what

R

=X

.

v

|

JABTL

+ Stlections.
LL
The, Breeze in Church.

+

tin

——

Wo

We felt in our hearts the joy and calm
Of the calm and joyous weather,
: Through every bosom stealing,

Checked every thought that was light and vain,

hear

birds’ happy chorus,

“©

flustering down the hill,

:

Like a privileged thing that at will might

stray,

And in holy places enter,

;

It lifted the leaves of the Holy Book, .
\

being

Then vanished, nope knew

begins

New

It fanned the old clerk’s héary hair,
And the children’s bright young faces,

;

waves

no

perceptible

to move

powers

are

with

within

inspire

you,

New

purposes,

4
S
Jt left sweet thoughtsof summer hours
| new hopes, are born wituin you.
Speat on the quiet mountains ;
.
| a new-born child of heaven.
And the church seemed full of the scent of flows |
But oh ! the ministry of trial!

ers,
;
And the trickling full of fountains.

wid

1 he image of scenes so still and fair
W ith our music sweetly blended,
While it seemed their whispered

share

i

the twofold heated furnace to try
I pérof your
Christian manhood.

hymn

|

upper air.

= tis like
the tem‘Other-

must

develop the

strengthof the young songster before he
[ can mount to the topmost tree to greec the
Christian
| earliest rays of the morning.

We

“No—guess again:”

t

k

True.
Pe

re

§
:

H

One of - the particularly predicted characteristics of the last periods of this world is
untruthfulness, and unfaithfulness vo solemn

engagements.
decay

We

are fore-warned of such

of réverence and moral stamina, that

people will disregard their word without
cdompunction, and break their covenants
without feeling that they have done anything greatly wrong, The time is foretold
when the fancy, caprice, or passion of the
moment will have more power to imluence
and control men

these days.

feit=, &nd

We are

amazed

only make

faslehoods: but they eat them,

them, wear

them, act them, and live

them; and one-half of all that the eye can

‘see, or the ear hear,

or the hands touch, or

the tongue taste, of the professions
ings of man, is bogus, counterfeit,
beck, shoddy, or some hash or other
truth. It is so in business; itis so

and dopinchof unin poli-

temper and try it before it arrives

’

Greek,

so

There seems to me,to be a host. of orphan-'

from this life to that

higher. life

which is promised by the Saviour

ed Christians.
And as I have been pon«fering and praying over your perplexities,
that seams to me to be the root of them
all.
You are an orphaned Christian.
Do

sweet memory of their past presence.
It |
is dearer to him than the presence of any

in

heaven

io those

here in the flesh, and sympathizes and loves
us through them all, as the Serr
parent

loves the child from whom
living friend.
There are hours in that past
that no earthly consideration would od i| the rod.

him to efface. But they are past and he
can never recall them, exeept dimly and as

He

|

conscious

love is one of the brightest that ever cheers
his dreams by day or by night.
But now |
and here he has them not; in weakness |||
and struggle no father's swength to which |
he may appeal, in sorrow and in trial no |
i

|}

sympathy

and

which

from

in

to seek

which

sweet

to confide,

consolations.

And so, despite memory and hope,
he is |
alone.
;
By orphaned Christians, I mean those |
whose God is a-memory of the past, or a

hope -of the future, nothing
look back to a Jehovah who

more. They |
once guided |

his people through the wilderness, and: who

revealed himselfto them

in “vision

.and

not only

loves

us,

bu

succor us if we call on him;

a vision.
He has a living hope in a future |
meeting with those parents.
They stand |
on the shore of the far future, and the ex-| |

mother’s

need to feel and obey the

Sins.

Besetting

in |

| tion, and

a

- Is there
ing

at

not some danger lest, in eontend-

for his

Godhead,

we

fail to

remember.

Because others deny that he
is Ged, is there not danger that we shall
IFe is the God
Jerusalem,and on whose bosom the beloved | foroet that he is aman?
ouly make
should
this
but
;
worship
we
that
« disciple rested, and wonder why there is no
>
fo us.
dearer
the
humanity
his
longer any “open vision.” They look back
During the last sad days of the Great Reéin their own experience tor the hour when
first they saw the Lord, and felt his pardon- bellion a lady had occasion to seegredtPresident
imporing love, and long with incxpressible yearn- Lincoln, to prefer a request of

bow of promise, being in the sky but for an
hour, to grow dim and disappear and leave
ful life to come back again.
ward

with

hope,

bright and

eager,

often

this

They look for-

dim,

to: an

sorrow=

sometimes

hour whew they

shall awake in His likeness, and be satisfied

because they shall see him as he is; a hope
that just tinges their dark life with light, as
the long night is lightened by hope of coming day, po the sun is far below the horizon, and before, as yet, even the birds have
begun to sing it a prophetic welcome.
But

of a present God. here and now, they know
* nothing. They never go up into the mount
to see him, but remain at the base where ali

is cloud, and smoke, and storm. They
never seem to know that God is a present
help in. time

of a glorious
in a glorious

[i
gd

He

is not

their

tance to

past, in a God, too, yet to arise
futuve, but now and to them

entombed and silent.
;
But ah! our God is a living God, our Savjour is a present Saviour. He ‘is yet Im-

|

manuel,

God with us.

He

still

walks

the

world as of old, our pillar*of cloud by day,
of fire by night, the bosom on whom we
rest our weary, way-worn heads, our strength
in weakness, our consolation in sorrow, our

all and in all. We walk by sight, not faith,

if we wi

see, and handle, fs

intercourse with him to: trust

Conk) familiar

in him.

but

And there-

nor nutrition for

stand like.the

black stones

We

computa-

its artfalness, it will sweep

you on

next

herself, and

to one that she

loved

and powerful, bears her noiselessly whither
it will; and in the morning the wail of des-

peration
fallen

on

rises

from

the

shoal,

her decks, for she has
and the disconsolate-

ness of the dreary twilight, as the breeze
springs with the daybreak, and with rude
impact dashes her planks angrily-against
the rock, contrasts strangely wich the comfort and peacefulness of the past evening.
Such. was
the doom of Judas
Iseariot.

thing,

and

to

earnestness and humility like that of him
who exclaimed, ¢O wretched man that I
am, who shall deliver- me from this body of
sin and death? ” shall certainly eventuate
in good, and in the overthrow of our old

“Members of church choirs will frobably
feel a disrelish for the following paragraphs,
Phrenological

nal :
Remember that all must be done

for the

No one of the saints will notice you,

for they are hard at prayers.

If any of the

congregation do not particularly desire to be
help to

entertain

them.

Keep things brisk, and draw much attention
to the choir,

Mind

not. regular and fashionable to have peace
in a choir. The singers owe it to themselves

to

have

strife

about

something

or

nothing. Let everything be done through*
strife and vain glory. It will give the pastor some concern and develop his skill in
managing.
Of course they never do this in heaven;
but they are no: in heaven—yet.

earthy should

be forever set aside?

;

All join in Christ, their living head,

:

Whether

those who

heaven can by
kindness, benefit
behind them on
know. That if
do, they will do
as

we,

have got safely to

tender

and

noblest way of acquiring applause,

>
re press

Chasteness of soul.in our relations to' Christ

| and our

y
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loving

though in less degree, now thank God for
the grace which he bestowed on them, commend them for their exemplary useful lives,
and hold their memories in honor.—Religious Herald,
%
Ca

THE

Mr. Leonard Marshal’s services for Conventions
may be secured by addressing as above, or Room 12

Fewer sermons and richer should be ¢ is too. little prized, too feebly longed after.
settled
pastors aim,” said Rev, T, L, Cuy- How many and deep are the stains upon our
The
asthis?
truth
a
such
© ‘Where is there
article once. The advices is good bridal robes that should be so white and
an
in
ler
;
people
the
Jesus that had compassion npon
enough,
but
we beg leave just here to cry clean! Conformity, to the world, following
for
that carved not’ only for the strong, but
perversion. Some men there ‘after its fashions and ampsements, seeking
its
against
the weak, for the sinning, for the little out
groveling for “its honors,
it not in Gath”—=who have balf- its fiithy lucre,
are—-*‘tell
souls
the
for
enly
not
cared
that
;
children
.| pampering of self,shrinking from the cross,
pit than I
do.
:
Thanksgivthe
including
sermons,
a~dozen
hearts
bruised
their
for.
“The Spirit itself beareth witness in our of the people, but
discourses, and they preach
and for their afilicted bodies—this is the ing and funeral
spirit that we are children
of God."—Ill.
these so often—here, there, and every where
his
who
Jesus
«The
trust,
we
whom
in
God
Christian Weekly.
ERA
Fk
y
lhat we never call such men up in our
own self bareour sins in his own bodyo
oy
lid’s eye without seeing their: half-dozen
wh
before
judge
the
is
his
,
Magnanimity is sufficiently defined by its the tree—t
fllcctuatichildren, - Their family is much
only plea his
‘name; yet we may say of magnanimity, we are to stand, Our rk. “Can OWS
er; but these six well-favored ‘ones
that it is the good sense of pride, and the ise, our only trust his.wo
the only ones that appear in company.
trust fail us there?
walk by faith, not sight, when we believe in
a God who dwelleth in those that are af a
contrite spirite I have read some, and heard
many arguments on the ‘‘evidences;” but
there is one “‘evidence” I wish I could hear
mote of in Prager-mesting and from the pul-

MRS.

Also, for the NEW

=?

fleir prayers or offices of
those whom they have left
earth, we do not certainly
it is in théir power thus to
it, we can not doubt; even

sympathizing,

Homes?

THE

State of Nebraska,in the Great Plat e Valley

WONDEUEUL WORKS OF JESUS,

Every

And of His gruee partake.’

fatal

to health, and even to life. © Poor Rdbertson
was a vietim- to the demands made upon
truth. * Jesus is the appointed heir of all
In one of his letters he speaks of the J
By him were all things created. ‘him.
things.
He is upholding all thingsby the word of “‘peaction consequent upon strained anxie.hig power.r. He is the mediator of the new ties and attention,” and touchingly speaks
covenant. *All judgment is committed iato of the “perpetual treadmill necessity of behis hands. What does all: this teach but ing forever ready twice a week with earthat he is to us the Alpha gnd Omega? He nest thoughts on solemn subjects.” Do not
is the God with which we have to do. be afraid to preach old sermons while making new ones. Do not be ashamed to bay
What we know of God, and of his will
that “you turn the\barrel upside down.” 1f
the
by
or
Jesus,
by
us
taught
is
us,
toward
people
say, “You are lazy,” you can _disare
prayers
Our
sent.
has
spirit that he
perse the slander in a hundred ways. Why
only heard by him and through’him. The should a sermon that has done good service
controversies of our day have led us to put
a wrong emphasis upon the text “ God was
:
manifest in the flesh,”

“The saints below and all the dead
But one communion make ;

CF
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of all men in any way heroic.—Carlyle.
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unless we take it there.— Frederic R.

The church was built and the

congregation gathered for the choir.
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1 should say sincerily, a deep, great, gen- Omaha and North Platte, open for
uine sincerity, is the first characteristic of | sTEADS ONLY.

Jowr-

glory of the choir.
It is absurd to work in
with the prayers and sermons for harmonious religious ‘effect. If the minister does
not work in the prayers and singing, so
much the worse for the minister.
During prayers, be whispering and turning over scores and note-hooks and consult-

it will

PROV.

Grocers, and Druggists every--

where.

12wit

AND FOR ALL

spring a thanksgiving to God when a sermon is completed. A minister's time is
sorely taxed. Worse than that is the strain
on the nérvous system, which is often

k

&: me

Makers.

SACRED- MELODIES,

A Sarcasm upon Choirs.

—

the

the

lit-

willing to be

merely ideal life.— Margaret Fuller.

sins.

praying,

and

————

1% Oll¢, Rlacks, Polishes and Soaps at

If God did not exist, it would behoove
man to invent Him.—Robespierre.
All imperfection” is unfitness to the canditions of existence.— Herbert Spencer.
Melancholy attends on the best joys ofa

and efforts, employed throughout life, with
incessanf vigilance and ever-deepening

ing.

gt,

p——h

Whitney's Neats Foot Harness Soap.

vige itself.—Rochefoucaull.

Jesus for an increase of the power that kills
and makes alive.
The next thing is prayer
for the spirit to sanctify, that sin may not
have dominion
over us. ‘These
means

which appeared in the

Warren

mea

to condemn it,— Festus. , , ¢
‘Weakness is more opposite to virtue than

We

WE
The Best,

.

PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY,
1L

Eminent.

man is always

eric R. Marvin,

‘grave

Tho Cheapesty.

§

there is here that 1

to our ability
.— Pluto.
The worst way t0 improve

it is-a

matter of perpetual obligation, is to look

Blessed . with the companionship of our
Lord himself, ifniged with the apostleship,

heart, as a fountain from

much

Religion is a likeness to

hardest but not the least important of ChrisThe

“Hols Firmests

tle.—Emerson.
Jesus is the humanization of God.— Fred-

And is there no remedy for old sins?
Yes; and the first thing is to know fhem—
to dtag them into the light of day. The

duties.

Pasiést Working 5

Je preaches well who lives well.
Do to-day thy nearest duty.— Goethe. |"
Our nurses arg our first. theologians.—
Helbach.
:
Hell is more bearable than nothingness.—
Festus.
,
;
Nothing ever happens but once in this
| world.—Carlyle.

tract from the spiritual power of the understanding ; andaas things not seen, are far
removed, their influence for assimilation
and consolation is reduced to.nothing.

tian

‘How

A great

od

CURVED CLAMP

(NEEAM

:

1d

But the Christian whose

Sayings of the

and adorned with all the high graces which
better than herself. The importance of her that vocation involved, he was blinded t0.|
There isa spiritual kinsmanship which
errand made her nervous; but the faet that -the undercurrent of his charaoter; which forms one family of all.
¢Of whom the
she must plead “her case with the President get in the direction of the mammon of un- whole family in heaven and earth is namnever
had
She
so.
more
her
himself made
righteousness, and which eventually en- ed."—Eph. 3: 15. They have been reseen him ; hut from a distance she had learn- sured for him an. irretrisvable fall.—Goulinewed in the temper of their minds by the
ed, as we all had, greatly to honor.and re« -burn.
:
rly
same Spirit, have believed in the same
spect him. In speaking of the interview,
Saviour, have had applied ta them the same
afterward, she said that, as she entered the
atoning blood, have kindred views, experitrembled
she
alone,
sat
he
room where
Fallacies about Sermons.
ences, aims, and hopes, have ‘one Lord,
8
face,
his
into
looked
greatly ; but when she
:
eo
one faith, one baptism, one God and Father
as he rose to greet her, she forgot the presi“Do not preach your old sermons: Mike of all, who is above all, through all, and in,
She saw that
dent in the sight of the man..
Thereis a strange mixture. of them all.” ‘This furnishes the basis of that
new ones,”
he was a kind and gentle man ; and, though
good
and
“evil
in thiy advise, A man is old,sound, Seriptural doctrine of ¢¢ the comhung
word
his
on
that
forget
not
she could
very
foolish
or
very
capable who attempts, munion of saints” ; that such peculiar people’
storyifreely
her
tell
life and death, she could
have fellowship with God the Father, God
who could feel for her, who, in spite after the first year or so, to-make two real
one
to
|
the Son, and
God the Holy (Ghost, have the
of all his cares, could be and was interested ly good sermons a week. The best sérmons, care and kindness of the. blessed angels
Ver
Is there not a les- after all, are not made—they grow.
trouble.
her
and
her
in
|
who minister unto them; have intimate
son here? When we go to Jesus with our slowly do they mature—the result of med- conjunction and sympathy as the living
itation
and
prayer,
and
a
deep
experience
that
realize
we
do
troybles and our wants,
members of Christ; which union is not
he is a loving, gentle-liearted man? When of the joys and especially of the sorrows of separated by death, but is perpetuated
life, - Many a touching sentence is begotten
we think of the last great day,do weremem:
Forth from the and-improved in heaven.
or get the comfort to our by the grief of the heart.

strength in hours of weakness, nor their
consolation, to whom in hours of weeping
they fly, that as a mother comforteth her ben as we should, in the truth, that we are
iron he may comfort them.
When they hearts that there is
bar of Christ
stand at the grave weeping, they do not to stand before the judgment
an high priest that can
not
have
we
—that
recognize their Lord in the garden. “When
not be touched with the feelings of our inthey walk in the dusty road, they do not firmities?
Se
know him whose very presence makes their
This is a great and a too much neglected
blind hearts burn,
They believe in a God

©

vik

of tfbuble.

If in your spiritual

he eomes to | | noiselessly. and with every appearance of
he strengthens | ‘calm, bug surely and eflectually, to your

ciple<the fields of Galilee and the streets of

ing fora return of that experienee—an exyerience which, alas! is like the covenant

| quicksands.

ostentatious,

rratie

Most
i

Fpiral Cogly

do not want! I have what is fdr better.
My name is in heaven.”—2Dr. Tyng.

Sins.

room

Moulton Rolls,

It is richly furnished with what

exclaims,

that it is a fundamental principle.
us if we are weak and. fainting; be cli®ers | ruin.
As sgon as the sermon begins go out of
So may we see a gallany ship leave
us by his “still, small voice” it’ we are de- | the dock, fairly and bravely rigged, and the church.
Ifit is pleasant weather you
sponding ; sudo answers our prayer, and
with all her pennons flying ; and the high + can have a smoke, and get back in time for
reveals unto us iis own spiritual presence
sea, when she has eleft her way into 1t, is the next musical performance. = You do not
and power; if we ask in true childlike faith. unwrinkled as the brew of childhood, and come to chairch to worship; you are paid so
This is the lesson of suffering and trial | seems to laugh with many a twinklesmile ; much for singing or playing, not for hearwhich every true Christian
believer,
in and when night falls, the moon-béam dan- ing sermous; or, if you are gratuitous, you
some measure; must taste, fn order to at- ces upon ‘the waye, and the brightness of {have laid the congregation already under
tain unto the strength and dignity ef Chris- the day has left a delicious balminess be- enough obligatiens by your
professional
tian manhood.
But after the dashpess of the | hind it in the air, and the ship is anchored
services,
:
tripl. will Surely come brightness of the negligently and feebly, and all is then still
Never let it be settled among the singers
perfect day. —8.8. Workmén.
Let each make himself and
save the gentle drowsy gurgling which tells who is chief.
that water is the element in which she floats; herself the most important. It is not enough
ef
pen
Why
but in the dead of the night, the anchor to keep harmony in the singing.
be harmonious?
It is
{ loses its hold, and then the current, deep should the dinging
“ That Man.”

* drem,to a Christ who walked with his dis- | his mAmhood?

the cold, hard, pitiless fain of

and’

of a cemetery in the garden of your soul.
Old sins blind the eyes of the soul, make
the new man of the heart near-sighted, sub-

| scarce, and the conditions thereof are disre| earded.
What we heed, and what God re| quires, is truthfulness, honesty,
reality,

o

TT a
REerie

piety is deep-toned,and whose spirittual conceptions are clear, looks over the world and

-galloping over

the heads off your sins,

old sing, which

Men swear deceitfully, annul their compacts,
dissolve at will their most sacred covenants,
and are so full of treachery that we scarce-

We

PERFECTED 1871.

:

who, passing:

are called good things, Tt has spots of honor and power to tempt the restless aspirings
of ambition of every grade. Ithas gold and
gems, houses and landg, for the covetous

a crop of good things to grow. Your own
piety is stinted and small, and your éfforts
to save souls are paralyzed by the roots of

| tion you do nof calculate upGn your besethe emi-not spare || ting sin, upon its force, its ceaseless opera-

|

their

have cut

fore there is neither

ee
—
that love him.
It is true that in this trial heartstrings |
For each one of us, no business can be of
must. be blasted, treasures lost, worldly | more pressing moment, of more urgent imvou ask what I mean by an orphaned Chris- | ambitions wrecked, and hearts chilled and portance, than the discovery of our beset| frozen ; but Christ gur Saviour, who has
tian P
Ww
;
ting sin.
The bosom sin in grace, exactly
What is anrerphan 2." Not one who really promised to be with us always, knows all resembles a strong current in nature, which
these
things,
has’
endured
them
all
while
|
' has neither father nor mother.
He has the |
| is setting full upon dangerous shoals and

being in

him

have left the roots in the soil.

tics; it is so .in social life; and it is so in
‘much that passes for piety and religion.

| faithfulness.

Ge

of u philosopher.

the world.

the

In America there are thousands of* acres
covered with the roots of trees which defy
the farmer; and doom the soil to barrenness.

ready to graduate

true Christian scholar,

of again

sets

re

that

cnte,

peetation

and

Old

atits fall | better future, but the fruits thereof are very

fruitage.
|
But analogies from-inanimate nature are
{ faint illustrations of the training and trial
of the buman
soul.
Christ, the divine

—

I knew

on

“You are rieht.,”—The Methodist.

It is an age of shams, Gounter~| You

unfaithfulness..

when we look at the falsities which everywhere pervade motern life.
People not
drink

inary steed,
creation.”

than even the most solemn

oaths,
SR
A fearful prevalence of this absence of
fidelity and - truthfulness also obtains in

sermon

intellectual character of Judas?”
“Guess again.”
“Was it-his metphysical discussion on the
nature of original sin?” = +
“One more guess, and your last one.”
“Then it was certainly his poetical sermon on ‘Death on the pale horse,” where he
laces an imaginary sleeleton on an imag-

binding obligations of" the truth, to stand to
1| Master, lays his own hand upon his chosen
could read my New ‘festament in the origi- children. He touches them in their weak- our professions and engagements, and to be
est part, that they may be healed of their | just to confidence. This is our true policy
nal tongue.
I mean that my boy, whether
If it is love of the world or pride | as well as our Christian duty. Truth and
he becomes a minister or not, shall have a | weakness,
chance to learn both Greek and Hebrew, | of life, he takes away earthly treasupes or sincerity are more precious than all the
gains of falsehood. A clear conscience,
earthly prid¢,~%hat
that he may read the poetry &f David as | blasts their brightest
and
the blessing which goes with it are
David wrote it, and the eloquence of Paul affections may not be set too much on these
more to be prized and coveted that all the
perish and fade.
and of Jesus in the very words that thrilled things which must soon
the audiences who first heard them.
This | If passion or lust have the ascendency, the dirty gains, and short-lived triumphs, and
glittering riches and honors, which fraud
want has ‘been brought to my mind this | iron law of nature brings its speedy and
If vain glory can secure, or deceit achieve, or this vain
afternoon in reading the fourteenth chapter | humiliating punishment.
world evewbestow.
Better lose, better sufof John.
The eighteenth verse is, in our dazzle you, he takes away earthly honors.
English Bible, “I will not leave you coms If self-conceit or self-righteousness mislead fer, better die, better live in beggary, and
you, he stirs up the tongue of jealousy to perish of starvation, than to stain the soul
fortless,” but in the margin it is «1 will not
with falsehoed or infidelity.
There is blessleave you orphans.” Ido not know which throw at you venomed words.
To whatever seeming dis1{appy is he that enduréth all these things edness in trath.
is right, but it seems to me that sthere is a
advantages it may subject for the time, it
wonderful significance in the latter trans- unto thq end in the spirit of meckness, obelation, and so I take it. That is nota very dience, and submission. For this is the les- brings glory and honor at the last. —Luther]
good critical reason, but then I am not a son of life, andhe that learns it well is the an.

I often wish

;

“Was it his biographical

Be

read

through a mart filled with articles of taste
he preached about.”
and luxury, made himself quite happy with”
“Well, suppose you use your Yankee in- this simple yet sage reflection:
‘How
genuity,and try.”
3%
:
many things there are here I do not want!”
«Did he give you his thrilling historical . Now, this is just ‘the reflection with which
discourse on the shipwreck of St. Paul P”
the earnest believer passes happily through

ly know whom to trust, what to believe, or next thing is to weep over them daily as inhow to keep our footing amid the floods of | sulting to God and ruinous to ourselves ; for
character 18 go imperfoel developed and unreality, which everywhere prevail around “oh, 1 think, if ever repentance was fit and
it
right it is here—and hére as a great lifecrude in its experiences’at first, that the | us.
Men dre dreaming of righteousness and a work..
The next thing is mortification, the
heats of summer op” blasts of winter must |

Christians.

A

You are

Short and broken flizhts, bruis-

ed and bleeding pinions,

And a purer passion was borne above,
In a louder anthem swelling,
As we bowed to the visible spirit of love,
(#r those calm suminits swelling,

AS

plans,

|

We thought of Tim who had poured the rills, .
And through green mountping led them,
Whose hand, when he piled the enduring hills,
With a mantle of beauty*spread thew.

Orphaned

new.

|.|| wise, the rough and brittle metal of your
{ charactea would bend and break Beneath
took
the burden of labor and sorrow.
The new| ly fledged wings can not yet mount tothe

In the praise that to heaven ascended,

.

you.

The life-blood begins to circulate. Warmth,
energy, zeal; heretofore unknown begin to

fiow or where,

‘Leaving its pleasant traces,

;

warmth

a new life.

developed

unspeakable the loss of those who fail to res
ceive thie truth as it is in Jesus |—Independent.
i
aa
;

with a

as it were, into a new world. , ¢ The windows of the soul ” are now for the first time
opened to the light of heaven.
Your whole

From niche to niche, from nook to hook,
With a lightsome rustle flying,
lging,

the

in the first struggling light that breaks upon
you. . But still it is light.
Your eyes begin to see. You are at once transported,

“Aud down the chancel’s eenter,

On the altar-cushion

covers

There fs, perhops,

Through the open windows it bent its way,

.

fingers,”

dear fellow-Christian, is the. figure which
is the faint type of your own experience
while here in the flesh, You have seen and
felt the first bright gleams of the rising
Sun.
of Righteousness in your darkened heart.

Andlo! from its haunts by eave or rill,
With a sudden start awaking,
fragrant pinions shaking.
ri
EL
/

of, the universe.
The human heart of Jesus
guides tho omnipotent arm of God,
How

beams, and all nature _and animals and men
begin to rejoice in the new-Lorn- day.
Such,

[3

A breeze came

tan mountain-tops,
The highest peaks are
the first to tell of the comin® day.
Tirst,.
the rugged Aaks of the Himaliyas; thep

golden light; then the shores and all the
land begin to shine with the first bright

And in exery pause of the hymn could

«pts

a human body. A man sits upen the throng

tippéd

feeling.

We knew by its sunny gleam how clear
Wag the blue-sky siniling o’er us,
The wild

Its faint yellow gleams begin to tip the dis:

Mont Blanc with ity sisters. 1a the Alpine
groups; then some: tall cathedral spire, or
topmast of a ship on the sea; then o'er the
broad Atlantic, Aurora, with her ‘‘ rosy-

The slow and sweet and sacred strain,
waked éach holy

a

orient, and L Lord," There is but one God; but with that
of the Last. God there is a human soul, a haman heart,

It struggles through the
hangs dimly inthe chambers

"Twas a sunny day, and the morning psalm
We sang in’ the church torzether;

And

En

.

i

Treasures in Heaven.
—

.

|

‘
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BURLINGAME,
!

DOVER,

N. HL.

R.N.N, FITCH'S Family Physician, 96
pages, sent by mail, free, Teaches how to cure
person, skin, hair, eyes,

all diseases of the

jon.

Write to 714 Broadway, New York.

compiex-
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GREAT CHANCE 3 AGENTS.

UNDER A BURNING SUN, where Billous affection:
and Fevers of various deseriptions so generally prevail,
hd
0)
Tarrant's Effervescent
Seltzer
Aperiend
Has been successful beyond all parallel, Hence the physicians of the tropies give it their emphatic sanction, pre=
seribing it in preferenee to every other aperient in use,
The patients of course, gladly aequiesee,
for this
preparation is one of the mast delightful, ss well as mild
and
cooling eatharties chemistry has yet devised, and pos88s every medicinal virtue of the far-famed German
Seltzer Spa. 1t is a powder that only requires the addition of water to produce in an instant a délicious, effervesépnt beverage, as well as an invaluable medieine.y
ASK
FOR and ACCEPT NONE but the GENUINE.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

lui

#1o you want an agency, local or traveling, with a
chance to muke $5 to $20 per day selling our new
78trand White
Wire Clothes Lines? - They last forever; sample free,so there 18 no risk. Address
at once Hudson River Wire Works.
130 Maiden
Liane, cor. Water St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111,

2ml7e

Clergymen,

Superintendents

and all Bayers of

SUNDAY SCHOOL BOOKS
Schools to send

all orders direct to

Messrs:

DD, LOTHHROP

& co,

Boston,

whoso-Stoviis one ofthe: LARGEIT and BEST Setates

Sg
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"

will find it for the advantage of their

\

containsin every number one complete
valued at $100, Forty page .
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- @he Rorning Star.

Ah
the unity for which Christ prayed and his
true [riends plead for. Wehave read their
lustory with gratitude; we claim .an inheritance in their nolsle men, and gre rich-

r

er because they have

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

rr dHorew
&@~

T. DAY.

All communications

27,

1871.

for

saints among them

prominent

clergyman,

‘belonging to the larger branch

of the Bap- |

tist family, writes us as follows..

Though |

the etter from

the sen- |

which

we

extract

tence is a purely private one, yet we see no
impropriety in copying his words here.
He says:
le
1 wish there could be a closer cotpera* tion between the two great Baptist bodies ;
but until we can believe, in large charity,
that one is conscientious in holding to strict
‘ommunion, and the other in maintaining
mn

open

table,

there

can

be

mo

whose

we lo

scriptural way
communion,”
libetty and
fluence which

for Charity.

An esteemed and

would im-

great virtues are

our joy and whose consecrated lives rebuke
our poor service.
AndYor these reasons

publication

ghould be addressed ‘to the Editor, and all letters on:
busieess, remittancesof money, &c., should be ad- especially,
dressed to the Publisher.

A Sphere

we

itato and copy the excellences of the living

Editor,

designed

lived;

want

them

to

lnm——

Character in Politics.
|
|

eb

——

The fall campaighs are reminding us that
our political life has a very shabby side, It
does n't seem to be

enough for

men

to try

by all legitimate mans to promote the best
interests of the state, but they must descend

below that and basely vilify men and meas-

ures that happen to

cordial

oppose

them,

Failing

by open abuse to" secure their ends, there is
union.
We s¢cond this wish and approve this little hesitancy to employ the basest arts of
It is really deplorable that
statathent. So far as a union among Christ's | secret strategy.
disciples is real, and rests on a right basis, | professed statesmen fail to. agree “touching
t is a thing to be -prized and
sought. | so great a matter as the state’s welfare.
Mr. Butler, in his hot race for the MagsaMere organic oneness, on the other hand, |
_amonnts to little when the fraternal spirit is chusd@ gubernatorial nomination, knows
Cardinal Antonelli and Father no friends but such as seem able to help him
1IACKINg,
Hyacinthe are
loth nominal” Catholics; | win the prize, and his fiercest epithets are
Pope Pius IX. and Dollinger belong to the | hurled at even his warmest former friends if
Speaker Blaine is
same nominal church; but there is no unity | they seem to oppose him.
between them.
Morally, they are as wide ! obliged tb tell the State of Maine the pre-,
part as the two horizons.
A true union
is | cise condition of his private and personal af-

hiefly a thing of the heart,

to meet the false statements of a partiso it may | fairs,Ee
:
o

and

‘Dieu

The week
and does often exist between those who be- { san journal in his own city.
fore
the
Maine
election
one
of
the most
long to churches that seem to represent |
f nly ceclesiastical extrémes.
And it is this |i picable tricks imaginable was tried, its
unity of spirit that wé suppose our corre- | thors hoping by deceit and cunning to

bhe-

desauwin
which their very methods
incapable of using. And so

spondent is mest anxious about. + It is cer- | an election
tainly that which we long to see effected. showed them
‘rat brought to pass, and the formal, .out- | on every hand there appear the unwelcome
, -organie unity may be safely trusted evidences that politics is mainly controlled
to take proper shape without any mis-| by rascals, and that politicians pay but little
hievous delay. * The spirit will fashion a | regard
fit body for itself; the heart will ‘manage | life,

hethands

love

will

finl

a symbol

the

proper

courtesies

of

:
But the saddest part of it is that

and a

neuage for its expression.
It is true that the charity to which he rers is needful to such a union as he wishes.
we have faith in the honesty of men
vomen, we hold them at bay.
We]

to

would

display

genuine character and

worth,

ily

drei

real

daily

these as-

satel| piring politicians have »so _many
lites.
A
few
.
assume
the
leadership,
|
their
foliowers
are
almost
en| while
tirely men. who have a chronic
fear of
standing by an opinion.
They are such as

ust aceord them conscientiousness in their | lose confidence in the presence of that self-

complementing those

known

to’

exist,

duspicion

op-

bring all

is

made

most impossible,by their harmful

tire g—

there can

be no

true

ministration of public affairs becomes degraded. The life of a party becomes para-

ernal spirit toward his dideiples, there is
o good reason

for

accusing or even

sus-

mount to the best interests of the state.
Shrewdness triutiphs ‘over trust, and integ-

* them of pretense.

ust cost them something

to standby

heories

They

and

usages.

rity is foo

have

Their sympathies
ORT 1s as well as others.
de not jack warmth or tenderness. = They
.

it

Bae

.

v

Eeow fhg Weaning and the

ian fllo®Ship.

Pe

iE

worth of Chfik-

They can not help feeling

the pain of separation from

friends that are

|

often

foiled

ning.
Otr free instit
iarly ditnguid

by fraud. and,qun-

Bons
us

Sy
as

a

people,—are

in

danger from ju$t'such men as these. They
are traitors to the trust that God has given

them.
Through ignorance on the one hand
specially dear to them, when they sit down |
they disgrace their hofior, and on the other,

“to recill the love ofa
whom all ‘his children

common Lord in
are made one.

They know what protests their usages call
ut, what eomplaints are uttered, and what

repulsions-are felt.

They

do

not find cen-

sure sweet, but bitter; and the lack of
thorough
sympathy is as reala thing to
them ‘as to others.
Nothipg, it would

seem; but a stern sense

of duty

could in-

by an ambition that figreely grasps what it is
meapablé of using, they put in jegpardy
the best institutions in the land. Th® type
of character developed by. these habits is
degraded.
It sells ifs votes, it barters
away its integrity, it deserts its convictions,

it is false ta its better self,

and those great

results which ought to

from.

flow

the exer-

cise of a free choice and the assertion of perduce them to maintam a strict table at such
sonal
‘ppinions, are never fully realized.
of
rl Bb
‘They must, one would suppose, re- f
Prag
was hardly ever a time before
Las
what is thought a courtesy to their There
* brethren-oniyt

because

they

believe it sol-

emnly required by loyalty to their Lord.
And so the * large charity ” which our cor-

when stock in United States

at so’low a figure.
We are brought

politics

stood

re
to this condition chiefly

of

the

Controler’s

‘—like the

We

doit, not in exceptional

but as a rule.

ritrary, we
.

cases

Till evidence

cassume

merely,

appears to the

that . our C. Baptist

es an active

.

and

loyal

con

inagrower table.
We do not
o his own master he standeth
ud we have no sympathy with

©

“the induigenee of hard words,

Fe 3pithets” and

extreme

and

cutting

accusations,

and

pharjsaic self-complacency, that may at any

time be exhibited by others.
eve

re
*

NO

in

We profound-

fidelity to the truth,

but

we

equally in the charity that thinketh

£ vil.

ny

But we have very

i

strong

convictions on

the subjectin question, and- do" not feel at
liberty to

leave

them

““:gtriet communion

unuttered.

seems

To

us

not’ required

nor warranted by any act or word of Christ
or of Lis. apostles.
The inferences upon
which it rests seem to us illogieally drawn.
The-nsage appears at war with the general
tenor and the specific teachings of the New
Testament,
It seems opposed to the spirit
¢ © of brotherly love, and ® hinderer of true
seid
iy. It seems inconsistent with the
gognitions of discipleship that are. eclsephe. given.
It seems like a barrier
dite the free flow of a beneficent love.

It seems to give needless wounds’ and im-

pose unanthorized burdens.
It seems.to
repel just where there is special need of attracting. “It seems to limit affections that
call for a wide field and that are set to reu§ Wider a comprehensive -seryice. < ‘Tt seems to |
restrict the fellowships, that were meant

for tho whole family of believers, to the
BHoundiries of a sect and the supporters of an
~~~gutward order.
’
At is for these

reasons ‘that we object to

baile! communion,” and feel called on to
objections into words. If others

our practice equally objectionable,

pqually willing that they speak free-

p do this, not ina spirit
of phari.

f50

or in the

of the iconoclast,

Hut inthe desire to aid our brethren to
study a great

, wish

practi

late ‘war,

for instance,—they

We do it cheerfully. push aside a cautious patriof and strike a

uestion afresh ; in

with them in a teachait y
to stud
; and’ in thé hope that our comfaithful study y may ‘help toward

saving blow,
and then we seldom
rest
until we have sent them to a foreign court
or given them a lucrative office at hohe.

Thus they find themselves in a pesition
to bestow favors, thereby creating patronage; and ere we are aware of it they have
assumed the whole

control, and "insolently

demand honors which they are in no sense
fitted to carry.
This habit is just now showing results
which should at least set us to thinking.
Men of character retire ‘rom a contest which
brings them in contact with such oppongnts. It is submitting patriotism to a heavy
strain‘ when it contemplates the consequences
of serving the state in opposition to these violent politicians ; it hesitatesto place its reputation at the disposalof such unscrupulous
abusers;

the

result

is that the

state

rare-

love seemed

in his place,

but the General's native shrewdness still remains by him and he declinés to accept. i
Green

S

Sweeny & Co., as well as between
them
and the Central Democratic commiftee, all
of which argues few and troublesome days
for that corrupt body of thieves.—Here is
opportunity for considerable
moralizing,
and chiefly over the fact that fraud can not
successfully hide itself, and that when it is
discovered an outraged public is likely to
give it no very delicate treatment.

and the passions that might @therwise sub- |
side and
die, are
kept hot and active.
Smarting under defeat, they mistake defi- |
ance for, patriotism, and
while claiming
Ls
.
.
‘
|
rights that are at variance with the very |
|
idea of free government, the¥ violate the |
|
most sacred laws of the land.
Peace is
cept in continual jeopardy, and prosperity |
da
)
is made almost an
impossibility,
while
['HE
DARK
WAYS
OF
TRADERS.
Saythese mistaken citizens are furiously clam-’
| ing to our Boston readers that their butchers
oring for both.
in the habit of
Added to this the press is, in many 4%. | and market-men have been
.

.

.

:

«

|

| papers, and they not only express their own | ave being closedy looked after.

this

pa

tiamemen,

shame

and

Glergymen

a

‘prosperity.

pels a resort

Negroes, when

necessity

to their services,

are

com-

either

defrauded of their just dues or receive

them

by a rare

poor

legal

triumph;

and

the

whites, suffering all the conditions

of igno-

rance and poverty, find labor quite

beneath

their dignity.

Consequently,

thousands

of’

So much can be said, for it is true; but
the following deserves to be added, for it,
fortunately, is likewise true :—The South

before them, and their

influence is

already

:

But these are not alone. The North has
sent some of her best sons there, and their
service is already showing its results. Call
them ‘carpet-baggers if ‘we will, and grant,

busmess can be received and

référred,

and passed to them by the Clerk after their
appointment is announced. - It is desirable .
that Conference should give the Moderator,
with

the

advice

of his assistants, an early

and suflicient opportunity for the appointment of the standing’ committees.
And if
they were so limited in number that every
delegate should be on a comndittee, and no
one on two committees, there

would be no

conflicting

the

meetings, * With

present

number,

Gospel.

There

of suffering, or home

which He who

of

5 Jo

sorroy, over

once came in

dying Saviour does not

the flesh

hover

as a

with pitying

eve and sympathizing heart.”
These

thoughts

have

and

so leave

more

for some of the

other committees,
At the last Conference
forty-three, members were: on two commit| tees;

doubtless

The same paper adds :—
It may be that he, means

A commit-

op

come

Livingstone.
After almost numberless reports of his death, and ‘nany of them quite
as positive as this of his safety, he never:
theless appears alive fifty miles from sgme-

where in Africa.
situation,

and a

Bathe
party of

started off to'rescue

him.

isin a

perilous

Americans

One

is

thrown into a fever of expectancy

has

almost
in’ eon-

templating the return of this” wonderful
traweler. Having been so long beyond the

And

who

ean doubt

that

in reality to impress us,
of

to

that

seen,

“what

in-

teresting reports can he not bring of his
marvelous adventures ! It is greatly to be

character of the woman whom
he and she
and a few others are holding up as the next

candidate for the U. S. Presidency.
It is
presumed that jt is a truthful biography,
and from it we can get-a fair knowledge of

the person whose career it sketches,

First,

another

committee,

And

of the last Conference may not have been
in his exception in this respect.

are meant

more

vivid

dealiwer with vs?
It may
require a “disciplined faith, to

sometimes

[assent
|

they

with a

to all this without

faltering.

At any

|| rafe,

it is ofien a guestioning, perplexed
trust ; but it'is one to which God
“will al| was add assurance for those who seek res|

after the appointment

of the

committees,

for them to organize ard begin
and if the chairman of each.
would

oo

ferred,

to the

and

Clerk

if the

for

the

Clerk

Conference

business

was

thivugh the arrangements

the

their work,
committee

of

convenes,

ré-

prepared,

friends where

to publicly

an-

nounce the, place where cach committee
hours of each
only* the faith- | would méet, and if certain
know that God | successive day were assigned to committee
sonfetimes re- | work, then it segs as if reports might be
they
may also | coming in, on¥or before the morning of
| the

not

third

only

tion.

day,

with

As

the

‘business

be

dispatch,

and

but. with

delibera-

done,

soon as a question is decided

in

| committee, lot it be reported to Conference,
[even if there be a dozen of these reports in

| part from the same committee.
i
t
To aid the Clerk in préparing a full'and
| correct roll of the delegates for presentation
at the opening of Conference, each

ih

:
delagates

from Sept. 25 to Nov. 4.
Most of the New Englantl

Monday, Oct. 2d,

friends will leave Boston,
at 6, P. M., from

Erie Depot, at

Boston, Hartford

the

at New London.
at the office of the

at 77 Washington

Company,

the

and

street,

Summer

of

the foot

steamer
the
taking
Tickets will be for sale

and

street, Boston,

betwéén Boston

cars

will purbhase #ickets from
in

confer

Providence,

near

and

with L. W. Antho-

ny, of that city, who we trust will kindly
take their money and - procure their tickets.
If it will be a convenience, the money ($26
for each ticket) may be sent to the subsecrib-

er, who will procure tickets and furnish
them at Boston, or on the route, to any who

thay take
G. 1.

the train above

Ball

indicgted.

will. arrange

New York, and stations

for

tickets

beyond.

Rev.
from

Through

cars will be furnished from New York,
and. any who
wish can procure berths
in the sleeping cars after leaving that city,

>

early in the morning session, and proceed
at once to business.” And the progress of
business will depend very much upon the

spirit with which it eommences. Hit drags
in the morning, it will be" likely to move
slowly and be behind time through the day
and through the session. If Conference allows

windy

may
gale

weil look out for a dead calm ér high
before the close. It is a proverb

among

speeches

successful

in the beginning,

business

men, that

a

it >

one

hour promptly on time in the morning is
worth two at night. And the only object of
this

article is to suggest

ways, and

stimu-

late a desire, for the prompt digpatch of
business at the opening of Conference ; and
if there is a better way for securing promptness and dispateli in bringing before Conference its legitimate business than the
above suggestions; by all means let it be

proposed and adopted.

ar

One
suggestion more: Questions and
resolutions have been se often introduced

Sleeping berths will be furnished for all in Conference, which are but a repetition
on the boat, Monday night; but if any of similay ones previously considered, that
wish to secure State Rooms, they had better Conference has twice asked future delegates
notify -me at least one week before we to familiarize themselves with the Minutes
, start.

of Conference and

7

From New York we go to Fort Wayne,
Ind., where we shall take the Fort Wayne
and Jackson

Road to Jonesville, and means

the Treatise.

It may be

well for every delegate to take a copy of
these books with him, or purchase them immediately after his arrival.

1. I. STEWART.

of conveyance will be provided from Jonesville to Hitlsdale,four miles.

.

5

delega-

tion is desired to be at the church halfan hour
| before the time of meeting, that all the necus any reduction. The price of ‘tickets is |
essary corrections may be made.
This be£26 from Boston to Chicago and back, good i
{ ing done,
Conference can be organized

The fare from

ly receives the active service of its best men ; .as we must, that their officious conduct has then, she was born of insane parents, or at Fort Wayne to Hillsdale - will be ' additional
or if théy occasionally do give it,the chances been harmful in many cases; still they are least their treatment of their children ware to the $26, and will amount to only a few
are about ten to one that the shrewd spoliti- completing work that was manifestly wait- rants us in using that adjective; at the age dollars; Should any prefer it, they can go
cian will overcome the honest patriot. So ing their approach, and helping to inaugu- of fourteen she married a warthless rake; to Chicago on the way out. Returning, we
can 0) back to Fort Wayne, and from there
we come ‘in time, as we now see, to doubt a rate customs that would better have been. then followed a life of wretched poverty,
politician’s efficiency if he is truthful, and
adopted years ago. These are facts that which was relidved only by. her own ex- to Chicago on our old tickets, or we can
think he has mistaken his calling if he is the South is beginning fo recogvize,—slow- ertions, such as sewing,acting on the stage, come home directly.
i
If not ton much troublg, it will ie a favor
modest.
:
; ly perhaps, but surely,—and not only to and finally by adopting the profession of a
clairvoyant physician and fortune-telleps if those proposing to go in this company
Voters have in their own power the rem- recognize but to appreciate and honor.
would notify me at once.
The
mission
field
that
was
left
open
by
the
then she procured a divorce; then she
edy for this state of things, if they could but
ANY OF OUR BRETHREN OR’ FRIENDS Who
war has also been well> and profitably oc- came to New York and opened a Broker's
be brought. to apply it. Seantor Schurz
promises to give us the opportunity to do so chpied. Churches have been erected where office ; then she took Col. ' Blood for-a hus: - ‘wish to go can avail themselves of this ar. Ci O, Lisny.
hy inserting the-following clause in the next sueh buildings were’ unknown before, and band, and is now living with hifa with no rangement,
Dover, N. H., Sept. 14th, 1871,
the germs of fruth are beginning to spring other marriage rite than their mutual agreenational Republican platform :
We are for the elevation of moral tone up all around them. Free schools have at- ment to such an arrangement. During her
P.S. Those not wishing 10 go to Chicago
in our public life, and insist that only such tended and often pioneered the churches, so whole life, however, ghe has held direct | can purchas
e tickets to Fort Wayne and
men shall be put into the high offices of the that the good work of instruction is receiv- communication with spirits, is continually
back for $24,being $2 less than Chicago
republic of whom there is nov question but ing a systematic development. ‘The mora! | attended
by angels, and has without doubt
tickefs, The fare from Fort Wayne to
that, by their principles, their examples and
their official usefulness, they will tend to nature is quickened, the obligations of duty ‘“ twice seen a vision of Jesus Christ.” Jonesville
and back is $2.50, being “half
are -realized, the difference between idle- | Some of her accomplishments are summed
ennoble the public life.
fare,
5
This has the ring of good metal. We ness with poverty and industry with compe- up as follows :—** She can ride a horse like
THE
REGIS
TER
ror
tence
is
appreciated,
the
individual
and
so1872,
an Indian; she can swim, row a boat, play
The last sheets
have been led about by uniforms and ‘noof the
ble records” quite too long. Itis time that cial rights are acknowledged, the family re- billiards, and dance; * * * and believing press. Register are just coming from the
The work will be ready for delivery
we looked behind the men who led our arm- lation is observed, and the whole life of the thoroughly * * in spirit aids she allowsno
in
a
very
few days. Orders may be sent at
people
is
advancing
to
a
higher
plane.
one
else
to doubt either her or them.” She
ies in battle,
and select some of the real
any
time,
and ‘they will be proraptly filled.
can
~
Doubtless
it
is
not,
well
to
be
oyer-santalk,
and
walk,
and
run,
and write, ard
fighters who won them _ their victories and
A fuller statement covering terms, &e., may
their fame. Political offices should be giv- guine with respect to the southern. condi- . make speeches, but always at ‘the dictation
of attending spirits, and ** in religion she is be expected next week, and a quantity of
en for some other reason than that a man tion. Even while we write there is mo
hem will probably be found at the Confer‘than
one
negro
hanging
stark
in
the
Soi
a
spiritualist of the most mystical and ethehas rendered good service on the stump, no
ANCE
‘Where “they can be obtained on the
matter what candidate he spoke for. Fealty tember sun, and perhaps the worst of the real type.” She is also a performer of mir- | a4
338 the postage, as hy sending
Ku-Klux
outrages
are,
yet
to
come,
But
acles, one or two heing instanced in the
to party should mean « devotion to princi-

women

accommodate

none

God's

pale of civilization, out of sight and quite Those taking
out of knowledge of his countrymen ; hav- .and New York
ing explored hitherto unknown eountries Boston. Those
and visited tribes that probably no civilized R. L, had better
person but himself has ever

they did find an
everything had to be hurried in order

{ hour,

an
he ever holds us
own strong grasp.
There is nothing like |
Another cause of delay found in the early
these awful’ visitations to bring back to the
part
of the session is the fact that the cammost abandoned and hardened the old sense
mittees do hot organize for business at once.
of his overshadowing might.
That it will
momentarily impress one and all -with the
There have been instaiices when a cone
thought of the hourly neariess
of death,and |
mittee was not called togethertill late in the
act
1 motive to a wiser use of Ite, and a
second week of the sessi m.
If Conference
casonable preparation for the
life beyond,
would adjourn at its earliest convenience
®
or
who can doubt ? |

{ sense

|

to

that they . | eral members; anid when

us shall forget that

|

desired that the news of his safety is as renever occupied-a more hopeful position than liable as it seems to be, and that the account
it does to-day> Grant that its citizens are of his wanderings is really in store for us,
many of them seditious and hot-headed, but
If Mrs. Victoria
these: do not make up the sum
or
the ——SLAIN BY A- FRIEND.
voice of the majority.
There are as true Wooiliull didn’t repeat in despair the ninth
men there as ever helped to build up .a verse of the sixty-ninth Psalm when she
state.
They see the folly of their past ca- real what Theodore Tilton has lately writreer and are shamed by it. Many of them ten about her, then she has certainly put
were painfully conscious of it at the time, upon his .words and their influence a pebut the force of circumstances led them culiar estimate.
He has written her life,
whither they would not. These are ad- mainly, it is supposed, with a view of giv‘dressing themselves earnestly to the work’ ings an acquaintance with the life and

Yelt and revered.

ed,

No mat-

the student of the

- Denominational News and Mots.

ing themselves in such relations to the labor-

If

a human parent would be harsh and croel, |
fal upon individuals “and communities.
And yet that the Father in heaven
is more ||
compassionate than the tender mother bend- |
inz over her babe, is the steadfast __fajth of ||

to

ing classes as would bring speedy and sure

might be presented the first day.

place’ to the

stills proclaim

to-sacrifice their own interests while indulging their false notions of ¢¢ equality,to plac-

possible,

number of standing committees—fitteen—
and seventy members to be placed upon
them, this could be done very well; for the
work of some committees could be just as
well done by three persons as by a greater

Lave

rebuke

earliest day

only know what they want, althe entire business of Conference

ter if’ the #minittees are not then appoint-., Le

- given

Chris- | this last exposure it seems that we are ouf- [quire a heroic strifgirle, yet
their | raged and insulted.. No wonder that Geo. snow that God is Tove,
.
wy oer
Yeo
ul
pro-slaver
sentiments, Fl
the very pow- | William Curtis finds Fulton Market a reeker that should; above- all others, exert.| ing offense to him, orthat he has made such
itself to secure harmony and progress, is | satirical flings at its” sanitary condition.
+
wielding a painful influence against both. | Let Boston do her whole duty in this mat- |
Route to General Conference.
New York will have to tryJ again to ||
The legitimate results of this state of af- teryand
Ly
:
|
Arrangements have been made
with
the
fairs are seen in the outrages already men- “equal it in point of service to humanity. refor
,
York
ticned, and in the idleness and poverty so
New
via
R.,
R.
Penn. Central
DR. LIVINGSTONE AGAIN, . There is duced fare to General Conference. This
prevalent at the South. Those who call
themselves ‘‘ the Soufh” find it préferable positive intelligence of the safety of Dr. | was the only through line that wou!d give
both

on the

from his countenance,

failed.

end

action
most

olutely to exercise it.
It is
Con | any degree of confidence in his fellow-men, | los
s who doubt.
All others
been | atthe rate things are now going on ? We |
ix God, and thouwh it may
stormy and bitter, and the resulls have been | are not only heated
ie every turn, but by |
.
.
er

frequently

to

to core

prepared to present ithe first day,
gud then
follow it up through the committee to final

wrath, and that look of divine compassion
which we have so often-pictured as beaming.

scene

| tee of citizens have investizated the mat| ter, and although they, make some rather

.

looking

understanding

Conference, ‘it will be well for him

sion, sufterings which by the permission of

they accompany
|| unpleasant disclosures,
ancet that no
| them with the gratifying?
|
tliat halfit will be al- |
ed a paper in Baltimore, and the most fiend- | further indulgence of
So it has confe to this,—<that we |
ish characters of the war are distributing { lowed.
their opinions from various points in the are not only made to wdar shoddy garments, |
South. — Every northern persen or institu- | and read shoddy literatdre (if we read any
tion jis bitterly] assailed by them; and if | fair proportion of what is published), and
travel at the imminent
risk of our lives,
their words were fatal we should be swept

ventions

and durthe most

turned to members

them with tainted meat is
exerting a most pernicious infhu- | supplying
t4
hg
lecti
p
Spo
rec
2e010n
or
.
Those whose crimes, dating the war |1mmean
0 spoil
the 3 recollection
of® ¢ any g pre-"O- || qt]und still. the questions
and since, should place them in the peniten- | vious dinners, but only to furnish the op- | surest, remain unanswered,
tiary, conduct many of the southern news- portunity of adding that the market-men
ence.

two sections have

to

and including the special committees,
some were on eight, and even ten,
It was,
most of us time and time again.
And still therefore, almost impossible for the comnot
| the same or similar scenes
are
constantly | mittees to meet and accommodate the sey-

stances,

seditious opinions but give their columns
to the use of those who are equally as ignorant and equally as bitter. The murderer,
of Col. Crane in Mississippi has lately start-

be taken

it, we are not justified in doing the sgme,
Jf any-member has business to present to

disasters,

moment

should

important business without

Either there is."no such thing as God's
personal presence ‘and providence, in human affairs, orto argue, as so many would
‘trom Divine Fatherhood,is to argue agamst
the sun blazing m the heavens,
For rea |
sons which are high, and holy, and good, |
buy toe high for our present comprehen- |

administering the office, and getting matters in” shape for investigation.
A feud
seems to have sprung up, between Tweed,

al-

for the

precaution

in the early part of their sessions,
ing the closing hours rush through

sternest and most unpitying expression. It
is such cases as these that at times fairly try
the faith that is not ‘perfectly established.
Speakimmg of this very fact, the Congregationalist says :—
:

Counolly

Deputy-Controllef

terrible

with’

cause legislative bodies are wasteful of time

How many have

recent

conmected

economize time, and thus give to every inportant -question due consideration.
Be-

been puzzled to reconcile them with the
fact of God's Fatherhood ? Howdy has his

accounts to

and appointed Gen. McClellan

the meantime,

influence,

fertile acres lie untilled to-day in many porby our fatal haste to reward a signal servtions of the Southgwhile the owners are
respondent calls for on both sides, is someThe greatest rascals often make"the.
fee.
cursing the power that has unshackled their
thing whic they seem entitled to ask, and
best ‘hits. The opportunity comes to them, slaves.
:
which it is becoming in us to accord.

‘We do aceord it.

not, in view “of

necessary expenses

that every

ainpe—

—GOD's Faruernoon,

light. Mayor Hall has removed

and give good evibe ready, with any
success, to renew the
ago. The peacéful

government of several: states

A

[ue Fiat wirn THIEVES.
Unless all’
signs fail,the New York city government,
as it is, has but a few more troublesome
days to live. Controller Connolly -has already acknowledged his guilt by appointing
a Deputy, one who will use every effort to

bitter words against the ex-

isting order of things,
dence that they would
reasonable prospect of
attempts of ten years

ll

an

J4

The old rebel leaders,—as many of them as |
survive, —speak

destiny.

with

The

a session of the General Conference are such

low basket full of audacious manuscripts,
apparently picked up at random and thrown
together pell-mell; stunning the reader with
a medley of politics, finance, free-love, and
the pantarchy.”—This is Mr. Tilto®'s candidate for the Presidency. Who will vote for
her?

Current Topics.

of his sympathy with north-

ern institutions.

equal spirit for a common
a

posed to Federal rule, and seeking by various means to promote hostilities and strife.
The person who spoke a word in favor of
laws and order to-day, may expect to find
himself hanged or shot in the morning ; and
in certain localities the most ignominious
treatment awaits him who. has awoke the
least

working

Conference Suggestions.

She is nqw, in company with her sister,
conducting a journal in New
York, *‘a wil-

of the North, and the

citizens of both sections

vs

pamphlét to prove her supernatural power.
She sometimes weeps when veading the |
Sermonon the Mount, and has béén known
to do ene or two other creditable things.

to think of their institutions and

which knavery is so skilled in’
practicing.
Arrogance prepares the guillo'¢, NO genuine esteem, no sincere fel- |
| but also to be put off with food the very
out of existence in a day..
ship.
we -have no question to || tine, and sycophancy meekly bares its throat,
And
Any one
Besides tliese, the southern church is net thought of which is nauseating.
Audacity demands an offjce,
» over the SMeerity of our brethren who | for the knife.
or
all
of
the
othér
impositions
coul:
|
be
refully in accord with its northern brethren.
in ¢ strict communion.”
We have | and servility runs quickly to bestow it. A
The tenets that peculiarly distinguished them | ceived witha degree of equanimity, but
this last off
i vt 810]
f hypoerisy to throw at them. | violent ambition sets its heart upon a prize,
grave for orbefore and during the war,are still in many
ne as théy give the usual evidence of | and bankrupt principle sells its votes to cases adhered to, and attempts to effecta inary hfe wn Wa
endure.
How
And, consequently, the adping
a. loyal 3pirit | toward Christ and a | purchase it.
union of sentiment and faith between. the! much longer canone be expectdd to repose
neces, or

c nfi- | assurance

27, 1871.

faith,—political, social and moral;—as soon

N

Organized bodies are
tere

.

ple and not a blind assent to the articles of here is the great fact of. the Union saved,
a political platform; a vote should repre- slavery abolished, and the southern people
sent an opinion, and not that the voter has. started on a hopeful career. The real enebeen misled by a shrewd campaigner ; then my to their progress has been .removed.
would mere office-seekers be rebuked, and Better habits are gaining the ascendency,
the present foul methods of winning politi: and a 1ife of honorable labor is daily wincal success would be followed by such as ning many to its ranks. It is no idle

to an abandonment of ¢*strict_
and so to know'the Christian
—
—
Alter six years of peace the South seems
send abroad the richer inwill follow their approach to to be in a very unpeaceable frame of mind.

-—

v

STAR, SEPTEMBER

find, the

‘“ an open -table.”

.

I

”

Foreign Mission.
To the ministers and

churches

B. Denomination ;—
Not wishingto incur

of the I.

the “expense

il
and

labor of sending out a circular for Oct. 1st,

I address you through the

Star.

The ap-

peal is to the whole 1303 ministers and 1413

churches. We want gll of you to hear our
call, and we hope you will respond to-it
promptly and cheerfully.
The mission is doing well.
The Report
just received is the best

annual

have ever had from India,

Report we

Good

progress

has been made the past year, and there are
| bright hopes for the coming year.. Any
amount of funds can be used to good-advantage, and early good resalts can be expected. The missionaries are: calling for
move laborers,
as well
as asking for
prayers that the Holy Spirit may come
down powerfully upon the mission. We
earnestly desire that they may have what

they ask for. The one is. secured through.
the prayer of faith. Will you give it ? The
other comes through

liberal

contributions.

Will you give these ?
To you, and your

;
love

ok

for :Christ

Bre
and

souls, we are willing to leave the answer to
these questions,

We

feel

uncomamost’con-'

fidence in doing it, and reoice
do just this.

:

that we can

|

Cpm———

THE

MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER

ap —

"

Regular session with Estherville church’ Es-.
Let God be honared in our Mission work, | therville
Q. M.; Nov, 24—26.
and all will be as it should: be.
License of
Bro. C. Stewart was renewed.
Home Missions collectio n, $9,568.
C..0. LisBy, Cor. Sec.

Office Foreign Mission; Sept: 20; 1871

i

session that has

resented but one, and

the

ehurch

all seemed

inute

expressive

FOI
Mis, HANNAH

.

uYy oy

Br

Hague

ehurch,

W. H. H, Davis,

,

accepted

a call

Reading of
Reading of

from

H., and

by

begin-

Clerk.

Or church in this place is" yet. in its

Hand of fellowsh

water.

infancy,

house of

worship

is

already

TEMPERANCE,

session

Speakers,

it is

a

»

C, OU LaBBY, Chairman

An intersession with the Middlebury church.
esting season was enj oyed: and all present
worked with a will scaxce y to be exce ed by
While ‘enjoying the session
any congregation.
and witnessing the expression of wonder on "the
| countenance of those of the world, one could riot
{ but think of the wonder: nent of the sews on the
day of Pentecost.
tis, and in the afternoon we sat down
together
Sunday afternoon the « lelegates from the differaround the Lord’s table.” It was indeed
a preent churches joined han 1s and received into felcious day to the pastor and church, as well as to { lowship a new church of 16 members, culled the
The hand of
Southport
Pre-emption church.
the candidates
The Lord was present to cheer
the hearts of this little band of Christiang, strug- fellowship was given to its delegates by Rev. D.
by Rev. J. Ingerick.
A. Yope, and
charge
ging and sacrificing with praise-wort]
ze
to
Wm.
Campbell
Bro.
License was given to
build a church and sustain the prgaching of the
A
to preach the Gospel to them for one. year.
returned to God at this
backslidden licentiate
gospel “among: them.
We feel encouraged to
session promising that he would never again
hope, in behalf
of this church, for large success,
God help him to keep that vow.
betray Him,
J. RAND.
All thanks to the community where the meet
T
ing was held for "their cordial reception.
Ministers stitute,
oJ. W. INGERICK, Clerk.
I'he

Maine Central

Y.

M.

Ministers’

ence met, in connection with the Y. M., at Au-

Q.

CATTARAUGUS

M.—Held

its last session

Society

the

Freewill

Baptist

business

church,

in

A%

Wednesday,

The

!

Wey-

Catalogue of

NEw

BOSTON

edition

of" this

work

is

us with

Ya

|
'-

snd

a programme

be pubjished

as

soon

ily

received.

.

two.
| mind

as

|

grate-

exhausted.

a new

:
otices

Brother and Sister,

|

Gen eral.

tral, E. W. Porter; Maine WesternJ. M. Bailey ;
Mrs: Celig Burleigh is the mew pastor of the
New Hampshire, C. O. Libby; Vermont, L. B.
lasker; Massachusetts, A, P. Tracy: Rhode | Unitarian chiiteh in Brooklyn, Conn., of which
Island, A. H. Heath.
0. PrrT8, Clerk.
| the late Rev. Samuel J. May once had charge.

Ordination.

*

|

( harles A. Hilton was ordained to_preach the |
Gospel by a council from the Parsonsfield Q. M., |

at So. Parsonsfleld, Me.,
prey Sept, 16. The following |
yi
°
is the order of exercisesi=
|
Sermon, by C. 0.2 Libby; Ordaining prayer,

hy CB.

.The Episcopalians have recently consecrated a
new church at Salt Lake.
A. Jewish synagogue
in New York which has cost $30,000, was .dedicated on the 15th inst. Orations were delivered
in English and German.
>
A meeting of thirty days’ continuous preaching

| Was recéntly held at Madison, N. C.

Peckham; Charge, by E. P. Ladd; Hand

Seventy-

seven, including nine colored persons, professof fellowship, by 8. Poindexter; Benediction, by
ed conversion. All denominations participated.
the Candidate.
At the recent communion season at New Swerp
EE
.
den, Me., the church rec eived twenty new mem.
.
5
1
.
~ Bro. W. J. Twort was set apart to the work of
This
churches in Sweden.
tlie Gospel Ministry at Lyman, Me,, Sept, 14. | bers by letter from
composed
is
‘indicates;
name
its
as
settlement,
Oriler of exercises :—Reading of Scriptures, by mainly of Swedes,
Lev. PP. Smith’; Introductory prayer, by Rev.
The financial year of the American Board has
Mr. Weight, Methodist; Sermon, by Rev. W. H.
just closed with a debt of only $4,000. The, reYeoman; Ordaining prayer, by Rev, 8. H. Withand gives occasion for
am; Charge, by Rev. John Stevens; Right hand | sult is truly wonderful,

of fellowship, by Rev.
to

the

church

S.

Poindexter;

congregation,

apd

by

© the New Brattle Square
Commonwealth Avenue
church on the corner
and Clarendon street in Boston, was laid on the
14th inst. Rev. S. K. Lothrop. D. D., made an
The old charch dates as far back as
address.

J.

Rev.

Boyd; Benediction, by the Candidate.
8. H. WriHAM, Sec. of Council.

Quarterly Meetings.

1699.
The Russian ecclesiastical -authorities in San
Francisco have given ovders for the construction
‘of a churchto be shipped to and erccted on St.
Payl’s island, in Behring’s™Sea.

wob.rsoroven Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
with Melvin Village church, - We were favored
with the labors of Brethren J. Erskine and H.
Next session at Ossipee Corner, Nov.
Brewer.
. CHICK, Clerk.
:
i
JD.

ExETER Q. M.—Held its Sept. sessionat Burn-

ham village. The delegation from the churches
was very small, but it was a good season.
We
were fuvored with ‘sermons from Bro, Andrews,

of Sebee Q. M., Bro. Langley of Norridgewock,
. Gerrishy Hulse and Small,
he meeting of busi-

ness was a pleasant’ one, and social meetings
Will some one of the churches
. were excellent.
inform me as soon as practicable where we may
hold the next session?

N. F. WitymourH,

Clerk,’
LJ

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held its Sept.

session

>
with

-

the church at. Sweden. The
meetings were
quite interesting, especially those of prayer.

Chose as delegates:

.

RAILROAD.

i»

BE. D, MagspALL,

Olerk. ,

- ROCHESTER,Q. M.~IHeld its last session with
the Penfield church. The session was one of
profit to all in attendance. The business

Henry

Ward

Beecher has been taking a vaca-

Twin
tion in northern New Hanipshire, at the
who,
Mountain House, a region that draws many
He conduct-.
er.
hayfev
the
from
suffer
him,
like
i
that house
ed religious services in the parlors of
overin a
Sept. 1,and quite a large company went

the meetings

of
concli‘from the hotel ay Bethlehem, a distance

Next session with the “Mamlin church. Rev.
D. Green was appointed to preach the opening

the
Thapropefal to raise $500,000 to endow
of
policies
securing
by
ity
Univers
Cumberlay

was harmoniously transacted,

of

worship

were

generally

and

interesting.

We

trust good was done.

Systematic

F.

Baptist

at

Looe

240,

css
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P.M. P.M,

ees

10.10 10,35

Lo.

TAO

2406

THD,

Great "alls,
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BAD
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& WINNIFISSEOGEE
ARRANGEMENT

| England

Carpet

BR. R,

Plajd and
65 cents.

Brussels 85 cents.

low prices.

Rugs,

&e.,

|

be very popular.,
A

will

Mich..

Rec. Sec.

& TIOGA Q, M., will hold its next

THE

ses-

Clerk.

ro”

Office

Addreskes.

H

field—=W

D

N Davis—F

Day—Mittie

P

Benckley—S

R

Bard—Mrs H Butter-

Bartlett—N

W

Adams—C

Received.

Dodge—H B Davis—J Emery—B Fogg—V Goodwin—8
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that the authorities of feel greatly afilicted, and that we have lost a
2
a i Sd A
Bates College establish a Ministers’ Institute in
faithful laborer, who fr om early life has been
General Conferimge.
canuection with the Theological school.
distinguished for his piet y, his Christian integri- |
DR. S. S. FITCH,
A REQUEST,
2. We
recommend the appointment by this
ty and a commendable zeal in every good word
Those expecting to attend Conference are hereby
Conference of a committee of seven representing
‘ork :
"
sends hig “FAMELY
PHYSICIAN,” 90
+h a faithful and efficient
pages, free by ail, to. any one.
This. book is to
reqiested to forward theirnanes to the undersigned.
the different sections of New. England, to confer
aNd Work ANd the cls t- his post and whose
Delegates
and
others
should
net
delay
this
matter
make
any
one
their
own
doctor.
Remedies are given
with the Faculty of the Theological school, and, | pas 0) Ae
re
nly the side of Christianity.
as
it
is
very
desirable
to
have
the
work
of
the
comfor
Thirty
Diseases,
which
each
person
can prepare.
in conjunction with then, to muke arrangements |
Tat we Sel hu to the bereaved fainily a mittee on entertainment systematized.
Send your direction to Dr. 3. 8, FITCH & BON,
for thes Institute.
.
Rs
1
Committees on reception and distribution will be 1n
| copyv of
of these resolutions,
extendingto them our
714 Broadway, New yoik.
1y18
3. We recommend
that the Institute be open
attendance upon thy arrival of all trains.
N. C. McKooN, Clerk.
heartfelt sympathy.
3y37
A. C. Ripeout, Ch. Clerk.
to gospel Ministers and Candidates for the Minis! rv, on payment of $5.00 each annually.
|
Commentary.
[
SEBECQ. M.—Held its Sept. term with. the
t. That ai opportunity to each for membership,
The attendance was large
Rev. L. H, Witham, one of'the delegates,to the General
Be opened here and extended generally,
and | Abbot church, 151—7.
It is said that ladies who are troubled by pimples,
wh fifty names are received, arrangements be | and all the churches were represented except
Conterence at Hillsdale, will have a supply othe 2d- vol,
ahde
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Rainy Day Series.
Day at School,

A Rainy
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’

C. DURGIN,

of

orn

Lhght fromfrom thethe C Cross
@Contradictiqqs; or, High Life

:

n SUMMER AREANGEMENT.

I. D. STEWART, Clerk.
| ing.
| Dover, Sept. 1, 1871.
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|
ociety.
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¥reewill Baptist For| The Annual Meetingof the

DEWITT

.

School

| Good Little Mitty,

fir

i
pecia
;

Friends in Hillsdale, and
day at 9 o'clock, A al.
other parts of the denomination, have been consult.
ed, and have approved of the arrangement, and advised the Clerk to say in the notice calling Ceonference, that it isthe understanding that no business
Therefore, with
morning.
| will ba done till Thurs
| this understanding, delegates will be in season who
| arrive there Wednesday evening, or Thursday morn.

.

IH-you

AN

Sunday

Muy
Bel bs
it
Hackett,
Sabrina

, Trains leave Dover tor Alton Bay,
the Freewill Baptist meeting-house.
10.10 A.M. irees 2.40 P. Mi. enna 545 PM
As many of the delegates can not reach Hillsdale |
constitution,
the
by
at the time above named, fixed
without leaving home before the preceding Sabbath,
Trains leave Dover for Wolfioro’ & Center Harbor,
it has been proposed that such delegates as may be
10.10 A.M... 5....240. P Moe. .oes.
540 PAL
Wednesday, shall adjourn to Thurson the ground

| Mich., in the Vestry of the Freewill

New

Our patrons will, therefore, please wait in

Vestry off

| on Tuesday, Oct. 10, 1871, at 8 o’clock, A. M.

———

". The Christ-Child

.
highest

$2

patience.
QE.
tie
———
RE

the

Ree. Sec.

THE

of the

$2.50.

first

edition.

legally

Oct.

F.

just as soon as they shall have published another |

General Conference.
The twenty-first session of the Freewill Baptist
General Conterence will be held at Hillsdae, Michiand will commence

1s

The publishers will furnish

Hillsdale, 'Mich.,

SiLAS CURTIS,
Concord, N. H., Sept. 6, 1871.

N.

AND 10

Ea,

SBupdrintendents

«

OF

work:
.

wr

where.

Baptist Home

that ma

Monday, Oct. 9, 1871, at 4 o’clock, P. M.

gan;

CONCORDANCE

:

of Com. of Arrangemepts,

other

Rev.

ji

————

value to all careful students. il The reg- |
Bright Day Series.
ular price of the work, here and else- | Bright Days,
;

Cor. Sec.

for the choice of officers and

.

27,"by

*

: a
Aen
oats
TestaMeNT,”

come before the meeting, will be held in the

|
|{
{
|

Confer

GLISH

-

The annual meeting of thé Freewill

Mission

transaction of any

Aug.

:

Speakers

Rev. 0. R. Bacheler,

Me.,

rr

subscribers, with a year’s subscription.|
Birthday Present,
New Year,
ay
‘av KX
.
:
Fireside Angel
in i advance,( $7.50, we wil} : send, post |[Rainy
Day at Home,
ene
J paid, the “ Crrricar, GREEK AND EN-|
Mrs. Child's. Series.

10. Speak- |
EoUcATIoN Society. Wednesday evening, Oct 11. |
Speakers, Kev. W. H- Bowen. G. T. Day, D. D.

hall,

winter,
Qur congregation, though not large, is
respectable;andis increasingin numbers, and our
social meetings are deeply interesting.
Last Sabbath, the 17th,was a day of much interwith
us.
Four happy disciples followed
est
their Lord and Masterin the ordinance of bap-

Dixmont,

.

To any
person
sending
us threety new |"
v
.
ry

HOME Missio~, Tuesday evening, Oct.
ers,
RU

the | their publication’ in the Sta is desired.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
e&pected to havexhe house dedicated before + BRADFORD AND T10GA Q. M.—Held its Sept.
in

Friday evening.

ra

7 A : Fine Premi
remium.

The hour for this and the following meetings will be
fixed by conference.
SABBATH
ScHooL UNION, Saturdav afternoon.
Speakers, Rev. G. H. Ball, b. D,
ForeiGN
Missions, Monday evening, Oct.

commenced,

worshiping

lias

Anniveisaries,
The anniversaries of the Benevolent . Societies will
be held, in connection with General Conference, at
Hillsdale, Mich., as follows, subject to direction of
Conferénce:
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION, Wednesday evening,
Oct, 4th, at 7 o’clock. Sermon, by Rev. 8. D. Bates,
at 8 o'clock.

phy Rev, C. A. Smith;

0d

both of Dover,
_

in twelve

. PAGE,

Box 2817, New York.

FE er, by
W. Trow-

with the church at Newport Center, commencing
having been organized but asittle more than two
on the 20th. Although some of the churches were
years. x
it appears to be composed of earnest,
not ¥eported, yet the ses gion was one of interworgiifg, self-sacrificing members; though not
ome of the churches have enjoyed ar good
est,
Jumbers, nor over-strong financially,
© strong
religious interest, and ad ditions have been made
yet, we trod, strong in the faith, determined to
that gladden our héarts and sancourage us to
Most of our
labor on in the cause of God,
do and to sacrifice for the Master all that he
churches have some preaching; and mean to
shall.require,
Until withinae fos. momths, our
live for God and for souls. Anew house of
church and the Methodists” worshiped together;
worship was consecrated to the Lerd, free of
but asin the case of Abraham and Lot, it was | debt, at Newport™Center, and pi ny prayers are
offered
for the suceesy
or the ¢htirch and pastor
thought best.to separate ; consequently our peo| laboring here. Some Resolutions were passed
ple have secured a lot, and the foundation for a | by the eonference which will appear as soon as
church in the meantime

Newburyport, Mass.,

/

-Seripture,

WHEELOCK VT., Q. M ~Held its Aug.

¥

PASTORS

BEST.

BUY th e
~

os

TQ

In'this city, Sept. 16th, by Rev. J. Malvern, Mr. [ Shining Hours
Solomofy H. Babb and ‘Miss. Martha E. Davidson’
| iasterBelland PupilPty
4

SUNDAY SOHMOOL REPORTS.
Superintendents and: pastors will take notice that
unless their Reports are forwarded at onee, they will
be too late for insertion in this Years Report.

worthy brother and it is hoped that he will magnify his office.
ext session with the Bloomer chufeh, «Jan.
b, 1872, commencing at 7 o’clock, P. M.
Conference opens at 8 o’clock, A. M.,on Saturday.
G. W. Mo¥rarr, Clerk.
G————

wasset rivers forming the Merrimac,
and present
ing one of the most picturesque and romantic
a

BOYNTON,

LADIES,

B, FOWLER,

mn

In

P, GORDON, New

AE,

THE

=

| mouth; Mr, Samuel F.
arnham, of Palmyro, and | lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing pr
fr
Miss PhebeF. Johnson of 1b.
!
ment.
These Books are now ready for sale and de
'
Sept. 2d, hy Rev. J. B. Higgs, | livery.
| In Canterbury,
Mr: George
E.
Davis, of Northfleld; and Miss
Mary
Prize Sevies.
:
=
E. Randall, of’New Durham,
Andy Luttrell
y
mp
50

Notices: and Appointments,

Benediction by the candidate. Brother Smith is a

This rapidly thriving village is sitnated at the
Junction of the Winnipisseogee ‘and Pemmige-

affording
fe.

:

by snags in thelr mouths, In ordér that all other Misses
may avold the 1iké blemishes, they are advisedto use
‘the famous SOZODONT, which will prevent and obwiate
y
all such difficulties.

hymns, by Rev. W. H. Trowbridge;
Tipruire, Prayer and Sermon, by

Rev. Henr
Otis; Oonsesiitivg
v. G. W, Moflatt ; Charge by Rev.

bridgege;

\

views in New England, and
power equal to any in the st

Pr Biokfords |
Soft ih by evs E.Li Marden,
HE Nonwood,
both

= ar. Hohn Harvey ind Miss Hattie
and Deerfield,

years $6018.25 witliout paying a cent for repairs,

.

Rev. C. A. Smi I; Reading of select

having already entered upon my labors here, a
few words in respect to our situation and pros.

pects may not be amiss,

Wm.

mr

Also in East Roch.

ester, Sept. 16th, by Rev. A. Lovejoy, Mx. Albert A.

J. H.
Loveless, and also testifying to his ‘worth as a lr
wv
Two American Misses,
man and Christian, A copy was ordered to. be
Miss Issippl and Migs Ouri, are disfigured a good desl
sent to thé mourning widow. *

’

and

George. E; Cobb; of Winchester, ‘Mass., and Miss |

‘Nellie M. Mills,of Orrvington,Me.

For particufhirs. inquire of the
or

27,1871.

—

earned with her Wheeler & Wilson Maching

Mion
Rev. J. Malvern has/aecepted a call to the pas- | yrovne rv
@. M.—Hell its Sept.
torate of the F. B. chureh in Biddeford, Me., and | term with the Crystal church, snd a good time
will énter upon his labors the first Sabbath in | was enjoyed.’ Bro, W. H. Smith was
ublicly
Oct.
set apart
to the Work of the Gospel Minlstry in
.
the following order:
Invocation, by the, Rev. Henry Otis, Cong.;
FRANKLIN, N, H. Having closed my labors
in Blackstone, Mass.,

~

Sale

subscriber, Lewiston, Me.,
Hampton, NoHs.
"5
Gw:
i)

of its bereavement by the death of Rev.
Next session with the
ning Friday,
Noy. 10,

the F. Baptist church .in Frapklin, N.

For

ed, and in good repair,

for

Brethren

full of love to Christ.
2: M. Confarence passed a.

F.A. PALMER.

——

been held with that

—

In New Hampton, N. H., a one-story house
shed attached, and a garden spot, situated on the Sandbornton road, within eight ‘minute’s walk of the Institution, Good Cellar, House underpinngd
and newly paint-

warning of our dear Bro. Loveless, whom we
shall see no more on earth, yet we enjoyed the
session very much. The churches were all rep-

denomination,in the Yaptism of 16 happy
converts, Fourteen of them joined the
F. B. church. Forty-four have been added
to this church since July 9. God is’ giving

Ministers and Churches.

—

a long time: Although we missed the counsel and |

"uniting with Rev. S/ Horn, of the Christian

Tr

REAR

GEORGE, N. Lind. Sled ga Sept.
ci a a dwell, e first
churrch
sessionwithith thethie chu

ATKINS, ——Aug.10,1 had the privilege of

TT

Coats, Clerk.

———.

the dwelling as it stands,and lage additions will
be made soon. :
ad
:
\

LAKE

, &c.
valsls,
; Reviva

us good prosperity.
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arier you saw this ir,
RB CO., Boston, Mass,
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er, Wine, or Sorgo
well, Conn,
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for single: one, or
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* Bare grain, it may
grain, 1 Cor, 15: 37,

ir

ADELAIDE

a
etl
chance of wheat, or
A

some

That held thee in so long,

see the back of it, I did not

,

|

3.

that he
When

I:

to‘cut it.

In utter vexation ant, dismay,

I

roughly snatched the rag and scissors from
his hand—just as yousanght the book
pencil from Willi¢ this morning—only

and
giv-

| ing them an additional unnecessary twist
from loss of temper.
A sharp cry of pain
from my baby boy, and the stream of blood
| flowing from his little hand, sobered me in| stantly. . In'some way his finger had been’
| between the blades, and my wrench of the

ject

began

floating

“about.”

It

must

important

have

the tide, but went
was

moved by its desires for food or pleasbut

you

could

it living if you
body,
fins,

with

seen

neither
:

its soft, brown

like the

»

:

-

- So that was the end of Mr.

Zoo's travels,

[3

| though all of my heart

That once had seemed thy grave.
How from the fist with leaf and ear,
. A song of victory grew,
And grandly now the full notes swell
The wind-swept cornfield through.

| jagged wound

bled with it.

was gaping widely

The

apart

on

stomach,

| holes

I

believe,

were

through

to

his

something

which

skin.

like

These

little canals,

the water began to flow, so

each side, and no doetor within’ two hours
Little
of us. I summoned all of my Senses to my | that he was thoroughly soaked.
[horny threads began to bristle all along the
| aid, and succeeded quickly it dressing and
| binding it up, and then sat down, with [length of these canals. If wp had been
| there just then with Dr. Cooley's friend,
Arthur 6n my lap,-to find -ways of beguilMr. Compound Microscope,
we should have
|{
|

Our soul in harmony is moved,
Swayed with a tide of thought;
How. silently, O bannered field,
Thy victory was wrought;
O seed, dropped in the cold, damp earth,
. _. Thy energy be ours,—

~

| ing him from the sense of his pain:
* My

heart

was

numb

with the excossh of

| suppressed emotion.
{could see fhe cruel
| cut plainly as if it were open before me,

Thy hidden «strength to overcome

a lasting

{ found

out

something

that

these

slender

like harpoons,

have

heads

and

hpoked

which,

pointed at the end,
lower

down,

that

hoims

see the corn’s pale, tremblinz hands
Take in the sunlight’s gold,
t disbelieve that God’s best gifts

Shall baffle Fate’s stronghold.
O field, how loud and glad thy notes
Of triumph seem to be;
And, loving heart, should song of life
Be set to minor key?
:
Catch quickly. up the joyous notes,
And drop life’s plaint and fret!
Sing thou as one who hopes to win
A greater victory yet!

sweet

note that called us to dinner

ret

.

all.

But

Katie,

nothing

I kissed the little swathed

finger.

But

his

lips quivered with pain, and deep sobs
heaved his breast long ufter he lay sleeping
on my arm. Words can not tell the agony
of grief and shame that oyerwhelmed me as
I knelt beside the crib when I laid him
down.
Hesslept the sound sleep of exhaustion, and I yielded to the tempest of remorse that utterly prostrated me. It swept
away every defense, every subterfuge and
palliation, and showed me the hideousness
| of the sin.

-

¢“ Had the scissors killed my boy,Ishould
| have been no more guilty or responsible:

Pretty and pale and tired, .

| It was the act of a passing moment—gone
like a flash, but it was ungoverned, blind
’

p”

temper, and the result would
This thought was absolutely

She héars through.
the open door,
@ith its murmur cool,
Hard bench and dusty floor.

be

life-long.

insupportable.

In unavailing penitence { kissed the poor,
maimed
hand of the little unconscious
| sleeper, literally bathing it with my bitter.

It seems such an endless round,
Grammar and A, B, C,
The blackboard and the sums,
The stupid Geography;
yo When, from teacher to little Jem,
Not one of them cares a straw
* Whethadr* John” is in any * case,”
Or.Kansas in Omaha.

| tears,

After a time the storm spent itself, and
.

I took up the day’s duties again.
The little
| dress I gave away—I never saw it after-

what I have

little

daunted,

after

they

dowe

sometimes,”

.broad
may

re-

to

unravel

ments put on the canvas by the hand6f a master,

and a beauty and variety of imagery that seems to
come from an inexhaustible fountain. Tt is real
poetry which is here given” us,

Annie

G

,

Who

had

and

need to fear finding its counterfeit,

the mystary,

has

no

of Miss

another

issue

Publishers

The same

one

Muloek’s Novels, in the, same excellent style
which has been adopted for the presentation of
the leading novelists of the first class,
It is AGATHA’S HUSBAND which now makes its ap.

been absent

and then she hid her

face |

THE LAST KNIGHT.’A Romance-Garland.
the German of Amastasius Grup,

From

quick as ever I could,” says

one boy, when

Perhaps
dimmed
my eyes, and with a lingering her heart I shall never lose.
his father asks him why he didn’t stay all
jood-night
kiss I left them and went back other mothers may likewise need it fo | night, when he has been absent three hours
soften
tones
and
actions
to
their
little
ones
o the sitting-room.
;
=
on a ten-minute errand. The sarcasm has
amid the manifold cares and perplexities

{ that’s the matter

I have

days.—American

it. Ifyou will learn a lesson hy my bitter
it will compensate me for th

With her metherly
weakness than des ¢
LIE

B

cried

with her.

Abby Sage Richardson,

1871,

16mo.

Four, AND WHAT
THEY
DID.
Weeks, author of the “Ainslee
1871.
16mo.
pp. 315,

pp. 281.

By Helen C,
Stories,” ete,

such drefful

| the title of “The last’ Knight” is given, is the
| production of a living German statesman and
| poet, whose name stands high among his own
{countrymen
as a worthy leader in. politics an |

word in reply tofiris—
I shouldn’t think you'd do so afy b
ILokman replied, “I have received so!
| singer whose strains are’ heard over~the whol
‘cause mother’s good, and I don't { mary favors from you, that it is ho wonder
[ empire.
The subjects of his poem are found in
one

{ more,

| like to wear old shoes, a bit! You won't | I should once in my life eat a bitter melon | the striking incidents which belonged to the lio
|
y's
car
é
3
»
card
fr
.
ang»
j/be
a drunkard
any
more,Ty will
you?Lsaid
[rom your
hand.
{o|f of Maximilian ; I., and, while they reproduce
Lats
1
in
mm
5
3
|
’
Nn
Fy
.
thi
he
>
dav
+
NOT
| Katie; and she.looked up to her father so|
THE generous answer of the slave struck | Much ofthe history
of that early day, they mor
{
especially
paint
the
manners
and
reproduce
the
| confidingly, that he caught her in his arms | his master to such a de gree that he Jmme| feattires of life as it appeared in the higher eir{ and hid his face upon her shoulders.
| diately gave him his liberty.
d
"
| cles of society.
It deserves reading for the infor.
“ Say, father, you won't,eAwill you? on
|

‘No,

darling, I won’c!”

And raising his | |

Eitevarp

¥
po

PS

Review,

drive him off the field as quick as youwean.
I Late the sight of his black, sour, stowling
face; don’t you, Harry?
lh
‘1 hate the

feel of him,’ said Harry, in a

grandmother,

‘you

would

desire.

Its

mechanical

éxcellences

are

nificant results.

Both gn account of the intrinsic

merits of the book.and the importance of the issue which it exhibits, we welcome its appearance with no little interest, .

Dick

&

Fitzgeraid,

have

issued

a very

New

York,

send

epitomizes the main fucks and principles

ed in that science.

us a

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. : Translated
into
English Blank Verse.
By William Cullen
Bryant.
Volume I. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
1871. Octavo. pp. 824.
Sold by
E. J. Lane & Co.
.
Hs

Mr. Bryant has laid the

American

public, un-

‘der a large debt of obligation by the service which:
he has rendered in the field of literature. Whether as a journalist, a poet, an essayist or a transla-

tor, has illustrated the dignity of the. litterateur's

function, and mide a record which is read across

the Atlantic with gratitude and reverence. His
translation of Homer's Iliad won. almost unqual-

ified approval, and ealled out many expressions
of desire that he would perform a similar service

in behalf of the Odyssey.

«That work was under-

taken, and this installment of it ‘is, if possible,

even more satisfactory than that which was pers
formed in putting the greater epic into ui English dress.
Fidelity to the original, a severe
-and majestic simplicity of style, a peculiar felic-

ity in-the choice of words

so as te convey

the

more delicate shades of meaning, and a smoothness of versilication and a melody of rhythm are

everywhere observable.

‘As specimens 6f book-

making, these. translations of the great
which Messrs, Osgood & Co. are issuing,

poets
bring

us a combination of solidity, richness and elegance such as it is both a rarity and a luxury to
see,
i
East, and other Poems, by Richard Henry Stod-

dard, a tasteful little 16mo volume of 249 pages,
full of the sweetness and not at all lacking in

dy, while not a few, discourse such music as it. is

involv-

It.is very well done.

~~

Last of all, they send 128 pages of merry but
often somewhat slangy and questionable stories,

entitled SNIPSNAPS.
the corner grocery

productions of his muse hound up between these
covers, and there is not one that lacks real melo

know

Munn & Co.;-New York,

convenient and valuable little volume, of 120 pp.,
24o., giving the population of every state and
county in the Union, according to the last census,
and supplying
very full information touching
our Patent Laws, with instruction how to procecd
in obtaining letters patent for new inventions,
and giving much valuable information upon several related topics.
It is a convenient little. volume to have at hand for reference.
31

many and high, and the work of revision and | pamphlet enlitled ‘FRENCH SELF-TAUGHT, which
editing has been done with good judgment and does all, in its way, that any book costing 25 cts.
painstaking.
It is the best gauge of tite liberal- can be expected to do in making English students
izing movement in that stately household of masters of the Freheh tongue,
faith which has appeared, andit will help not a —They send also BOOK-KEEPING WITHOUT A
little to press that mgvement on to still more sig- MASTER, another thin pamphlet which happily

the spiritand fire which have marked liis previous
productions, There are more than fifty different

and he’s awful to hing on,.you know,’
said

tion. All that shows how radical are the changes
contemplated by this new Prayer-Book, and how
nearly ripe the Low Church party are’ for what
falls but little below a real revolution.
In som?
cases the acceptance of this book has been accompanied by a-formal withdrawal from the minis
try of the Protestant Episcopal chureh.
?
All this makes the new Prayer-Book a nofepworthy fact.. It'has other features which greatly
addto its value.
It will supply. almost everything which the devout lovers of a full liturgy

The same House sends us THE BOOK oF THE

pitiful tone; ¢ I'am sure I do. Do you think
Corporal Try’s . company is strong enough,
grandmother ? General Sulks is so very sly,
‘Well,’

way that recognizes the validity of their ordina-

They smack of the saloon,
and

te

circusf but sre

not

meant for bruins’of fine fiber or for hearts of moral delicacy and elevation,

Messrs, Osgood & Co., Boston, send us another-volume of Geofge Band's Novels, put ‘up in
good style, and of course embodying the genius
and power of the author, as none of her works
fail todo.
1Itis A ROLLING STONE that greets
us now, and it fills 113 excellently printed pages.
They also issue THE LAsT DESPATCH, translated from the German of Friedrich Friedrich, by
L. A. Williams.
Tt is well done up in paper, and

sold at fifty cts.

“In the same form appears

HIND THE VEIL, by the author “of “Six
Hence,” Which is sold at Jp ets,
(Of

the

new

Music

which

is

Bi-

Months

issued

by

Dit-

son & Co., Boston & New York, in such quantity

and of such quality as to put the House
at the
very head of the music publishing establish
ments
of the country, we have had recently
sent us
the'following pieces, mostly for the
voice, with
piano accompaniment, and all having
real char-

-

acter, viz:

“L'Irresistible,”—Galop Bravoura,
by F. BE.
Bache ;*Baautiful
Bessie,”—Song und Choru

s,
by Francis 8. Smith and W., T. Porter;
“Oh sing
to
me

the

auld

Scotch

>

i

Songs,"~Ballad,~tho

wort by Dr, Bethune; the music by J. F.
Leeson; “Sighing for thee,”—Song, by Jules Bene.
dict; “Dost thou love me, Sister Ruth
#’~Comic

Duet, by John. Parry; “Cupid’y Chase,"
~Valse :
Brilliante, by C. M, B; “The Bloaming
Rose,”
Mizurka, by Bd. Hoffman; “They
are sleeping

sweetly sleeping,"—Song and
Chorus, by C, 4
White; “Mary darling, Mary
dear,” by Bernard
Covert; “The Jolly Sthiths,”—Song
for baritone
arranged by J, C, Chamberlain,
«©
j

:
:

no ‘effect on the Boy.
Ne
‘there's the great Captain, the Captain of ‘a joy to hear, N
3
a
—
btn.
Going after the ows was a serious thing our salvation, the Lord Jesus. One of His
Messr
s,
B.
B.
Russe
ll & Co., Boston, who have
in my day.
Ihad fo climba hill, which tried soldiers said, “I can do all things KING ARTHUR." A poem, By Edward B
Lord Lytton. Revised edition, Ser Ne Nm done many fine things, and who neve
‘was covered with wild strawberries in the through Christ that strengthenéth me.”
r allow
Harper & Brothers.
themselves

season.

to tell you. Ihave been watching you, and
‘the children,
and I think you need to lear

I don't know how I did

for I only

Could any boy pass by those ripe

berries? And then in the fragrant hill-pas‘ture, there were beds of wintergreen with
red berries, tufts of columbine, roots of sassafras to be dug, and dozens of things good
to eat or to smell, that I could not resist.
g
8 even layin my way to climb

He helps all who put their trust in Him.’

¢O grandmother I’ said Harry, ¢ will you
ask Him to ’list me?’
* Yes,’ replied the grandmother, and from

1871. 19no. pp, 417,
Tennyson’s Idyls of the King did not ‘suggest

to do anything poor or doubtful,

have
Just issued a very pretty steel
engraving, entitled

this work to Lord Lytton,, for he had projected
An Armful » which has real chargetor
and at.
it before the Poet Laureate gave ahint that he in- traction, It exhibi‘g.a
bright but serious-faced
tended to picture Arthur and the Knights of the young girl, trying
to carry off more of the old
Round Table; it did not supply nor suggest the oat’s young children
that time, with Harry's efforts added, he
than she can well
method which is here exhibited,
for it is radically while the other kittens frolic at her feet, manage
was one of the best men- in the company. different from that
and the
chosen by. his brother poet, He mother is puttingin her decid
ed protest against
Christ made him a sure leader.
\
seeks to reproduce the spirit which animated the the abduction It
is life-like and pleasant. £2.00.
egy
NE
EY
——————— 1
he!
FELT) A

>

Why have we

busy

Mother,

good,

~

I entered she said, ‘Come, Kate, and
down
by me in the large chair. ~ T¢ will
you good to rest awhile. I have a story,

any

| a bitter mélon, immediately ate it all.
I “Tow - was it possible,” said the master,
¢¢ Yes,” || ** for you to eat so nauseous fruit?”

to wear

2,

. Gentle, kind Aunt Mary, whose visits the
children love, sat in the quiet twilight, and of lopg-burdened,
Messenger.

her good,

The Bright Side Out.

that the more you have to help on a piece
~ came remorsefully back to my ears now in ment is.set and the books are opened,” if of work the less is accomplished. Boys
this stiller, calmer ‘atmosphere, and the ‘the visible sign of one sin is so agonizing ? have a great power of helping each other
gentle voice of One who taught that the ‘There was only the blessed thought iof the to do nothing, and they are b intocent
** life is more than meat, and the body than . fountain filled with blood” to gis Test about it, and so unconscious. “I went as

recalling it.”

according to his fancy, only asking that the imaginayy personages serve his purpese:
Like all
«lse that he has written,.this poem is marked by
clear insight, nice discrimination, subtile fancies,
descriptions that portray like the painter's pig-

close of

mation which it supplies, and as a poem it wil]
| be found worthy of special attention.
right hand, he promised never, never to
Andersen, as a story-teller and a narratorof
drink another "drop of intoxicating lighor.
| experience and impressions as a traveler, needs
| wn
done that, he would have died of starvation,
| no added words of description.or of commenda“God helping me,” he" added reverently.
as really lazy people ought to.
THE UNION PRAYER-BOOK: A manual of public tion in these columns.
But as this volume com‘*
Bless
you,
my
darling;
you
have
saved
Very friendly of the water, was it not, to
worship.
Prepared for the use of the followers pletes this very admirable edition of his works,
3
of the Lord Jesus Christ inthe United States of
load itself with food and float in through me!”
America. Also a Service for Sunday Schools, we again call attention to its many and unequal“Then there were tears and sobs and brokall these canals to save him the trouble of
It ought to satisfy fastidiousness
and forms for Family Devotion. New York; A. ed excellences,
en ejaculations, all for very joy, while sup8. Barnes & Co.
1871.
12mo.
pp. 502.
and silence cynicism.
.
reaching out after it? The little creatures
Mrs. Richardson has really done a fine thing,
might have floated out again, unhurt, had per was forgotten. It made no difference “We mentioned the appearance of this book two
or three weeks since, and its formal introduction and done it in admirable style,in putting many of
it not been’ for those cruel harpoons that to Katie whether her shoes were old or into one of the Episcopal
churches in New York,
the most striking and suggestive things in the
let them in, but De
fully across new ; but when, a few days after, she be- as a significant evidencé that the Low Church works of ChauceY, Spenser and Shakespeare into
came
the
possessor
of
some
long
boots,
their paths when they tr#td“to return.
So
arty in that body had reached the point where
a plain and populeft form for the especial gratifiwith red lacings and tassels, she had a bet- it was prepared to do something besides protest,
Mr. Zoo ate them up, and lived, anll’ grew
cation of children.
Nearly twenty of the things
ter appreciation of the change which had Since its reception, we have looked it over with which kelp to give scope to the genius of these
fat.
. !
: no ordinary interest. Its appearance signifies three great masters of song, are here presented
One day there was a ship sailing over the taken place.
something.
The work which has been done in in a style at once simple, chaste and cultivated.
Since
then,
she
has
often
recéived
beautiocean from a far-off’ country, and when it
removing what was deenied objectionable in the It will help in opening thé way for younz minds
neared the rock to which the delicate clafvs ful gifts; and always she remembers with old Prayer-Book, and in supplying what there
to approach the real presence chamber of these
of the young (Zoophyte had clung, it cast | grateful heart that her father is nof a runk- | was regarded as lacking, is something important royal men of letters,
ard.
—Tengperance
Banner.
2
and
suggestive.
A
large
portion
of the liturgianchor, and rocked lazily back and forth in
“Four, and what they did” will interest the
o
cal forms which have become endeared to so young people not a little,
It is the story, very
a cradle of waves, while some of its crew |
many members, of the Episcopal church, and pleasantly told, of four children who went to the
.
madeh ready to leap overboard and dive
to |
whose special excellences have been gratefully West, and grew up into the
style
of life which .
the Hottom.
How many divers there were
recognized by devout and intelligent Christians obtains’ there, struggled and made their way. .
I can not tell, but I"*know
“presently one of
Far away in the gloomy prison of Ander- of all sects, are retained in their old places, "But The pictures are well-drawn,’
them swam t6 the rock, and seeing Mr. sonville, a little drummer-boy was dying. most of the forms, passages and expressions
Pilpay’s Fables has had a long life, for it dates °
Zoo, caught hold of him ard tore him hur- The matted, brown hair was pushed back which were full of sacerdotalism are wholly put back many years, and can hardly be traced to its
[riedly away.
Soon the man rose to the from the white brow, and in his wasted, away, There is no hint remainmg of baptismal origin through the oriental traditions that gather
regeneration, of apostolical succession, or priest- about and cling to it.. It will remind one of
| surface, and a small boat picked himup haggard features, his fond mother, if she ly absolution. Im respect to the communion, the
Aisop, und yet the diMtrence is obvious,
The
and carried him back to the great ship; ‘had seen him, would scarcely have recog- ministeris authorized to invite all who truly love stories are longer, more orrless soeinl and na| then our friend, who had never been out of nized the handsome, merry-hearted boy, Christ. The pastor or rector is supposed to con- tional questions are hinted at, and considerable
| the water before, found himself thrown in- who, a short time before, made pleasant firm instead of the bishop, and even ordination natural history is brought out. They are enicrmay be performed wholly by preshyters,
Minis-+ Maining, fresh aud unique.
| to a great box, full of other creatures made sunshine in her widowed home,
w
ters are received from other denominations in a

sharp tones

Tears and peace. ‘The lesson of thi¢ leaf from’

|

her

The Family Circle.

‘experience,

resolved

she told me this;

.

| wards. I could not have borne the sight.
| For weeks and months, I watched the
just like himself. You would have thought
Manly and patiently had he battled - with
wounds as they healed, and the deep red of
|
that
might
have
pleased
him,
but
no;
he
the
hardships of his prison life, never comFor Jemmy’s bare brown feet ~
the scar slowly faded. At.last it came to
turned surly, and shrank all up within plaining and never despairing, but. hunger
Are aching to wade in the stream,
be white and distinct, like a thread tight
himself, as ii he wanted to get away from and exposure of every kind had done their
‘Where the trout, to his luring bait,
drawn across both sides of the finger. I
;
Shall leap with a quick, bright gleam;
them all.
!
;
work too well, and therefore he could not
saw it whenever I saw the baby—at the
~And his teacher’s blue eyes stray
A long time afterward the good ship re- escape terrible sufferings. But our kind
table, at his play, when he folded his chub- |
To the flowers on’ the desk hard by,
turned from sea, and all the Zoophytes | IIeavenly Father, who never leaves us here
Till her thoughts have followed her eyes
by hands.in prayer at my knee. That
were taken on land and sold. Who bought to sufler more than is for our good, sent a
With a half unconscious sigh.
white, still witness of my sin was always
them all T'can not sgy, but this one I have gentle messenger, the angel of mercy, to
before me. It seemed branded upon my
Her heart outruns the clock,
told you about was bought by one of our bear his brave spirit to *“ his house of many
heart.
At
times,
when
my
punishment
As she smells their faint, sweet scent,
Bright Side boys; and when he had brought’ mansions.”
Sos
But when have time and heart
was greater than I could bear,. I implored
it home he begged a pretty pink. ribbon of |- The blue eyes uncloséd, the pale lips
* Thejr
measure in unison blent?
God in his mercy to permit it to fade out as
his sister Jane, and bored a hole through moved, and the comrade bent his head to
For tim4 will haste or’ lag,
the child grew in stature.
sk
vi shadow on the grass,
Mr. Zoo and tied him to his slate. But catch his dying words.
¢ My prayer was answered, but. not in
That lingers far behind,
7
when I asked him the creature's name, he
+ “Put the bright side out to mother,” he
the way I asked : the scar was not hidden,
1 Or flies when you fain would pass. 2
seemed
quite
surprised,
and
said
“he
should
said ; and one more prisoner was free.
but changed to one of the truest blessings
suppose any one would know that: was
fe patience; restless Jem,
>
The faithful comrade bowed his head and
of my life by Him who maketh even the
stream and the fish will wait;
nothing but a sponge."—Bright Side.
wept,
and said, bitterly, to himself, ‘* Alas!
| wrath of man to praise him,
ipatienee, tired blue eyes—
what side in this terrible prison life is
¢¢ Tt has led me each moment of my life
* aDowii the winding Told by the gate,
bright?"
bl
:
:
* Under the willow shade,
ET
with my children, since then, to set a
Boys
and
Errands.
Beyond
the
gloomy
stockade,
the
drumStands some one with fresher flowers;
watch at the door of my heart and lips, and
mer-boy was laid to rest, and the life of his
. So turn to your books again,
to pray constantly that each day’s “record
There are so many bright spots in. the comrade was spared to tell the sad story to
And keep love for the after hours.
may be such as I shiall'wish to meet before
T
ie
life
pf a farm-boy that I sometimes think I the lonely mother. day.
Satur
.
Every
—
vo
| the great white throne.
:
showld like to live the life over again; I
Do you not think, in that hour of terrible
“ And yet, Kate, I can not forgive myself
should almost be willing to be a girl if it trial, that it was a great joy to the mother
for that cruel wound.
Often, through the
were not for the chores. There is great to know that her son was brave, and payears since, have I bathed it with tears comfort to a boy in the amount of work he tient, and true? and that, amid all his sufwhile my boy was sleeping, thanking God “can get rid of doing. Itis sometimes as- ferings, he remembered her, and wished to
that it was sleep only that folded his dear
tonishing how slow he can go on an errand, spare her all possible pain?— Liéftle Corpohand so quietly. I feel fhat I could not he who leads the school in a~ race. The ral.
;
One Unzuarded Moment.
survive that, accusing witness against me
world is new and interesting to him, and
It was the close of a busy April day. To if it appealed from a last sleep, from which there is much to take his attention off, when
I Want to be a Soldier. |
a mother’s ear Spring has other voices than he ‘could never waken to hear or speak he is sent to do anything. Perhaps he
those of birds and brooks. The call of words of love. I trust that I may never couldn’t explain himself why, when he is
¢ Grandma, I want to be a soldier ; whose
j
som and bud is often lost in the louder live to see that scar on’ his dead hand.
sent to the neighbor's after. yeast, he stops company do, you think I'd better ’listin #’
*
Dear
Kate,
will
you.
take
heed?
Will
within the home.
to stone the frogs; he is not exactly cruel, asked little Harry.
1
sed the sewing-machine, and folded you watch every moment, that you may but he watits to see if he can hit ’em. No
‘Well,’
said
grandmother,
thinking
a
tle unfinished garments with a tired never bring to’ your heart the undying re- other living thing can go so slow as a boy minute, ‘I'd advise you to enlist under Cor
gret
that
will
follow
me
*
while
I
live,
for
igh,
and went for a good-night kiss to
sent’ on an
errand. “His legs seem to be poral Try.’
’
the children, who had just gone to bed. the one hasty, passionate - act téwards my ‘lead, unless he happens to espy a wood‘And
who
ehall
I
fight,
grandmother?’
ls
i
As each white-robed figure sat up to fold child 2”
chuck in an adjoining lot, when he gives
‘One of your greatest enemies is Gener.
my peck with small, loving arms, I felt _ Aunt Mary’s voice was broken and fal- chase to it like a deer; and it is a curious al Sulks,
Harry. You would do well, the
.
vaguely conscious of wrong to them dur- tering as she ceased, and I sat overwhelm- fact about boys, that two will be a great deal ‘instant he makes his appearance, to give
§&
| ing the care-fraught hours ofthe long day. ed, queBtioning with myself, how shall we slower in doing anything than one, and
‘him battle, and if you can not kill him,
stand in that last day ** when the judg-

raiment,” sofinded clear above them.

at the

“It's bad, ain’t it?"
;
| This is all T can. tell, for
I can’t tell how 1|
“Yes, child; the very worst think a man | did her good.”— Gem.
| THE FABLES OF PILPAY. Revised edition. 1871.
can-do.”
,
;
|
16mo.
pp. 274.
“And that’s what
makes mother ery |
The Oriental philosopher; Lokmart, ¥hile
The series of ballads which ® now for the “first
when ther? don't anything hurt her: and | a slave, being presented by his master with time presented in an English dress, and to which

but

as Jong |
| to eat, Mr. No thought, so he just stuck to
3
his rock, and took them into his stomach as
can ever know
fast as he could.
I suppose if he had not
to the darling

on my knee. I told him stories—all of his
favorites. Isang and laughed even while

A Country School.

and

(answer,

pe

the man ima choked voice.,

¢ Then,

| remain a mute
.
| ds-he lived.

witness against me
.

ih

plied

Only

leave

{ what I felt as I sat smiling

“ Th’ bare grain” in earth cast.

words

on them

some days, crying very hard. ‘I asked her | pearance, in a neat volume of 428 pages, and it is
What Does It Mean!
mother what made her cry so, which made one of the books that really helped to make het
her cry more, so that I could not help lean- enviable reputation. «
"
“Father, what does it mean to be a ing my head on her neck and erying too.
drunkard? Maggie Grey said you was a Then her sobs grew less and less, till she
Messrs. Hurd & Houghton,N, Y., send us severdrunkard, and her father.said so!”
told me of her littles baby brother, whom al new volumes frofn their prolific and diserimiHad a bomb-shell exploded: at the feet of £he had nursed so long and Joved so nitich, nating press, which has a wide reputation for exMr. Weston, he could not have been more how he had sickened, grown pale and thin, cellence in the substance of its issues as well as
surprised.
He stood mute, and one might writhing with pain until he died; and then | forthe. beauty which marks their typography.
‘Their title’ are as follows:
have heard a pin drop, sq silent were they they put him from her forever.
Mother,

yd know,

| and I knew that it would

¢ Kate, no one but God

0, resurrected from the eaith;
O full-grown, ripened ear,
How God shall clothe us, with what power,
It doth not yet appear: . =~
But, seed dropped downward, may we go
Unto our rest at last,
.
‘With trust in Him who raised so soon

of hasty

used to'call

the hay-field.
It said: “Why on
and the little sensitive thing, when reasdoesn’t that boy coma home Pit is sured, wert on to say:
almost dark, and the cows a™'t milked !"—
‘Going to school this morning, I found |
Work and Play.

were | | old shoes?”

catch and Lold as your. fish-hooks do. Now
1
{ scar,
I felt, as through a dreadful dreftm,
the : ‘sea is. fill of > very small creatures, so
>
| that 4, his mother, had mutilated the presmall that you could not have seen them
| vious
cious dimpled ¢ finger ii "a moment of) cause- | unless you had looked with the eyeswf Mr.
less anger with a baby, and that it would |
| Microscope.
‘These wee animals were good

All seeming adverse powers!

Echoes

dren,

investiga-

from
earth

they seaught and

clung there So tightly that even the rocking
sea could not draw him away. *.T biéMeve he
was a lazy’ creature, or he’ wouldn't have
fastened himzelf so that he could never
again move; but that may have been be-,
cause he had such a great name that he
could not carry it about-he was called
Zoophyte.

so-clothes the-mere skeleton of iets and Iggends

each day for the report of the good they
had done. One'night, the oldest hesitated
in her reply to her mother's question:
cold chill down my back inthe hottest of * What kindness have you shown,
days. I knew what it meant. It bad a
*1 don’t know, mother.”
frightfully impatient quaver in it, not at all
The mother, totiched with the tone of her

legs, arms, claws, nor

ed to the side ofa rock,

leading bards, prophets and rulers of that early
period in English and Scandinavian history, and.

—

A poor” widow, the mother of two chil-

for me to see that

steeple; and in the midst of my

scarcely have thought

had

It became very

a

tions, the tin horn would blow a great blast
from the farm-house, which would send a

this way or that, as it

ure;

sometimes

\

Translated,
you think; and very likely you fancy théve waiting what she considered a proper length in her book, and cried as if Her heart would
with notes,
By John O, Sargent,
1871. 12mo,
pp.
200,
Sold
by
E.
J,
Lane
&
Co.
is no more story about him; but there is.
‘of time, repeated the question; and it was break.
Mother, I could. not help putting
.
:
Something very strange happened after answered,
my face on the other page of the book, and PICTURESOF TRAVEL, in Sweden, amonz the
Hartz Mountains and in Switzerland, with a
a while. That curious, soft body hegan to
“A man who drinks liquor and makes:a | crying too, as hard as she did. After we | visit
at Charles Dickens's house.
Author?
|'scissors had broucht them together, so that
Tr
| grow tough and break into many small beast of himself.”
edition,
1871.
12mo.,
pp. 298,
had eried together a long time, she hugge
| the tender little finger was eut through to
¢ Is that what you de, father?”
holes, that 1an ¢hrough from Mr. Zoo's
me and kissed me, telling me I had done | STORIES FROM OLD ENGLISH POETRY. _B)
[the bone on both sides.”
I Jost no time,

They take up nutriment to feed
The baunered leaves that wave
Trinmphantly above the earth

J

1871.
“Ionly Cried with Her.”

nest, or to swing

in the deep séaa curious-little-ob- | ple of the village church.

_Once

had the smallest kind of claws at.their ends,
for, by-and-by, when the creature had float-

had taken the oily wiping-cloth that lay on
the. sewing-machine and had it pressed
tight against the breast of .his dress, trying

!

Een the hard, cold stone.

Bhe sits in her stiff-backed, chair,
¢ blazing summer sun
8 on her soft brown hair.
Rittle brook without,

27,

in the top, or to see if I.could sce the stee-

been alive, for it did not always swim - with

I took a front view again, d saw, that’ he

‘

To firm, strong hands that wrest aside

/
|
:

notice

.

| caught up the scissors from.a chhir.

Tell us how all these elements
That strove thy life to win,
Assimilated unto it,
+ At last have entered in.
Thy roots that groped so feebly once,
‘White-fingered, now have grown

:

with

a tree to'look for a crow’s

Well, yes, now I think about the matter,
it almost impossible for me to tell what
‘those long, trembling. threads or hairs that
[ changes it needed. Turning him around to spread
out through the water must have

* With icy touch at night;
An unseen foe Beneath the ground,—
The mildew stole to blight.

"

new
deli

‘“ The
littles restless,
dancing fellow
found it hard work to stand still and made

!

The winter came back stealthily,

=

little

so proud and happy in every stitch of the
work." i, was for Christmas, and when it
| was nearly done I called himx-to try it on
| for the last time,
4
)

other

For earth would claim thee, and would hold
Thee to her cold, damp heart,
Until of the dark mold once more,
)
Thou mad’st a little part.

Ai,

a

Mr. Zoo's Travels.

Wil-

his fair face and soft, black eyes, and I was

STOUT.

The fight for life seemed drawn,

4%

him

your

cate shade, and contrasted beautifully

Tell us how evenly at first

!

about

! dress—It-was-a softy fine-merino of

Show the first viet’ry won,
il
Tell us how long before e’en these
Were lifted to the sun!
viii
Faint frem thy struggle from the bands,

:
\

I was a yoting, busy mother, like

| lies age, I wasanaking

0 golden seed, whose pale green leaves

~

* When

| yourself, and Arthur was

;
Seed.

STAR, SEPTEMBER

RAR.

|

Doctry.

MORNING

;

2

°

m

:

§

whic

cis
*

ai

St

pom rn

a

© Witevary

a

aR

Miscellany,
\

Books.
?

50d

;

3

a}

Ts

mean

ct

cess

The desirable: treasure
knowledge, which all men

of wisdom
covet from

an

:

“i

O celestial gift

op-

those whoge moral life, and

highest

There, then, all who ask
seek find ‘thee, to those

who knyek
thou openest
quickly.
hooks Cherubim expand: their wings,
the soul of the student may ascend
look around from pole to pole, from
rising
to the setting sun, from the north
from the oh. In them the Most High

ing attitude,

ward the

be

as the ideas of Plato
never surpassed,
ind the chair of Crate never sustained.

In books we. find the dead as it were
living ; in books we foresee things to come;
in books warlike affairs are methodized ;
the rights of peace proceed from books.
All things -are corrupted and decay with
time. Saturn never ceases to devour those
whom
he generates, insomuch that the
glory of the worid would be lost in oblivion if God had not provided mortals with
a remedy in books. = Alexander, the ruler
of the

invader

the

Julius,

world,

armagand

arts, tue

faithful

in
in

Fabricius,

the

rigid Cato, would at this day have been
without a memorial if the aid of books had
failed them. Towers
are razed to the
earth,

cities

overthrown, triumphal

arches

molder to dust; nor can the king or
pope be found, upon whom the privilege of

a lasting

name

can

be

conferred

more

casily than by books.
A book made, renders succession to the author; for as long
as the book exists, the author remaining
immortal, can not perish, as Ptolemy witnesseth in the prologue of his Almazatt,
he (he says) is-not-dead, who gave life to
science.
What

Jearned

scribe,

therefore,

who

will

their

draws out things new and old from *an
finite

* price

treasury

by any

of books,

limit

in-

other thing whatsoever of
Truth, overcoming
all
"{hings"Whieh ranks above kings, wine and

, avother

kind ?

women, t5 honor which

above

friends

ob-

fains the. benefit of sanctity, which is
the way that deviates. uot;-#nd the life

a

good

housewives.—Gail

Hamilton

Independent.

- without end,to whom the holy Betius attributes a three-fold existence, in the mind,

in the voice, and in. writing, appears to
abide most usefully and fructify most pro-

The Amusements

the

tables.

then

signally,

a

for out

of the

hundred

not, one-tenth

part

dom and invisible treasure; but the
which

illaminates

beoks, desires

to

truth
mani-

dest itself to every -disciplinable sense,to
the sight when read, to the hearing when
heard;

it

com-

a manner,

in

moreover,

mends itself to the touch, when submitting
to be transcribed, collated, corrected and
preserved. Truth confined to the .mind,
though. it may be the possession

of a

noble

soul, while it wants a companion and is
not judged of either by the sight or the
hearing, appears to be inconsistent with
pleasure.
But the truth of the voice is
open to the hearing only, and latent to the
sight (which shows us many differences of
things fixed upon by a most sultle motion,
beginning
and ending, as it wey, simulta-

neously).

But the truth writtei

in a book,

being “not fluctuating, but
permanent,
shows itself openly to the sight, passing
through the spiritual ways of the eyes, as
thie porches and halls of common sense and

imagination ; it enters the chamber of in-

telleet,

reposes

She) couch

itself upon

memory, and there congenerates

truth of the mind.
Lastly, let, us‘consider how
modity

of doctrine

exists

of

the eternal

.
great a comhow

books;

easily, how secretly, how
pose the nakedness of human ignorance
without putting it to shame. These are the
masters that instruct us without rods .and
without ferules, without hard words and
anger, without

or

clothes

money.

If you

approach them they are not asleep; if ine
© vestigating you interrogate them, they conceal “nothing ; if you mistake them, they
_ never grumble; if you are ignorant, they

DeBury.

can not laugh at you.—Richard
Written A. D. 1344.

—————}
#

Measures

-

of Value. -

——

Never

I more

do

into which woman's

M

regret
work

has

the dishonor
fallen »(or,

shall 1 say out of which it has not yet
arisen P), never appears a misapprehdnsion
of values so great and fatal, as when 1
hear a woman publicly espouse the suf- -|
frage cause by sayipg, ‘No longer will
avoman be content merely to rear a family.”
and drudge and die. Merely to rear a family.
When women come to look upon the regring of a family as a small thing we are n=
deed far from the Kingdom of Heaven.

in turn

put

his

moments,

he

made

his

mouth,

stove,

rest.

I think,

the

Reese and John Chauncey, the two
of the house who, in his last days,

called as Stevens laid on

bed,

hearse-like

which

until

bids one hold every pes

the contrary

is

proved.

this delightful atmosphere

is not,

guilty

ro

in

yerhaps,

If the accused be
of a very heinous dye.
a lady, the crime is ** indiscretion ”; ifa
‘You see
gentlemar, ** impecuniosity.”
's particWell, he’s Lady
that man?

¢* Ah, that poor fellow with
ular friend.”
the cigarette, he had-a few shillings left
when he came here, but he’s lost them all

There fis a sort
at those dreadful tables.”
of look with which the people regard one,
hard up, I suppose, like the rest of them,”
It.is nothing when you are used to it, and
in.a town where some 12,000 people are
collected in a space of some half-dozen

acres it can not take long to get used to
A very short
their ways and customs.
residence in Spa will induce an appetite for
gossip, just as the iron waters will make
one digest the terrible viands set before one

at the table

hote.

Food is

not

omy or the. culinary

art.

The

, hotels

one is thankful for
been this Summer,
small blessings, and may congratulate one-

here at

self on
lucky

getting a bed at all. Twas

se

as t6 light upon two;rooms instantly ;

for the worst they demanded seven francs a
night, the other—infinitely better, and in

The two
Archduke

of both man and woman is the fashioning of
.

preceding

sentence:

and stamp

¢ Before

son?

The reason is found

words,

‘a

;

uaries published in the Morning

al Penmanship.

1ea- |

on

He

and

his

bride,

the

held

his

was at that time

Quadrilateral,

and

tion, wondering if they enjoyed more or
were happier than we were, if rank and
state had not its drawbacks, if the crown-

wearing heads were more uneasy than our

own;

and 50,

talking and

wondering and admiring,

ure and were
Magazine,

questioning,

we lost

our pict-

left far behind.—ZLippincott’s
:
|

I~

’

brain less to

do. Tt will be of noservice for him to follow auy particular regimen,—to live cn
chaff-bread or any such stuff, to weigh his

‘Ugliness

Becoming Beautiful.

WEST
The

but He has made more beautiful
We shall see, may be,in our travels

of to-morrow—you or I—some angularfaced woman of youthful but uncertain age,
in gold-bowed lasses perhaps,and shall say
at the first cruel glance (you or 1), “ Good
gracious, what a woman to live with!” An
old gentleman, her attendant, goes haltingly to the place beside her; and there is
such touching and delicate attention

Mary

Not more

to

tender, eager,

yet hot

KNowrtoN,of

words.

Work.

the

angulavities

little, even

melt

away

flowing . lines, and the homely

on her

officious

Academies,
AUSTIN

Spetial
~Caollege.

day,

august

MCLEAN,

2),

under

the

the fine

text of her

FAacuLTy:

ald G. Mitchell.

Blunders of Painters.

(GEO.

has taken the precaution to arm them with
the modern invention of guns. Cigoli painted the aged Simeon at the circumcision of
the infant Saviour; and as aged men in
these days wear spectacles, the artist has
shown his sagacity by placing them on Sim-

éon's nose, In a picture by Verrio, of Ghrist

healing the sick,the lookers-on are represent

ed as standing with periwigs on their heads.
To

match, or

rather

to

exceed,

this

ludi-

crous representation, Durer has painted
the oxpulsion of Adam and Eve from the
Garden of Eden by an angel in a dress fash-"

gy

WHITESTOWY

.

and

WINTER TvM,

First olags

+

+

facilitfes

+

-

*

=

=

-

=

= Deo.1)

= March 27,1872
pre

are furnished students

/
plete departments.
bh The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are spec-

\

Send for circular.
J. S. GARDINER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871,

them.

+

{

~

upon

teach

Thorough
A

the

pre

those

preparing

for

.

$5.00;

Incidentals,

lessons;

$100;

Instrumental

12

Penman-

Music,

with use of instrumént,
$11.00; Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for self-

boarding at reasonable rates.
N. B. Special ihstructions during this term to students preparing for teaching.
WM. REED, Sec.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.
29

PIKE

SEMINARY,

Pike, Wyoming County, N.Y., will open August
22, 1871. A Commercial College will be opened in connecsion with it, in wih
il he taught, by competent
practical teachers, thosexbranches which are
nr

taught in such Colleges.

&a~

For partigulars see Circulaxs.
.
M. E. SHEPARD,

NEW
' The

HAMPTON

Fall

Term

INSTITUTION.

begins Monday,

continues ten week
A. B. MESERVEY,

J. N.Rand, A: M.,

W. E.C

Rich, A.B.

res. of Board.

August

21, and
.

A.-M. Principal,

Miss T. A. R. Dow,

Miss Alice I. Libby,

are

severalin successful

Sparano,

Students will provide their own sheets,

pillow-cases and towels.
Tu. TIo~ from $3.00 to $6.50 Der term.
Several
“years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has been very successful. . It is
now proposed to add a Scientific._and Agricultural
Course, of "two years each, which will be open
for the admission
of the fall térin.

of students at thie"

commencement

end for catalogue to the Principal or to
E.C. LEWIS,
;
:
vr

Sec,

Me., Aug. 4, 1871.

CENTRAL

>

INSTITUTE,

GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor,
Miss NELLIE KNOWLT#®N, Preceptress.
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep’t. .
Miss-Lic MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
:
Miss ADDIE SAW YER; Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
MRS.
D.

AITT, Teacher of Writing

M.

ing.

Book-Keep

and

>

’

Length of Term, ten weeks.
°
Fall Term Commences August 24, 1W1.
Winter Term commences November. 9, 1871.

sarticulars, address G. B. Files. Unity,
for fur
E. EuBi 4 month of July, and afterward,
We
:
=
gene Wade, Pittsfield, Me,
C. A. FARRELL,

Pittafield, Me., June 27, 1871.

NORTH

PARSONSFIELD

Secretary.

SEMINARY

The Fall term will commence on Tuesday, Aug. 22
and continue eleven weeks.
M.K. MABREY, Principal,
*
who will spend his entire time and yenergies in and
for the school. - He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Duparfment assigned
them. A course of lecturas of gemeral interest will
be given by Clergymen, besides a course on anato°
$3.00

my and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M.D.
Terms Primary

Common

$4.00

English

High English
Languages

00
6.00

8.00

.

. Magic’

Use of Instrument
Penmanship
‘
3
$1.50.
Suitable rooms can be obtained by: those who wish
to hoard themselves.
Board at the Boarding house and in good families
further infor $3 00. ‘Wood and lights extra. Wa
formation furnished on application to the Principal.
M. E. SWEAT, Sec.
N. Pargonsfield, June 206, 1871.

NORTILIWOOI SEVENARY.

paring for collage, teaching, or business, in six com{ally recommended.
Terms moderate.

Tuition,

ship, $1 50 for twenty

SEMINARY.

_ T4e calendar of the 31st ‘Academical year of this
.
Institution is as forlows:
Aug28
=
=
=
=.
FALLTERM, = -

SPRING TERM,

weeks.

>

on

Mich , July 2), 1871.

7

Tinforet, an Italian painter, in a picture
of the Children of Israel gathering manna,

either

PITTSFIELD, ME.

:

Drawing

to

to

RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE,
FALL TERM beging August 22d and continues

MAINE

Painting
MELVILLE WW. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
dnd Vosal Music.
aot
Mrs. OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
made for
be
will
Farther and ample arrangements
instruction in all the départments of the College,
Catalogues'sent on application.
Treas.
Le Py REYNOLDS, Sec.
.
Hillsdale,

—_—

in

given

BOARD.

Lewiston,

*

Instructor

of music,

commons is about 82,25 per week. Liberal provision 1s made for those needing aid. General arrangements as 14st year.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

“

“ARDNER,

2,00

will be given those de-

Theological fchool of Bates College.

R4v. DANIEL M. GRAHAM, D. D., President.
“
RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof: Bib. Theology.

B.

150M
« 8,00

-

The next term and year of this Institution will
commence Aug. 24, 187i. The expense of board in

C.

open

oot
-

Good board may be obtained in private familjés
at
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves,
JOHN H. SHAPLEIGH.

opportunity.

Tues-

a graduate of ¥ ale College.

-

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students -de- °
sirons of boarding themselves will find convenient

“Tuition and board as usual.
.
Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
themselves.
+ GEO. C. PEAVEY, President.
.
WARREN
FOSS, Sec’y.

:

attention

of which there

in

of

v

EXPE~8Es. Board, including room and washing,
from £2.75 to 83 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs,

-

instruction

:
Teacher
:

A. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. LU. Moore,
H. M. Willward.
Also a competent Musiz Teacher will be engaged before the.term begins.
i

&ec.

ACADEMY.

com-

eleven

Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large eXjotience

=

Center Strafford, N. H.
The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence

-

-

siring
a complete course

her

ge.
s.r

ness of text by reason of the sweet meaning it carries, how shall it'be with the reading of a month, or a year, or a life ?—Don-

:

Teacher of Wax

from Massachusetts,
qualified
Bass. Secular or Sacred Music.

SPENCER J. FOWLER, A, M., Prof. Matheface, hour by hour, and feature by feature,
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
GEORGE
McMILLAN, A. M,, Prof. Ancient Lanmeandeep
grows luminous with a sweet,
guages.
;
ae
ing, that is as subtle and penetrating in its HIRAM COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
influenceas beauty itself. And if an hour | HM. LAURA ROWE, A.M _ Prin. Ladies’ Department.
de la M( NTAIGN E, Teacher of Krench.
of onlook can work such transfiguration JENNIE
ALEX. C. RiD&OU 1, Prin, Com. Departinent.
and make one blind to any possible eguboed- W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
;

:

HAYES,

An excellent opportunity

last words expressed her confidence in Jesus,
and that it was * sweet going home.”
We enjoyedon the occasion of the funeral the sad
privilege of speaking from Rev, 14: 13.
D
1.P.B.

as you look,

into

A.V,

than a

Nearly

will

continue

.
TUITIONS.
« $400
<4
=. gq
Primary Course,
4,50
a
CH
« Common English,
Higher English,
- . ««500
Languages, +
=
=
=
vie B00

in the duty of baptism until the summer of 1840
when she united with the church in Northwood
in which she walked a consistent and esteemed
member until her death. Naturally reticent, she

than

Academy

MRs. K. J. COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
MR. T. A. STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and

do

died

ob-

ACADEMY.

of Lebanon

Music.
I Miss

11, 1871, aged 75 years, at the
brother-in-law,
Mr. Wendell. The
obituary, experienced
religion
years ago under the labors of

or presuming watchfulness—that you can
not keep your eyes from her, ugly though
Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.
she be; and the face of the old gentleman
~
|
and
her,
towards
turns
it
HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
as
radient
grows
you perceive him to be under such abiding | The Fall Term of Hillsdale .College will
charm as her low musical voice falls on his Wednesday, August 31, 1871. °
ear that, Tittle by

LEBANON

Term

and
Cali

any single

Northwood,

can be

weeks under the following instructors:
+A N.
MARSTON, A. B,, Principal.
Miss. H. L. STEVENS; Ereceptress
of Instrumental Music.
.

Elder Obadiah Morrill, but did not go forward

part to every want of his—such grace of action—such

Fall

mence on Tuesday, August 29, and

ceed in business; but was sadly disappointed by
a return of his disease, with aggravated symptoms, which confined him to his bed for 4 or 5
years preceding his death.
Though he suffered
much he was submissive to the divine will, and
comforted and cheered by the Christian’s hope;
and his friends are consoled by the evidence that
in his case, death was bit the departure from a
frail'body of suffering, to. be clothed upon with
the robe of immortality,
His remains were
carried to Spencer and deposited with others of
the family.
A discourse was telivered on the
occasion from 2 Cor. 5: 4.
P. RANDALL.
this city, Sept.
residence of her
subject of this
more than fifty

rooms

Waterbury Cenfer, Vt., August 2, 1871.

wishing obit-

single square can well be afforded

lived more in deeds

A beautiful face is one of God's beautiful
works;
things.

Suitable

Penmanship, (12 lessons)
.
Instrumental music (20 lessons)

who

Princi-

Teachers.

Board in.good families, including

wood and lights, $3.00.

turned

Star,

A. B.,

tained for self-boarding. Address for circular, cata{ logue or further information, the Principal.

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevityis specially important.

Moores,

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
Classes
formed in Vocal and Instrumental Music, Painting

Use of Instrament,-

Persons

Se,

SAN

pal, assisted by a full board of competent

Obituaries,
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Courses

I. W.

20, under the charge of C. A,

carelessly and saw a glass of water on the
table. He put his finger in the glass, and a
drop of water was suspended therefrom. . I
have it on the best authority that six or seven weeks before that oration was delivered,
Everett wrote a letter to a friend in Boston,
asking him whether so bold a gesture
would. be proper.”

were the

will begin on Tie day,

of instruction.

GUEEN MOUNTAIN SEMANARY.

in the. studied |
he

Troy,
N. Y.

‘Tae FALL TERM of this Institution begins August

the recital.

drop of water,’

“WILLARD,

both sexes complete. '
. Lyndon, Vt., Aug. 1871.

yet

the

course of

LYNDON INSTITUTION,

der a full board

all

ocean—a

what is

qony

"he Fall Term

disporting

by

‘

Every facility is provided for a thorough

the

their fect, and

Now, the question comes,

princess of our

personages

-

useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of mbre than 20 professors and teachers.
= For circulars, apply t

. commencement.

you seem to be unmoved

court at Venice in the Procuratie Vecchio.
We followed them through the Grand Canal,
gazing with intense pleasure and ‘admira-

you bad

long as the brain is in a con-

Maximilian

Princess Charlotte.

If a man wishes to get rid of dyspepsia,

food, ete.,—so

ideal

principal

viceroy of the

stant state of excitement, Let that have
the best situation in Spa—1
This is the proper rest, and the sto pach will perform
rate of four francs per diem.
The hotel-keep- its functions. -But if helpass fourteen,or
ray: ex uno disce omnes,
without fifteen hours a day in his office or countingmatched
be
ers at Spa can hardly
grum- room and take no exercise, his : stomach
one
oing to Scotland, and every:
will inevitably become paralyzed, and, if
les, whatever be his hotels
We have groveled to sad purpose jf the
he puts. nothing into it but a cracker dday,
+
»
little needs, the petty cares, the mere maleit will not digest it. ln many cases itis
desmade
been
Frenchmen seem $o have
canse. Give
vial service which
attend all families, and
t of the the brain that is the primary
Leave your
which dominate so many, have made them- perate by their defeat. A residen
r8st.
some
organ
delicate
that
fond a
go to your
selves to represent family lite. To rear a fam- town of Tournus, Paul Grauen, shot
you
when
you
behind
s
had gone to his busines
iff and a gendarme who
ily,to establish a home,to make domestic life
down to your dinner
git
not
Do
home.
l
Nationa
The
.
seizure
o
a
pl
to effect
your mind ab« what it ought to be, to give it that part in house
d with your brows: knit, and account
s. Nevthe social gtructure, in natipnal excellence, Guard having been called out; besiege
interest
up
casting
in
sorbed
after having
Take
sleep.
“in the ¢levation of humanity, which belongs him in his dwelling, where,
of
hours
usual
the
abridge
he blew er
to it, and for which there is no substitute, is wounded several of the soldiers,surrender. more or less exercise in the open air every
than
rather
‘an object worthy the ambition and ‘the ener- out his own brains
day. Allow yourself some innocent recreand of
gies of the best and wisest woman that ever
ation. Eat moderately, slowlyYe; not
to
up
Titles debase those who ast not
the
was or ever will be born, The great work
what you please, provided it

secured at the

last was the

dreams of regal state.

Dyspepsia.
he must give his ‘stomach and

day

their hands

childish imaginings—this was realizing ,our

was the retort;

—

were

-

TROY
FEMALE SEMINARY.
This Institution offers the accumulated advantages

drop of water,’
¢¢ After that sentence, it appeared as if all
Ambherst College would not cease to clap

the

Iuxu-

he

«1 saw. you were going heavily into the
pardon business, and I thought I would
take a hand in it myself.”—Col. Forney.%

—

and

SEMINARY.

of over 50 years of successful operation.

the ex-patron saint of the republic, when obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
the golden rays of the setting: sun fell upon
what looked like Cleopatra barge. GlidJames L. LeGrow-died in Charlestown, Sept.
ing swiftly toward us cama a large gondola
10, aged 39 years and 9 months.
filled with a gaily-dressed company. Froma
.
F. A. PALMER.
huge gilt crown depended a canopy and
curtains of sky-blue velvet, beneath which, ' HATTIE, daughter of James and Mary 8.
upon a raised cushion, sat a fair young girl Brown, of Brownfield, Me., died Sept. 1st, of
aged 2 years and 10 months.
in full dress,a bright-colorcéd,animated, joy- dysentery,
;
.
C. HURLIN.
ous creature, talking and lwughing melodMARY,
wife
of
Joseph
Wheeler,
died
from an
iously. By her side was hor husband, tall
accidental fall, in Dummer, N. H., Aug. 22,
and commanding ip person, dressed in aged
66 years,
Her sympathies were with the F.
uniform and decorated with orders and in- Baptists, and aftera long life we trust she has
signia. He was leaning over her, listening gone to rest. She Jeaves a husband, sons and
aughters,
to mourn her death.
Funeral serviwith an expression of pleased, grave earn* GEO. WHEELER.
estness. Ladies and gentlemen,
gerayed in ces’by the writer.
fall dress or in military uniforms and |. HORACE 8. B.; son of Rev. J. C. and LJ. H.
sparkling with ornaments and orders, were Dyer, died in Wellington, O., Aug. 29, 1871,
aged 24 years. Horace was subject to physical
seated at a respectful distance, while sarv- infirmity
from childhood, which, in a great measants in gorgeous livery stood behind the ure, deprived him of the use of his lower limbs.
blue drapery, their arms folded across their As he approached the age of manhood he much
breasts, immovable as if carved upon the desired tobe in some way fitted for usefulness.
many causes of discouragement, he sucstern, and the graceful gondoliers rowed Amid
cceded by the help of his parents, in acquiring
their valuable freicht smoothly along. It the art of telegraphing, and his health having
was a lovely picture, a bit out of Fairyland : somewhat imprdved, he for a time hoped to_suc-

are

not models of comfort, nor are their keepers celebrated for urbanity. But wheré the |
hotels are crowded in the way they have

the

themselves in theiF representative

Grand Canal, opposite the Fiazetta, between the two columns supporting one the
Lion of St. Mark and the other St. Theodore,

me as a sort of prisoner gu3st in 1865, and
regularly every, morning wolld greet me
with a grim remark: ‘ How is your dem1 hope
ocratic friend; General Pryor?
you are both weil.” Iwasa little annoyed
by his sarcasm, and when an appeal was
piade to me by an old citizen to assist in
Jpardoning another” confederate, I referred
him to Mr. Stevens. He happened to know
‘the great commoner, and went over to him
withmy message. Judge of my surprise,
when he returned with the proposition that
whatever 1 wrote he (Sevens) would sign.
1 dietated the strongest, appeal to the President, and Mr. Stevens put his name to it.
Of course, I indorsed the petitien; but I
did not fail to remind my neighbor that
‘* Oh ! you
very day of his inconsistency.

one.of the

of Everett...

examining the races of animals

rious change of place without the sensation
of moving, which belongs essentially to a
gondola, when we came upon a scene which
startled us at once out of our dolce far niente. We were just at the entrance of the

He affected much indignation when Pres.ident Lincoln consigned Roger A. Pryor to

need not be riled about it,”

WILTON

This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co., Towa
commences its ‘Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5. It is
goon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,

While he was on the point of speaking

along

who

AL

lost I”

$y

the wonders of the world, let him sit down
and kyow- the universe in which he lives, by

Picture.

gliding

my quick
disappearance,
that troubles
me.”
.
A member of the house, who, known for
his uncertain course on all - questions,
and

it isthat I have just found what

top,

A. M. JONES, Sec.

Lewiston, July 2, {871.

speechjat the Amherst semi-cen”
commencemenit,
Professor
Park

“I will read that

his

with that perfect ease of motion, that

schoo

Harding and rooms for self boarding
ill be furni edit low rates. Moderate te
/
throughout.
Address,
REV, OWE, BAKER.

admiring student of* nature has realized

of defying even hotter days than this.
-At
sunset we went out in our gondola, meaning to catch the refreshing breezes on the
Lido shore.. We had lifted off the black,

‘ Youdon't say
was Seventy-five cents.”
0.” was the answer, as he put a five dollar
bill into her hands; *¢ and how" wonderful

Britain, a convenient maxim—not wholly
foreign, by the way, to the Belgian laws—

French taste,

Edward Everett then Gelivered the qration.
In the midst of the ‘oration hé uttered one | 2m33
sentence which called forth bursts of ap- |
plause.
t
1

fortress-like walls and lofty ceilings capable

who often confessed that he never fully
investigated a mooted point without finding himself. a. neutral,” asked leave of absence: ¢“ Mr. Speaker,” said Stevens, ¢ I

There prevails
places in Great

on

One day—a. very hot one, with a fierce
July sun pouring down its rays and heating
the very waters—we had spent in our cool
rooms in the hotel,once a palace, with thick,

Redoubt.
Saturday
is,
however, the
grand and most proper day.
The band do not rise to-object, but to suggest that the
is augmented to a full strength of ten or
member need not ask this favor,
a dozen performers, and valses and polkas honorable easily pair off with himself.”
can
dre performed with an. amount of energy for he was
charitable, but hever ostentaHe
worthy of a better cause. - As no partic““Oh,sir I” said a beggar womtiously so.
ular costume is de rigueur, the toilets,
one cold morning, as he was
especially of the gentlemen, are divers in an‘to himto the house, *¢ Oh, sir!I have just
the extreme. "But the universal and gen- limping
all the money I had in the world!”
eral-approved amusement of Spa is, after Jost
¢ Oh, sir! it
« And how much was that ??
all, the scandal-making.
here, as in many similar

true

said: “I have recalled this afternoon a
scene which occurred thirty-six years ago,

BR

felt the grip of the grim monster fastening
on him.
Hickman told the old man he
was looking well. ¢ Ah, Jolifi I” was the
quick reply, *¢ It is not my appearance, but

of

with

artlessness of Edward Everett.

officers
used tb

when

diawn

Anecdote

‘In his
tennial

|

A Venetian

The

a ——

one of his legs over an apm of his chair.
His wife related that he used to compose
chiefly in the winter.
.

David

Ilickman,

his

Jette

has

An

verses, we are told, was that of sitting with

carry him in a large arm-chair from his
lodging across the public grounds, up the
broad stairs of the noble capitol—‘‘ Who
will be so good to me and take me up in
their strong arms when you two mighty
men are gone ?”
4
Here was not only uncommon wit, but a
sense of intellectual. immorality.
A consciousness of superiority of another sort

was his answer to John

after
then

Like many other poets, Miltan found

favorite position of his when

annals

of humor, than his quiet question to

he rose he. had a chapter of the He-

modern

in music, instrumental and vocal.

vr

gaid, before rising of a morning, he often
dictated
to her twenty, or thirty verses.
A

leaving the

in

retired

the stillness, ‘warmth and recumbency of
bed favorable to composition; and his wife

Stevens's Wit.

is nothing finer, as

he

came to visit him. He finally took alight
supper, smoked a pipe of tobacco, and drank
a glass of water; afterwards he retired to

witha

to work

years

o'clock ‘and lay until

or bass viol, and either sung himself orrequested his wife to sing, who, as he said,
had a good voice, but no ear.
ile then regtined his studies until six, from which
hour until eight he conversed with all'who

appearance

and, set

his. later

at nine

liimsell, and afterwards played on the organ

work,

Kitchen door,

in

night

sexes.

being composed of only oné department, a thorough

Eden has been-drawn with Adam and Eve
in all their primeval simplicity and virtue, and additional teachers and facilities will + e farnishwhile near them, in full costume, is seen a. ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next
' A Commercial department has been o:
hunger with a gun shooting ducks.— @lean- | term.
in connection with this institution and will
comings.
mence at the same date: Inst uction will be given

grally in a chair in which he used-to swing

for his

wits to

In

dined, took some exercise for an hour, gen-

as if

waited,

in his eye,

for guch

agreeable flavor.

and

ny

Principal, with three Assist-

College, and it is open for both

ed with tumblers filled with cigar lighters;
and, 4s if to crown-the list of. these absurd
and ludicrous anachronisms, the Garden of

his’ other

brew Bible read for him, and then,
breakfast, studded till twelve.
He

—

best things in Spa, nor have the Belgians
yet mastered either the science of gastron-

~

When

Mr. Stevens rarely told a story. He wus
strong in repartee, in retort, in qguiot interrogatory.
He must have been terrible at
the cross-examination of a witness.
There

kind of Boulogne-like glance, as
safely they ex- ‘too—a
much as to say, * What brings you here?
in

he

Thaddeus

stakes

tables comes
the pastime
of dancing,
which may be indulged in free of expense
every evening in a capital room in the

mind, is hidden

and

of an

effectual

an

b

ness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 mahy kinds of work are done. The
students are Jalthfany drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, aiso in English Grammar, Arithmetic,
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Jeometry.
pecial atention is given to
gy

the~Lord’s Supper, with the table ornament~

four in the summer and five ih the winter.
If not then disposed to rise, he had some
one to git at his bedside and read to him.

poor fellow out again in the cold, there to
contemplate the old proverb, “It takes a
thief to catch a thief.”

to

wis-

perishes with the sound.

Truth, latent in the

up,

warm retreat behind the

be

,ductively of advantage in books. . For the

every

found te be nothing but an old dry bone
they had both gnawed a hundred times,
than the young rascal secured the good

great

is. ordinarily

studies, but

the stove could not, it is plain, for, sneaking cautiously out of his snug retreat, he
made a sudden dash for the coveted bone,
which he secured very easily,—to the surprise of all, for a few minutes only, So
mystery was soon cleared up,—for’ no sogner had he possessed himself of what he soon

thrown at each coup upon the Rouge ef noir
table,

fubously,

like

artist

his early years he used to sit up late at his

to work to

on it'as if he enjoyed it hugely.
Now, what dog could resist such a tempt- |
ing sight? At least the old fellow behind

of patience, that one can get near
to the board even to throw one’s
upon it. According to the wellmaxim that low players enrich the
the gains of this year ought to be

enormous;

himself

large bone in his

in

gold pieces or bank notes.
re
Next in importance and popularity to the

truth of the voice

few

er short season before the end, one might
imagine, to see the crowds who play, that
each day was the last. Chairs are all engaged over night, and it is only with a
and after

curled

right in front of the

left them, and although there is to be anoth-

great deal of struggling,

barking

delicate, refined,

viands as were

and with what success you will scon see.
After disappearing in the garden for a

the green board. I do not think that
among the whole lot of them there is a single one that thoroughly understands the
play. This year the bank will have no
cause to grumble, The habitués are determined t6 “hake the most of the short time

display
enough
jece
xnown
bank,

have been

offering up

Bom-lustead of the patriareh’s *¢ stretch-

ed as using a* more

1872,

er

i
I and closes
Apr Aprill,

instrument; he is holding to Isaac's head |
a blunderbuss.
Berlin represents in a pict‘ure the Virgin and Child listening to a vio- declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry, . ..
scanning, &c. The location of the school go near lin; and in’ another picture he has drawn the
College and Theological School, affords advantKing David playing the harp'at the mar- ages of association with students of a higher rank
and
culture. The public lectures of these institutions
riage of Christ with St. Catherine, A French are invaluable.
fi
We

2a

senses, and he” had“a preference

shrewd old dog, with as‘ little success as if
he had tried to fly. Finding that to fail

a terrible thing if the ladies were not permitted to vary the monotony of existence
at Spa by means of a visit now and

wits

tl)
©

Abraham

1,

and

The special work of this &¢hool is to fit students ny

ing forth his hand and taking.the knife,”
as the Scriptures inform us, he is represent-

Milton Spent the Day.
:

which he could get
coveted place. All
to strike him, Takgood * watch-dog”
he made a feint to-

with a cunning twinkle

Ladic® of the highest

would

his

nA Dutch picture of

At his meals he never took much wine or
other fermented liquor. Although not fastidious in his food, yet his taste seems to

young friend; who no sooner made his appearance and saw the situation, than he
tried exactly the same stratagem with the

of Spa.

Indeed, it

garden,

en stove,

characters do not suffer one jot by occasionally patronizing the Redoubt. This is
the name by which the Kursaal was christened a cerrtury ago.

set

Hew

into the garden, but behind the warm kitch-

———A correspondent of the London Standard
says:
The amusements of Spa are not so multifarious as its hotels, nor by any means so
expensive either,
They consist of gambling, dancing and talking scandal. I mention them in the accepted order of merit.
Society is not so straight-laced here as to
consider it anything at all incorrect to play

upon

and

Tuition $26.00 a year.
as: JORDAN, A. B.

live
temperately,’ regularly,
industrious, too, but be tem-

perate .—dppleton's Journal.

¥

begins Monday,
on ay,
gi

Monday, June 24.

Sia, you will surely have it. Endegyor to forget that you have a stomach, Keep a clear
conscience;
cleanly; he

22.

SUMMER TERM

his

1

NICHOLS LATIN y SCHOOL.
st 21st;

closes Friday, March

;

=

closes Tuesday, November 28.
:
SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan.

stantly talking and thinking about dyspep-

rush for the extreme end of the garden,
pasging the old schemer just outside the
kitchen dour, who no sooner saw. the terrier
enter the garden than he popped too, not

o{

the

A
the ' hours for

some one was intruding at that point, when,
true to his nature, out popped the terrier,
not to make a feint, but to make a pell mell

In
that
and
the
and to either sex, but demands the harmonious
in- vefforts of both; and believing that man’s
part, though less absorbing, Jess" difficult,
comprehensible, God himself, is contained
apd worshiped.
In them the nature of ce- and in some sense less honorable than
,Jgstial, terrestrial and infernal beingsis laid woman's, is no less. incumbent on him.
Men depreeate high education for women,
1 open. In them the laws by which every fancying it unfits them to be good housepolity is governed are decreed, the officers
of the celestial "hierarchy are distinguished, wives. I crave the highest, if for no other
and tyrannies of such demons are described reason than that they may thus be fitted to

world and of the city, the first who
unity of person assumed the empire

.
batween

FALL!

you

>

31

;

- z

a

St

dish | fonably trimmed with flounces. Th same
never touch
any particular
[shovel and withtongs,you, Ifhowever,
that

.

I

!

1871.

RT,

EA

must ' live on -rye-bread or oat-meal porridge; a reasonable quantity of nutritious
food is essential to the mind as well as the
body. Above all, banish all thoughts:of
the subject. If you have apy treatises om
dyspepsia, domestic medicine, ete., put
them directly into the fire. Jf you are con

devise some means by
the terrier out of the
at once an idea seemed
ing ‘advantage of the
qualities of the terrier,

happi-

a

—

7
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A blacksmith in Winchester, Va.} owns

story is told:
In: the winter

ness, and finest growth make such dependence needssary. But if women disdain their
prerogative, and choose to ministerypnuto
themselves in carnal things, rather”
than
minister unto others.spiritual things!
Men speak often as if the responsibility
and result of home and family rested on
woman,
I deny it absolutely—seeing nowhere in Nature any indication of it, *believing that the stake is too’ great to be left

sp ———

3 : BER

rt "LH

SE

Benny

disagrees

le

fusing work, outside and inside—not only ‘breakfast and dinner, and dinnér and supthat which men now do, but & great deal of per, these two dogs may always be seen
that which is done by women—shall be as- perched up just far enough from Mr, Snapp's
sumed hy men, that women may be left forge to escape the sparks, but still near
tranquil and free and fine for the delicate enough to keep warm,
I say between the
touches.
Jlomes are defective, harsk, for- nours of breakfast and Winner, because as
bidding, uninfluential because the women soon as the hour for dinner comes,—which
who preside over them are cumbeted with they know even better than the appren--|
much serving ‘in them. It disturbs me a tices "in the shop,—they are both off at a full
little to hear men say that ‘it women vote run,. each aiming to secure a space behind a
they must also trade and toil and fight. a warm kitchen stove, which is only large
- Thousands of women could hardly. find life enougn for one dog at'a time, Nol, the
more stern than it is, and if savors of hy- terrier, being the most active, almost alleaving
pocrisy for men to warn off from the politi- ways gains the coveted place,
cal field, by prophecies of hardship, women the poor old ‘dog out in. the cold. Now
who are already well-nizh overborno by comes the curious part of the story.
The old dog being thus left out in the
hardship, and who, only look that way
longing for relief. But what shall I ‘say cold ono. bitter day, put himself in & think-

ever-

rule of morals,

.

ture, and magnify the office of woman,
My claim is that all the rough, clashing,con-

indeed, thou hast placed thy desirable tabcrnacle in books, where the Most High,
the Light of light, the Book of Life hath

“of

TC

two dogs,—one a terrier, four or five years

What I want is-that we should: heed Na-

MB

-

:

STA

Tw

and consequently very feeble,—of which this

.other,

ure, art thou concealed? and where shall
the thirsty soul find thee?
Undoubtedly,

S

eeep———

Two Dogs and their Uvicks,
ely

crating according to which none will err.
By thee kings reign and law-zivers decree when women tell me that the nature of
justly. ‘Through thee, the rusticity of na- woman demands the toil and trade and
/ turd being cast off, wits and ‘tongues being strife of the outside world as a higher and
polished, and the thorns of vice utterly ‘better thing than the mechani of the
soul? TI claim that women havea
right to
eradicated, the summit of honoris reached,
and they become fathers of their country be independent of those upon whom they
and companions of princes, who, without have no claim, and of the brutality of those
thee, might have forged their lances into upon whom they have a claim, but a highspades and plowshares,”or perhaps have er and sweeter, a ‘divine right to be dependfod swine with the prodigal son. .Wherg” ent upon those to whom such dependence is
then, most. potent, most longed-for treas- a savor of life unto life, and for the sake of

established thee.
receive, all who

|

v——

the

of divine liberality, descending® from thé
Father of light to raise up the rational sbul
even to saven ; thou art the celestial alimony of intellect, of which whosoever eateth shall yet hunger, and whaso drinketh
shall yet thirst; a Fpmony rejoicing the
soul of the sorrowful," and never in any
way discomposing the hearer. Thou ari
moderator and thie

————

old, the other half shepherd and half common ur, about twelve on fifteen years old,

flourishing™virtue that cleanseth its, possess

sion’ from every venom,

G

Ah

=

mt

(one|
i is but feeble and far off compared
| essary,
with what can be done in the family, Na:
ture with infinite pains and infinite delicaoy, has given woman a peculiar fitness for
and this work, and a peculiar unfitness for every

impulse of nature, infinitely surpasses all
© the riches of the world; in comparison
with which precious stones are vile, silver
is clay, and urifed gold grains of sand
in’ the bonds of which, the sun and moon
grow dim to the sight; in the admirable
sweetness of which, honey and manna are
bitter to the taste. - The value of wisdom
dacreaseth not with time ; it hath

—
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The Farr, Turd of this Instiution will commence

Augnst 23, 1371, and continue thirteen weeks, under
ooptinued charge of ALBERT R. SAVAGE, A. B., Prineinnl, assisted by other efficient Instructors.
Thorough instruction will be given in all branches.

Classes will be formed in Vocal and Instrumental
Music, Penciling and Penmanship, if desired.
The Trustees aim to make this school one of the
best.

Address, for civeulars or information,the Princ.
‘pal,or *
THOMAS TUTTLE, M.D., President,
E, 8. TASKER, Sec’y.
:
y
Northwood, N. H., July 10, 1871,
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more

employes

engaged to the young Prussian

when from some other cause water accumulates
in the soil, it should escape by sinking down into a well-made drain; but just here is where a

of the Treasury

Princess Mary | Of the druin; or, in other

the

‘Elizabeth, daughtér ‘of the Prince Frederick
Charles, nephew of the Emperor of Germany,

flint-

The expenditures for pensions are greater
than those of either army or navy. The present
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in the | their ‘careful attention, it will seem a very sim- | had been to read in a reclining position,
lost one
ple matter to understand how, when it rains, or eye and soon died from the formation of a ma-
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words, the surplus | festations of it, often determine the disease to the

water comes up into the drain, and not down
into it.
In all low lands therdis a point at which the
soil remains saturated with water, and the, dis-
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